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A: BS'rl: ZAC'IC 
This dissertation consists of a detailed study and critical 
edition of the invaluable historical work, al-Dibij al-khusruwdnl 
fl akhbir a'vAn al-Mikhl&f al-Sulaymini 
The first part of this study comprises an English introduction, 
in seven chapters, which attempts to paint a full picture of both 
the work and the historical period concerned. The author and his 
work are dealt with in the first chapter. This includes the first 
full biography of the author, a description of his other works, a 
review of the manuscripts used in the edition and an explanation of 
the editorial method. 
In chapter two the rule of the Al Khayrdt family in al-Mikhllf 
al-SulaymAn! and the arrival of Ibn 'Abd al-WahhAb's movement in the 
area are discussed in order to provide full historical background. 
Chapter three is concentrated on a summary of the DLib&*, made 
to assist the English reader in his understanding of the subject as 
a who le. 
Chapter four is given over to a discussion on 'Kkish's style 
and language. It also contains a glossary of some unusual words. 
Comments and notes on the text, plus Qur'Inic and Hadith refer- 
ences and an analysis of the poetic metres used by the author, make 
up chapter five. 
ii 
Chapter six comprises an index of the geographical places and 
tribal names mentioned in the text, while Chapter seven deals with 
biographies. The study closes with a bibliography, two maps and 
a family-tree of the Al Khayrit dynasty. 
The edited Arabic text comprises the second part of this study 
and is followed by a chapter on the JjadIth quoted and by three 
appendices, containing the author's references and biographical 
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The region known as al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini has an important 
place in the history of South-Western Arabia for various geopolitical 
and economic reasons. 
Comprising an area that stretches roughly between 16*-18* 
longitude and 42*-44* latitude, al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini has as its 
southern and eastern boundaries the mountains of al-Sarawit and the 
Saudi-Yemeni border; to the west it is met by the Red Sea; and to 
the north-west it is fringed by Wadi 4aly b. Ya'qfib and the 'Asir 
mountains. Generally speaking it occupies the 4outh-western part of 
Saudi Arabia known as the Jizin or JIzIn district and acts as an 
important buffer zone between two different political systems: the 
4ijiz in the north and the Yemen in the south. Also of significance 
is the fact that the area is highly fertile and densely populated. 
Al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI derives its name from Sulaymin b- Tarf 
al-Vakam! who seized control of the area from the Ziyidid ruler in 
373/983. The history of al-Mikhlif is linked inextricably with that 
of the Yemen and TihAmah and as such must be viewed against the back- 
ground of events in the region as a whole. 
Sharif ýamýGd, generally considered to be the most powerful of 
the Al Khayrit dynasty, extended his domains over the whole of 
TihAmah in the Yemen as far as Zabld; his reign marks the high point 
or "golden era" of the Jkl Khayrit rule in the area. Although the 
Yemeni coastal lands were returned to the imam of ýan'! ' after the 
vii 
arrival in AbE 'Arish of the Turco-Egyptian forces, they were captured 
once more by Sharif al-4Usayn b. 'All b. 4aydar after the Egyptian 
evacuation in 1256/1840. 
The ýý, which is the subject of the present study, deals 
with three different and highly important periods of the history of 
al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. The first period begins with the assumption 
of power by Sharif 4amlad in 1216/1801, which coincides with the advent 
of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b's movement in the area and ends with the deport- 
ation of Sharif HamEd's son, Ahmad, on the orders of Khalil Pasha in 
1235/1819. The succession of the pro-Turco-Egyptian ruler, Sharif 
'All b. Haydar, also in that year, marks the beginning of the second 
period covered by the work, while the Egyptian withdrawal from the 
area in 1256/1840 marks the beginning of the third. The 21hij gives 
a detailed account of these events; the richness of its description 
may be attributed to the fact that the author was very close to the 
ruling family and was thus able to gain easy access to those with the 
power to make decisions. 
The present study is based on the writings of 'Kkish, as well 
as on other manuscripts and documents. Many difficulties were en- 
countered in gaining access to unpublished material in private 
libraries in the area which might shed more light on the local history. 
Printed works dealing with the subject are few, and the Yemeni sources 
concentrate on the affairs of the Yemeni highlands. Nevertheless it 
is felt that as much as possible has been done to gather such material 
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THE UADITH (Appendix No. 4) 
31 rE]E-IIE AU=OI: Z ANI) FITS WOnK 
1 
THE AUTHOR 
'Akish lived in the 13th/19th century and was born into a well- 
known family; his father was famous as Shaykh al-Islim, and was 
employed as the aj4: 1 in the town of Pamad. 
I In 1218/1803 'Akish's 
father, (b. 1174/1760-61, d. Rabl' II 1222/June-July 1807), moved to 
live in Abla 'Arish, the capital of al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini, 
2 
where 
he seems to have enjoyed good relations with the ruler, Hamfid b. 
Muýammad Abia Mismir. He also became involved in political life, to 
the extent that when the Saudis decided to subjugate the area, he, 
along with two members of the ruling family, was elected by Sharif 
4amiad to enter into negotiations with the Saudi general. These took 
place in the village of al-4ajarayn, where the general had set-up camp, 
and were ultimately successful. 
3, Kkish's father subsequently served 
as the general mufti of al-Mikhlif until his death. 
4 
According to 'Akish, his father seem to have been a ZaydI. * He 
says, for example, that his father travelled to Mecca where he became 
involved in erudite discussions with the foremost scholars of the time. 
He adds that his father always emerged the victor in such debates. 
The 'ulamV of Mecca rejected him because he was a follower of the 
ZaydI madhhab; in their opinion, the right path (kIM) was embodied 
within the four famous madhhabs, and anything other than these was 
5 Akish describes the ZaydI madhhab in glowing terms, and bid'ah. 
criticises the Meccan scholars for their ta'a$$ub and taqlld, because 
they rejected Zaydism without investigating its basis or its doctrines. 
6 
'Akish's father was in fact taught by ZaydI scholars in Kawkabin, 
ýa'dah and ýan'! ', (where he spent two periods of study). He 
exchanged letters with Yemeni scholars, among them al-ShawkAnI- 
2 
In Abil 'Arlsh he wrote his book, Mashiriq al-anw&r fl-shartk dald'il 
al-azhdr, on Zayd! fiqh. 
7 
Prior to drawing a biographical sketch of 'Akish, we should point 
out that, as far as we are aware, no complete history of his life has 
been written until now. Zabirah gives scant biographical information, 
listing only the names of 'Akish's sheikhs and some of the books which 
he studied. 
8 Sayyid 9 and ýibshl 
10 
also provide little information 
about 'kkish's work. Sayyid in fact refers to 'Akish as two separate 
people, called him al-Vasan b. Atmad al-Yaman! 
11 
on some occasions and 
'Akish al-Pamadi on others. 
12 For this, the first comprehensive 
biography of 'Akish, I have drawn my material as far as possible from 
his own writings. I have divided his very full life into three 
stages: childhood and the years of study, (1220-53/1805-37), his years 
as a 2A! Ll and adviser to the ruler, (1254-67/1838-50), and the final 
years which were devoted to teaching, writing, and formulating legal 
opinions (sing. jatwi), (1268-90/1851-73), whilst he was still employed 
as a q: AAj. 
Although we know the author as 'Akish, his full name was as follows: 
al-Vasan b. Aýmad b. 'Abd Allgh b. 'Abd al-'Azlz b. Vasan b. Vusayn b. 
Muýammad b. Yatyi b. Mutammad b. 'All b. 'Umar al-Pamadl. 
13 Historians 
give his date of birth as 1221.14 In his writings however, 'Akish 
says that he was two years old when his father died, which would suggest 
that he was in fact born in the middle of 1220.15 The nickname 
(laqab), "'Akish", is not found in any of the author's writings or in 
his father's biographies and we can assume therefore, that it was 
given to the author and had no past family connection. Indeed, it 
seems that the author was not actually very fond of this nickname. 
16 
3 
The etymological origin of this laqab is the root 'k sh (see Lisan, vi) 
meaning hair which has grown into long, heavy or wavy tresses. A 
present-day member of 'Akish's family told me that they now proudly 
use this name as a family name. 
17 The supposition therefore, is that 
'Akish became well known by this nickname and, with the passage of time, 
it was adopted as the family name. 
Unfortunately, the information which I have at my disposal concerning 
the early part of 'Akish's childhood is very limited. I will, however, 
attempt to give as full a picture as possible, based on the many 
references found in the author's own writings. 
After the death of his father, 'Akish was looked after by his 
uncle, Hasan b. 'Abd Allih, 
18 
and by a member of the ruling sharif 
family, ýasan b. Bathir b. Mubirak. 
19 'Akish mentions that following 
his father's death, al-Hasan b. Kh1lid al-Hizimi, the ruler's distinguished 
minister, took responsibility for supporting the family financially, 
as a gesture of respect for his late teacher. 
20 At the age of about 
ten, 'Akish began attending lessons among the learned circles of the 
AW 'Arlsh mosque, 
21 
where his first teacher was 4mad b. 'Abd All&h b. 
'All al-Nu'm&n (d. 1241/1825). This man tuaght him the Qur'In, in 
addition to the basic legal works such as fiqh, farl'id, grammar, 
ma'inl, usfil, and logic. 
22 When he was about 12 years old, 'kkish 
began studying with al-Hasan b. Kh1lid al-Hizim! (d. 1235/1819), with 
whom he learnt grammar from Mull3at al-i'rib and the figh from part of 
Bulflith al-ifiarim. 
23 An enthusiastic student, he took a keen interest 
in many different fields of knowledge and studied in detail a large 
number of the books which epitomised intellectual thought at that time. 
In addition, he also studied fiqh, farl'id, commentary and usfil with 
4 
some of the local teachers such as Muýammad b. Aýmad b. Ibrihim al- 
Nu'min (d. 1241/1825), 24 Muýammad b. VUsayn b. Ks! al-Vizimi 
(d. 1262/1845), 
25 
al-Vasan b. Mubammad b. 'All al-49zim! (d. 1257/1842) 
26 
and 'All b. Mubammad b. Ismi'll al-Bahkall (d. 1260/1844). 
27 At the 
same time, 'Akish studied grammar with Muýammad b. Yaby! b. 'Abd AllAh 
b. Hasan, 
28 
al-Hasan b. Ahmad b. al-Hasan al-Bahkall (d. 1234/1818), 
29 
Ibr&hIm b. Muhammad, known as Zabibah, (a Yemeni scholar who settled in 
Abfi 'ArIsh for a short time on his way back from the ggdj), 
30 , Abd al- 
Q&dir b. 'All al-'AwIj! (d. 1235/1819), 
31 
and Yahy! b. Ismi'll al-Sa'd'i. 
32 
He studied Uadith with 'All b. Muhammad b. 'AqIlI al-Hizim! (d. 1252/ 
1836), 33 Abmad b. M4. qmmad al-Num! al- Sharaf! (d. 1241/1825) 
34 
and 
Sharif Bashir b. Shabir b. MubArak Xl KhayrAt (d. 1251/1835). 35 
Having achieved the basic qualifications necessary for higher 
education, 'Akish began to pay frequent visits to the famous centres of 
learning in his area. This was in fact the customary way of acquiring 
knowledge and expanding one's intellectual horizons. In 1238/1822, at 
the age of about 17, 'Akish made his first trip to Bayt al-Faqlh in 
order to study with the prominent Shifi'l scholar, 'Abd al-RahmAn b. 
Ahmad al-Bahkall (d. 1248/1832). 
36 He spent the next three years with 
this teacher, studying Uadith, commentary, usiil, grammar, logic and 
prosody. 
37 
It would seem that 'Akish was influenced by the teachings of 
al-Bahkall and that he maintained good relations with him up until the 
latter died. In Bayt al-Faqlh 'Akish also studied sarf and grammar 
under the Hanafl scholar, Ahmad b. 'AtV AllAh al-Hind! (d. 1243/1827). 
38 
Whilst still living in Bayt al-Faqlh 'Akish travelled to Mecca in 
1240/1824 to perform the gg. U. 
39 
There he met Muhammad b. Yisin 
5 
al-Mirghani (d. 1247/1831), 
40 
one of the most distinguished scholars 
in the Holy City at that time. On his second visit to Mecca for the 
gLi in 1243/1827 'Akish took the opportunity of studying Ijadith with 
this teacher and succeeded in obtaining an ijizah from him. 
41 
It would appear that 'kkish spent 1242/1826 in Abil 'Arlsh, before 
travelling to ýan'l' at the beginning of 1243/1827, where he studied for 
a whole year. During this time he lived in one of the waqf settlements 
of the mosque known as al-Filayý!, 
42 
and studied in great depth many 
different aspects of Islamic teaching and doctrine with the foremost 
scholars of the city, 
43 
the most influential being Muhammad b. 'All 
al-Shawkini (d. 1251/1835). 
44 The other teachers in ýan'! ' at that 
time were as follows 
W Yftsuf b. Ibrihim b. Muýammad al-AmIr (d. 1246/1830) 
45 
(ii) Luýf AllAh b. 4mad JaOlf (d. 1243/1827) 46 
(iii) Mutammad b. Mahdi al-VamAtI (d. 1269/1852) 
47 
(iv) Muýammiad b. Mutammad al-KibsI 
48 
(V) MuWn b. ' Abd al-Karim b. Aýmad b. Isýlq (d. 1266/1849) 
49 
(vi) Mutammad b. 'All al-'Imrini (d. 1264/1847) 
50 
(Vii) Atimad b. Zayd b. 'Abd Allih (d. 1271/1854) 
51 
(Viii) al-QAsim. b. Muhammad b. Ismi'll al-Amir (d. 124611830). 
52 
'Akish appears to have concluded his stay in ýan'! ' by going to per- 
form the MIU in 1243/1827, as mentioned above. He then returned to Abil 
'Arlsh where he remained for a whole year. In 1245/1829 he travelled 
to Sabyl in order to study with Ahmad b. Idrls (d. 1253/1837), who had 
arrived there from Zabld during RamadAn 1245/February 1830.53 Akish 
spent two years with Ibn Idris in S. aby! performing Sufi rites, studying 
Sufi texts and memorizing their awrld and maw&'i7,. 
54 It would appear 
6 
that he was a devout follower (murld) and Ibn IdrIs decided to confer 
on him the honour of wearing the Sufi robe (khirqah) and of initiation 
into his tarigah, just as Atnad b. 'Abd al-QAdir al-'Ujayll 
55 had 
conferred the same honour on his father. 'Akish says, wa-'stamddaytu 
min-hu 'ul6m al-tarlqah wa-jabadhan! ill al-sayr fl tilka 'l-tiaqlqah, 
56 
and notes that Ibn Idris came to the area in order to preach his A adiyyah 
tarlqah. 
57 
Between 1245/1830-1250/1834 'Akish travelled to Zabld, Bayt al- 
Faq1h, ýabyl and finally to Mecca in 1250/1834 for the g. A. U. 
58 There 
are many indications in his writings which suggest that he spent two 
periods of study in Zabld, the first being in 1246/1830 
59 
and the second 
in 1251/1835, when he stayed for two years. 
60 During these periods 
in ZaBld he studied a wide range of subjects in great depth and also 
taught. 
61 He himself was taught by well-known scholars, who included 
the following 
W Muýammad b. al-Zayn al-Mizj&jl (d. 1252/1836) 
62 
(ii) 'Abd al-Karlm b. ýusayn al-'Utum! (d. 1246/1830) 
63 
(iii) 'Abd al-Ratnfin b. SulaymAn b. Yaýyl al-Ahdal (d. 1250/1834) 
64 
(iv) 'Abd al-Raýpgn b. Mutammad al-Sharaf! (d. 1251/1835) 
65 
(V) al-Phir b. Aýmad b. al-Musivi (d. 1248/1832) 
66 
(vi) Mutaronad b. al-MusIwA al-Ahdal (d. 1266/1849) 
67 
'Akish also mentions the names of other scholars with whom he studied 
and from whom he received ijAzAt, although he does not give the dates 
of when he visited them. They are as follows: Ahmad b. Silim HAbis 
(d. 1245/1829) of ýa'dahNuý amm ad b. 5&liý al-Samiwl (d. 1241/1825) of 
al-Hudaydah, where he was imprisoned, 
69 
and Ibrahim b. Ahmad al-Hifzi 
(d. 1297/1879) of RijAl Alma', 70. 
7 
'kkish was now a very well-educated man, aged about 33 and had 
extensive contacts among the scholars and prominent 'ulamV in the area. 
It is quite apparent that he was very active among scholarly circles 
and we can find many examples of correspondence on legal and religious 
questions and poems, which he exchanged with other scholars and poets 
of the Arabian Peninsula at that time. 
71 
The second stage of the author's life begins in 1254/1838, when 
Sharif al-Vusayn b. 'All b. Vaydar came to power as the ruler of al- 
Mikhlif al-SulaymAn! following his father's death. It appears that 
'Akish had good relations with al-Vusayn even before he became ruler. 
At one point for instance, 'Akish says that al-VUsayn ordered him to 
take a letter to the distinguished scholar, Muhammad al-'Imrini, in 
Mecca, asking him to settle in Abil 'Arlsh, (wa-amaran! bi-bamli marguman 
ilayhi bi-tabsin al-wusiil ill badratih); this was in 1250/1834.72 
Clearly 'Akish was known to the ruling family, since his father had 
been associated with them, and, as we mentioned before, he was looked 
after by one of them as a child. In addition however, his erudition 
and the poetry which he composed for many different social and political 
occasions, must have drawn people's attention to him. 
'Dish was next appointed the gAdi of AW 'ArIsh, 
73 
although 
there is no indication in the sources available to us of the date when 
this occurred. There are however, frequent indications in, his writings 
which suggest that he was trusted by the ruler and that he had a special 
relationship with him. For example, 'Akish concludes his description 
of al-Vusayn's custom of performing the qiYAm prayer on a journey, by 
saying that, "I accompanied him for a time whilst he was in this state", 
(wa-19 yatruku qiygm al-layl f lisaf ar wa-lA badar li-ann! sabibtuhu 
8 
muddatan wa-huwa 'alA hadhi al-bil), 
74 
and that, "when the sharif came 
to power in al-Vudaydah in 1256/1840,1 was accompanying him and he 
asked me to advise, on a suitable person for the post of qldl", 
(wa-lammA 'stawlA 'l-sharif 'alA al-bandar fl 'dm 1256 kuntu mu. $ItLiban 
la-hu ... wa -'stasharini 
fl man yasluttu li-wazlfat al-qadi'). 
75 When 
the sharif travelled to Bayt al-Faqlh in 1256/1840, the ! ALI of the town, 
Yaýyl b. Muýammad al-SutEll, did not come to see him, because for some 
unknown reason he seems to have been afraid. 'Akish says, "I went with 
him to the sharif, who received him with dignity and respect", 
(wa-wa$altu ma'ahu ill al-sharif wa-talaqqihu bi-'l-iilll wa-'l-ikrcim). 
76 
It is clear from many references that 'kkish travelled with the 
ruler wherever he went, suggesting that he may have been more than 
just a jail, and was perhaps employed as an adviser or a minister. We 
know for example that he accompanied the sharif when he entered 
al-4udaydah and Bayt al-Faqlh, as mentioned above, when he settled in 
Zabid, when he moved to take up residence in al-4udaydah sometime 
between 1261 and 1263,77 and also when he moved to al-Mukhl' in 1265/ 
1848.78 
The final stage of 'Akish's life begins with the dismissal of 
79 Sharif al-4uSayn by the Ottomans in 1267/1850. The author had now 
settled in Abil 'ArIsh teaching and formulating fatAwA, as well as 
carrying out his duties as IjLl. 
80 This was a period of great upheaval 
and unrest, with the internecine struggles amongst the sharifs, the 
intervention of the amir of 'Asir and the repercussions of Ottoman rule. 
Such turmoil clearly affected the intellectual life of al-Mikhlif 
al-Sulaymini. 
81 
Although we can find no indication of the part which 
'Akish played in these events, we do know that he retained his position 
9 
as SiLl and mufti, 
82 
and it would appear that he chose to detach 
himself from the political unrest in order to devote time to writing. 
We know for example that he composed his commentary on the Qur'ln 
during this period, since he mentions finishing the last draft of it 
in 1276/1859. The work consists of two large volumes and 'Akish 
began work on it in 1271/1864.83 
When one reads his book, al-Durr al-thamin, it is clear that 
'Akish had established good relations with the amir of 'Asir, Muhammad 
?4 
b. 'Ayid, who came to power in the emirate between 1273-88/1856-7zp 
'Akish composed many poems in praise of him and describes him as 
imam. 
85 Whilst there is no indication that the author actually 
visited 'Asir, it is quite feasible that he may have met the amir 
during his numerous campaigns in Abil 'Arish and the Yemen. 'AqIli 
claims that 'Akish did in fact visit the amir on several occasions, 
although he does not indicate any sources to substantiate this. 
86 
In 1272/1855, 'Akish moved to live in SabyA, where he remained 
for two years before returning to Ab6 'Arlsh. 
87 There are also indic- 
ations that he travelled fairly widely, his last trip being to al- 
Vudaydah in 1286/1869.88 Akish spent his remaining years in Ab(i 
'Arlsh, where he completed his useful work, 'Uqiad al-durar fl taralim 
a'YAn al-qarn al-thAlith 'ashar, which contains biographies down to 
1287/1870. 
In order to ascertain to which religious madhhab the author 
belonged, we must first give a brief risume' of the religious climate 
which prevailed in the area at that time. "Taking Tihimah as a 
whole, there is no doubt that the overwhelming majority of the population 
10 
were Sh&fi'ls". 
89 Throughout 'Akish's life the influence which the 
imams of ýan'i' exerted over the population of the area was minimal 
and it was the doctrines OfIbn 'Abd al-Wahh&b which had the greatest 
effect on the intellectual life, not only of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAni, 
but also of the whole of South West Arabia. 
90 
We know that Sharif ýamfid (d. 1253/1817) embraced the doctrines of 
Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhdb during the later years of his life, and that his minister, 
al-Hasan b. Kh1lid al-Hizimi, had very good relations with the scholars 
of Najd. 
91 It is also clear that the general population of al-Mikhlif 
al-Sulaymini were to some extent followers of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b's 
teachings at this time; there are many references in the writings of 
'Akish and the other Yemeni scholars to the preaching activities of 
Sharif Vamiid and his ministers throughout the area. 
92 Sharif VuSayn 
b. Shabir b. Mublrak (d. 1242/1826), who was reputed to be one of Ibn 
'Abd al-WahhAb's most ardent followers, was appointed mutitasib 
93 
, 94 along with a number of fugah! , and they were ordered to travel 
around al-Mikhlif teaching the inhabitants "the right way". 'Akish 
says, "Sharif Ham(id appointed a teacher in every mosque to give daily 
guidance to the people in their religious affairs, to seek out those 
people not attending Jum'ah prayers and to punish those of them who 
did not have a valid excuse for their absence", (wa-kull masjid la'ala 
li-ahlihi mu'alliman yurshiduhum kull yawm ill umfir dinihim, wa- 
yatafaqqada 'l-mutakhallifin 'an $alit al-Jumu'ah, wa-man takhallafa li 
Rhayri Sudhr anzala bi-hi mA yastatLiqqu min al-mu'lqabah). 
95 There 
were many scholars, such as 'Abd al-Rahmin al-Bahkall, Muhammad b. 
NAsir al-Hizimi and Muhammad b. NAsir al-Sharif who supported this 
tendency to follow the doctrines of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh&b. 
96 
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The movement lostmomentum however, when the Turks subjugated the 
area and appointed 'All b. 4aydar sharif, a man who was both loyal to 
the Ottomans and paid little attention to the doctrines of Ibn 'Abd 
al-Wahh&b. Indeed, the area went into decline and the time was ripe 
for the emergence of other religious movements. One of the most 
influential of these centred around the Sufi doctrines of Ibn Idr1s 
and lasted for many years, finally culminating in the formation of the 
Idris! Emirate in 1326/1908.97 
'Akish was taught by both alLnn! and Ilydi scholars in Tihimah and 
ýan'g' and we also know that some of his first teachers in AbCt 'ArIsh 
were supporters of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhib. As we mentioned before, he was 
cared for as a child by two of the most distinguished followers of Ibn 
'Abd al-Wahh1b's doctrines, Sharif ýUsayn b. Shabir and al-Vasan b. 
Kh1lid. It seems likely therefore, that 'Akish must have absorbed at 
least some of these doctrines in his formative years. In the writings 
relating to the early part of his life, 'Akish appears to have been 
opposed to the ideas of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b. It is clear from his 
praise for them in subsequent writings, however, that he revised his 
opinion of them in later life. This volte-face can be seen clearly 
in the autograph of al-Dibij, where 'Akish indicates his revised opinions 
by writing "correct" ($abtL), and "they said" (S 1U) in the margin beside 
his former criticisms of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b's doctrines, thus attempting 
to give others the responsibility for them. 
In ýan'! ' 'Akish studied with al-Shawkini, who was considered to 
be a moderate ZaydI and it is clear from both the style of his 
various writings and the references which he makes that the author 
was influenced by this contact with Zaydism. In the texts one can 
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often find instances of 'Akish speaking as though he were a Zaydl. 
For example, he says, "The legal imamate is reserved for the four 
orthodox caliphs, the two sons of 'All b. Abi TAlib, Zayd b. 'Ali 
and his son, Yahyd, and for Mubammad b. 'Abd Alldh and his brothers, 
98 
al-4Usayn al-Fakhkhl, al-HAdI and al-Qisim" Elsewhere he says, 
" 99 "the pure imams and the scholars of other countries agreed 
and referring to the question of the imamate he says, "Since the 
death of the Companions the Islamic countries have been ruled by 
unjust and illegal rulers". 
100 In all of his writings concerning 
the sharifs or the imams, 'Akish continually stresses, "They are 
descended from the house of the Prophet (al. -'itrah al-tihirah, (Ahl 
al-Bayt)". It is also worth mentioning here that 'Akish admitted 
to the fact that his father was a Zayd1. Taking these and other ref- 
erences into account, we may deduce that the author was no more than 
sympathetic to Zaydism. He says, for example, "We convey (this] to 
you from their books, which have passed between them and their followers, 
(wa-nabnu nanqulu laka min kutubihim al-mutadiwalah baynahum wa-bayna 
shl'atihim)", 
lol 
and refers to "the book, ' al-BustAn, which is considered 
to be one of their fundamental texts", (wa-fl 'l-Bust&n wa-huwa min 
mu'tamad. itihim). 
102 Such references demonstrate how '. kkish talks 
about Zaydism as something almost alien. 
When Ibn Idris settled in SabyA, 'Akish was one of his earliest 
and most ardent followers; according to 'Akish himself, he was loyal 
to him for three years. 
103 This loyalty and admiration for Ibn Idris 
shines through in his record of the famous deabate (muniZarah) held in 
ýabyl in 1248 between his mentor and the fuqahl' of 'Asir. 
104 
In conclusion therefore, we can say that 'Akish was strongly 
13 
influenced by Zaydism in his early years and that it formed the 
background to his education. In later years, when he had settled in 
Tihdmah, the author's earlier opposition to the doctrines of Ibn 'Abd 
al-Wahhib disappeared and he became a supporter, as his poems to the 
amir of 'Asir clearly show. 
105 It is possible that his first lessons 
in Abil 'Arish might have played a part in this transformation, of 
which there is ample evidence in many of his writings. 
As to the date of his death, some historians such as 'Aqlll, 
#ibshl and Sayyid record it as 1289/1872, whilst others, such as 
Zablrah, as 1292/1875. In fact, 'Akish died on Tuesday 18 Dhu 'l- 
Qi'dah 1290/Wednesday 6 January 1874.106 
(ii) THE WRITINGS OF 'AKISH 
The following is essentially a list of 'Akish's other works, 
drawn firstly from references in his own writings and secondly from 
the writings of others. Some of the titles mentioned here appear for 
the first time and these are marked with asterisks. al-Dlb&j and 
al-Dhahab are omitted from this list and are dealt with separately 
later on. 
1. 'Uqfid al-durar f! tarijim a'yAn al-qarn al-thilith 'ashar 
Copies of the MS in the western library of the Great Mosque, San'V, 
no. 45 - tarAjim; the King Sa'fid University main library, Riyadh, 
no. 1334; the private collection of Muhammad al-Hizimi, Damad. The 
MS contains 267 biographies of prominent scholars, politicians and 
citizens from al-MikhlAf and the Yemen. It is believed that 'Akish 
began this work in 1262/1845,107 and completed it around 1287/1870.108 
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I have produced the first index to this MS, which can be found at 
the end of the Arabic text, appendix 2. 
2. Tjadi'iq al-zahr f! dhikr al-ashyAkh a'yln al-dahr 
Autograph of the MS in the 'Aqill private library, no. 38. Copy of 
the MS in the private library of Muhammad al-H&zimi, Damad. 'Akish 
devoted this work to the biographies of his teachers and some of his 
colleagues. It contains a total of 50 biographies. An index has 
been compiled by the present writer and can be found at the end of the 
Arabic text, appendix 3. 
3. Fatb al-MannAn bi-tafslr al-Qur'in 
The autograph consists of two large volumes which are preserved in the 
private collection of Mutammad al-Vizimi in Pamad. In this work 
'A. kish displays his great depth of knowledge, especially in the fields 
of literature and philology. He indicates that he made use of a wide 
variety of sources in the writing of this work. It is believed that 
he began work on it in 1271/1854 and completed it in 1276/1859. The 
final draft appeared one year later. 
109 
4. al-Durr al-thamin f! dhikr al-maniqib wa-'l-waqi'i' li-AmIr TI-Muslimin Mutiammad b. 'Ayid 
This is a treatise of about 20 pages on the history of 'Asir under the 
rule of the Al 'Ayi4 family, but concentrates on the era of Amir 
Muhammad b. 'Ayid, 1273-88/1856-72. The work has been edited and 
published by 'Abd Allih b. Vumayyid. Unfortunately I have been 
unable to locate a copy. 
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Nuzhat al-ab, 5, Ar min al-Sayl al-Jarrir 
There is no information concerning the MS. 'Akish himself states that 
the work was written as a commentary on al-Sayl al-jarrAr by al-Shawkdnl. 
6. * al-Jawghir al-'asiadivyah sharb al-Durar al-bahiyyah 
There is no information concerning the MS. According to 'Akish this 
work is an explanation of a treatise on the fiqh, written by Muýammad 
b. Yaýy& b. 'Abd AllAh b. 4asan. 110 
7. * al-Fawd'id al-jalilah fI bukm al-wasilah 
ill 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
8. * al-AnfAs al-yamaniyyah bi-m! tadammanathu sfardt al-$amad 
min al-radd 'ald al-firaq al-luRhaviyyah 112 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
9. * al-Suyüf al-qäti'ah li-shubhat Ab! TäfiRhah 
113 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
10. * InsikAb al-sabib 'all riyAd al-abbAb naZm qawVid al-i'r&b 
The autograph of this MS is in the private collection of Yaýy& 'Akish 
in Pamad. 
11. Rawd al-adhhin sharb ManZiimat al-madkhal ilA 'ilm al-ma'inl 
wa-'l-bay. in 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
12. * Tashil al-tilAb li-multiat al-i'rib 
114 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
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13. al-Nasamit al-sitkriyyah 'ali al-nafathit al-naidiyyah 
115 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
14. * Maimii' al-iiiz&t 
116 
There is no information concerning the MS. The work seems to document 
all the ijAzit which 'Akish received from various scholars. 
15. * MaimW al-murisalit 
117 
There is no information concerning the MS. This work contains letters 
which the author exchanged with other scholars in the area. 
16. ta mfl' al-shi'r 
118 
Li 
The autograph of this MS is held in the 'AqIll private library, JIzIn, 
no. 24. It contains poems by the author, as well as poems sent to 
him by friends. 
17. * Biography of his father 
119 
There is no information concerning the MS. 
18. Mun! 7, arat Abmad ibn Idris ma'a fuqahl' 'Asir 
This is a record of the famous debate between Ibn Idris and the scholars 
of 'Asir which took place in ýabyi in 1248/1832. It has been published 
twice, firstly by Dir al-ýIwl in Egypt, and secondly in full by AbTi 
Dihish. 120 
It is perhaps appropriate at this point to attempt to end the 
controversy among historians concerning the identity of the author who 
wrote Nuzhat al-garif fI dawlat awlid al-sharif. 'Akish clearly 
17 
states that this work was written by 'Abd al-Ra Wnb. al-Vasan al- 
Bahkall, and thus discounts the theory that he was its author. 
121 
(iii) THE WORK AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
We are fortunate that during the era of the Al Khayrit family, 
(1143-1267/1730-1850), there were many distinguished scholars who 
chronicled the history of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI and left us with a 
full account of the period. 'Abd al-R4min b. al-4asan al-Bahkall 
wrote two historical works: Kbuli*ah, which deals with the period 
1143-1184/1730-70, and Nuzhah, which deals with the period 1184-1204/ 
1770-89. 'Abd al-Raýmln b. Aýmad al-Bahkall wrote Nafb al-'ad covering 
the period 1218-33/1803-17, and 'Akish wrote al-DIbAj covering the 
period 1217-70/1802-53. 
The full title of this work is al-Dlbdi al-khusruwinl fI akhb&r 
a'y&n al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI and it is considered to be the most author- 
itative account of the history of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnl and South 
West Arabia as a whole in the 13th/19th century. The significance of 
the work is twofold. Firstly, it contains detailed accounts of 
various periods: the rule of Sharif gamfid and his son (1217-35/ 
1802-19), the rule of Sharif 'All b. ýaydar and that of the Turco- 
Egyptian authorities (1235-54/1819-38) and finally the rule of Sharif 
al-Vusayn b. 'All b. Vaydar (1254-67/1838-50). Secondly, al-Dib&j 
is a unique source of information for this period and most authors 
writing about the history of the area use it as their primary 
reference. Of particular interest is the unique introduction, which 
provides detailed information on the sharifs of the area from the 
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10th/15th century onwards. On many occasions the author makes no 
attempt to conceal his support for the Al Khayrit family, although 
this is still tempered with objectivity. It is probable that one of 
the reasons for this partiality was that he wrote the work during the 
rule of Sharif al-4usayn. Indeed, there are indications in the 
autograph that the author later changed his mind with regard to 
certain events. It is important, however, that a number of passages 
should be collated with other sources, especially the Egyptian, Turkish 
and Yemeni archives. 
We have already seen in previous sections how 'Akish came from a 
secure background, had many relations, was extremely talented and 
enjoyed a high position in society. He devoted about 20 years of his 
life to the study of a wide variety of subjects from several different 
perspectives, Sunni, Zaydl and Sufi. He studied with scholars from 
widely differing backgrounds, something which broadened his horizons 
and provided him with a talent for forming legal opinions. Through 
frequent trips to cities in the north and south of Al-Mikhllf al- 
Sulayminl, 'Akish built up strong and scholarly relations with many 
prominent figures. The resulting exchange of visits, letters and 
ideas enabled the author to enlarge his knowledge of the surrounding 
regions. The frequent journeys on which 'Akish accompanied the ruler, 
coupled with his high social status and close relations with the ruling 
family, placed the author in a unique position to produce accurate 
and detailed historical works. In conclusion, we should point out 
here, that the writer has only edited and studied the first half of 
the work, i. e. the Introduction and Chapters I and 2. 
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THE AUTHOR'S METHODS AND SOURCES 
The work has been divided into four parts: the introduction 
and three chapters, (see the summary of the autograph, chapter iii). 
'Akish adopts two different methods in his analytic approach. 
In his extensive introduction he refers to each area separately: the 
sharifs and rulers of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAni, the sharifs of Mecca, 
and the imams of the Yemen. In the other chapters however, the author 
records events in chronological order. 
It is clear that ', Kkish made great efforts to make use of as many 
different sources as possible and to consult any work which was 
recommended to him. His honesty in acknowledging the work of others 
is apparent in the many quotations which appear throughout the text 
and a bibliography of his references can be found at the end of the Arabic 
text, appendix 1. 
THE MANUSCRIPTS 
Three manuscripts, none of which are found outside Arabia, have 
been used to produce the edited text. They are the autograph, the 
copy contained in the private collection of QId! Ismi'll al-Akwa', and, 
al-Dhahab al-masbUk fl man zahara f! al-Mikhlif al-SulaYmAnI min 
al-mulft, from the 'AqIll private collection. 
The Autograph 
This is kept in the private collection of Zayd b. Muý am ad 
al-Mudir in al-ýiml, near Pamad and is the only manuscript which I 
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have been able to handle. According to 'Akish, he began this work 
sometime before 1266/1849; he says, "The sharif has hitherto occupied 
the post of amir", (wa-huwa ill tiAl raqmihi yatafayya' :; il&l al-im&rah). 
122 
He also mentions Sharif Muýammad b. 'Awn (1223-68/1808-51), and says he 
was "hitherto the amir of Mecca", (wa-huwa ill tkIl h&dh& al-tIrIkh 
imirat Makkah ilayhi). 
123 
The colophon of this MS is missing and the final section is very 
badly damaged. We were able to identify it as the autograph, however, 
by comparing the script with that of 'Akish's other autographs, such 
as Fatb al-Mannin, Jjad&'iq al-zahr and al-Durr al-thamin. In addition, 
many corrections written in the margins of this MS have been signed by 
the author using his first name. It contains 147 folios, excluding the 
missing pages added to the edited text. The pages measure 21 by 15 cm. 
and the actual text covers an area of 16 by 10 cm. on each page. The 
average number of lines per page is 19, but in some instances it exceeds 
22. The script is naskh! and almost square, with certain interesting 
features. The tail of the letter XL, for example, swings to the right, 
and beneath the letter hL is a smaller, separate hjL. Punctuation is 
used some of the time and fullstops or red dots are meticulously 
included in the rhymed prose (sai') and poetry. Headings are written 
in emboldened red letters within the text and dots of Arabic letters 
are only occasionally omitted. Orthography, grammatical errors and 
style have already been dealt with in chapter iv. It is worth 
mentioning here that the autograph has of course been used as the basis 
for this edition. 
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(21 The manuscript from the private collection of 
QAdl Ismi'll al-Akva' 
The title page of this MS reads, Hldhi al-maime' yusammi al-Mikhl&f 
al-SulaymAni wa--istili' al-mulfik 'alayh, and ends in mid-sentence. 
It has no colophon, and would appear to have been written after 'kkish's 
death in 1290/1873, because the scribe has included the author's marginal 
notes in the actual text. The MS consists of 236 folios, written in 
very neat and regular naskh! script, with an average of 18 lines per 
page. There are no breaks in the text, although bold letters are used 
to mark the beginning of a new account or year. The orthography is by 
and large correct, although the hamzah is occasionally omitted. Punctu- 
ation is almost absent and poetry is written in lines, contrary to the 
traditional style of placing verses underneath each other. 
(31 The manuscript from the 'AqIll private library 
This MS is historically known as, al-Dhahab al-masbfik f! dhikr man 
7, ahara fl al-Mikhl&f al-SulaymAnI min al-mulfik, or, al-Dhahab al-masbilk 
f! s1rat sayyid al-mullak al-Ijusayn b. 'All b. Jjaydar. After thorough 
examination of this MS and comparison of it with the author's other 
writings, we do not consider it to be an independent work for three 
reasons. Firstly, if one compares this MS with al-Dlb&i, one finds no 
difference between them, and furthermore, the notes and corrections 
which 'Akish entered in the margins of al-Dibli are included in the 
actual text of al-Dhahab. Secondly, it is significant that the 
longest chapter of al-DIbIj is devoted to the rule of Sharif al-Vusayn, 
(introduction, page 24). Thirdly, in his autograph of UadViq 
al-zahr, 'Akish says, "I mentioned all the details in my book entitled, 
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al-Dhahab al-masbiak ... ", but then crosses out this title and writes 
al-DIbAj .... 
124 
In conclusion therefore, we can say that al-Dibli went through 
three stages. In the beginning it was devoted to the period covering 
the rule of Sharif al-VUsayn and was called, al-Dhahab al-masbiik f! 
s1rat..... The author then expanded the work, including previous 
material in new chapters, and renamed it al-Dhahab al-masbiik f! dhikr 
man .... Finally, 'Akish revised the work again and gave it the new 
title of al-Dibil .... This superseded the previous works and formed 
a complete history of al-MikhlAf al-Sulaymini in one volume. 
The scribe who produced this MS in 1353/1933 was 'Abduh b. 'All 
al-Nu'mi. It consists of 214 pages, with the number of lines per 
page varying between 20 and 26. The naskh! script is bold, but at 
times untidy. There are no breaks in the text, although the nearer 
the scribe gets to the end, the more information he leaves out, saying, 
"I have omitted that for the sake of brevity", (taraktuhu ikhti$iran). 
The orthography is by and large sound, although there is some confusion 
between alif mamdladah and alif maqsGrah. With some exceptions, the 
hamzah is used throughout. 
EDITORIAL METHOD 
Much attention has been paid to, and great care has been taken 
over, the autograph which forms the basis of this edition. It is 
referred to as al-asl, whilst the 'Aq111 MS has been abbreviated to 
'ayn and the letter sid (for ýan'! ') has been used to signify the 
al-Akwa' MS. All variant readings of letters and sentences from 
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the other two MSS have been listed in the footnotes of the apparatus 
criticus.. Rounded brackets indicate two things. Firstly, the 
addition of sentences or paragraphs which are missing from the autograph 
and have been incorporated into the text from other MSS. Secondly, 
they indicate sentences which have different readings. Dual rounded 
brackets have been used to indicate the author's marginal notes which 
have been incorporated in the main body of the text. In a few cases 
I have added letters or words of my own where necessary and these are 
marked by square brackets. An asterisk above a word indicates a 
comment in the footnotes. 
In a few rare instances, unlessI have detected an error on the 
part of the author and a distinct improvement in the other MSS, I have 
retained the text of the autograph and included the variant in the 
footnotes. Folio numbers of the autograph have been inserted in the 
text in square brackets, (except in the case of poetry, so as not to 
interfere with the shape of the verses). The folio of page numbers 
of the other two MSS have been placed in the margins. The precise 
beginning of each new folio or page is marked in the text by an 
oblique stroke. Since neither the author nor the scribes adopted a 
rule for the writing of ibn/bn, I have followed the example of William 
Wright. 125 
The text is divided according to the author's original divisions. 
To assist the reader however, each of these divisions has been sub- 
divided into sentences and paragraphs with full punctuation. I 
have used the numbered years as subtitles and these are written in 
large bold letters. Quranic quotations are marked by special brackets, 
24 
and Jjadith quotations by small rounded brackets. The metres of all 
the verses used in the text have been indicated. The writer has 
encountered some difficulty in identifying all the poets quoted by 
'Akish. The analysis of metres, together with Quranic and Ijadith 
quotations and "the comments and notes on the text" are confined to 
Chapter v. similarly, language, style and orthography have been 
dealt with in Chapter iv. It should be emphasised that the numbers 
used in this introduction relate to those in the edited text. 
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THE RULE OF AL KHAYRAT IN AL-MIKHLAF AL-SULAYMANT 
From 1097/1685 to 1110/1698, the Yemen was host to a prolonged 
struggle for the imamate between the eight imams. 
1 Al-Mahd! 
Muhammad b. al-Hasan eventually emerged victorious and duly became 
absolute ruler. 
2 
After his death in 1122/1710, a struggle for 
succession ensued, when al-Mans6r Husayn b. al-Qlsim assumed the 
imamate in 1139/1726.3 
Consequently, the grip of qan'! ' on al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI was 
extremely weak, and factionalism and regionalism were the order of 
the day. Al-Mikhlif was ruled by local amirs appointed by the imam, 
and the traditional power structure was preserved. 
4 The KhavAjIs 
ruled in ýabyl and the surrounding areas; kl Qutb al-Din controlled the 
area of B. al-Ulrith in the east from its capital, al-Mu'annaq; the 
rest of al-Mikhlif was run by the imam's governor from al-Luýayyah. 
The so4eigns of San'V were wont to entrust the government of their 
provinces only to those of low birth - to slaves even - who were 
perceived to be less likely than the Arab nobles to aspire to 
independence. 6 
The Yemeni and local sources at my disposal give no information 
on the history of al-Mikhlif during the first three decades of the 
18th century, with the exception of the era of Sharif Ahmad b. GhAlib, 
who served as governor of al-MikhlAf from 1101-5/1689-93.7 
31 
During the time of the imam, al-Mutawakkil Ismi'll (1053-87/ 
1643-76), one of the sharifs of Mecca left the Holy City and 
inhabited Abil 'ArIsh, his name is Khayrdt b. Shabir b. Bashir b. 
Ab! Numayy. 
8 The reasons behind Sharif Khayrit's departure from 
Mecca are not clear. Three different theories are advanced attempts 
to explain it. The first has it that he left Mecca as a result 
of the fall from favour there of the Zayd! school of jurisprudence, 
of which he was a staunch adherent. 
9 The second theory connects 
his departure to the political conflict between the two branches of 
the sharifs of Mecca, B. Zayd and B. Barakit, which had hitherto 
prompted the departure of many of their distinguished members. 
10 
. 
The third possibility is that Sharif Khayrit nursed ambitions of 
establishing his own emirate in the area. 
11 In the absence of 
strong proof for any of these theories one can say that all of these 
reasons might have worked together to influence Sharif Khayrit's 
decision to leave the Holy City. 
Shortly after his arrival in AbfI 'ArIsh, Sharif Khayrit made 
for ýan'! '. There he was permitted to see the imam, al-Mutawakkil, 
who received him respectfully and granted him an undisclosed sum 
from the Jlzin Port custom taxes. 
12 The Sharif busied himself 
with the intellectual life of the town, teaching language and liter- 
ature; he also maintained excellent relations with the imam of 
ýan'&' and the other notables of the area until his death. 
13 
Aided by his wealth and natural flair, Sharif Khayrit obviously 
took advantage of the conditions prevailing in the Yemen and al- 
MikhlIf to lay the foundations of an independent sovereignty, which 
32 
was later to enable his grandson, Ahmad b. Muhammad, to become 
governor of AbCt 'ArIsh. 
14 
In 1141/1727 the merchants and prominent inhabitants of Abia 'Arlsh 
agreed to send the scholar, 'All b. Shabir al-Nu'mi, to question the 
imam's governor at al-Luhayyah, 'Abduh Jawhar, concerning the state of 
anarchy which had been exacerbated by the absence of a strong governor 
in the area. Al-Nu'm1 expressed the wish of the notables of Abla 
'Arlsh that Sharif Aýmad be appointed governor. 
15 It is not clear 
whether the sharif himself would have taken part in the proceedings 
or not. The imam agreed and a decree of appointment was sent to 
'Abduh Jawhar who accordingly announced it; thus commenced the 
century-long rule of the Al KhayrAt family. 
Once installed as governor of Ab6 'ArIsh, Sharif Ahmad embarked 
on a policy of expansion. His first move was to plunder and burn the 
town of Sabyl, which was ruled by the KhawIjIs in the nam of the imam 
of ýan'! '. The inhabitants of ýabyi protested to the imam, who 
subsequently replaced Sharif Abmad with his own appointee, Mubammad 
al-MurtalA. 
16 
In 1143/1730 the notables of Abft 'Arish asked the imam to forgive 
Sharif 4mad and to reinstate him as governor of Abil 'Arlsh. The 
imam agreed and the sharif assumed the office until his death in 
1154/1741.17 His reign was described by al-Bahkall as being dist- 
inguished by bravery, generosity and justice. 
18 Niebuhr indicates 
that the sharif revolted against his sovereign, but this remains 
unsubstantiated by the local sources. 
19 
33 
The rule of Sharif Mubammad b. AtLmad (1154/1741-1189/1775) 
With the approval of the imam, Sharif Muhannad b. Ahmad succeeded 
his father as ruler of the area in 1154/1741. It appears that from 
the very outset of his rule, his misconduct turned the inhabitants 
against him. His dispute with Sharif Ahmad b. Khayrit al-Qutbl over 
the Khuraym dam serves as an example of his injustice. Sharif al- 
Qutbl, the distinguished leader of an influential family in al-Mikhldf, 
had asked Sharif Muýammad's permission to establish a dam in order to 
obtain irrigation water for his own lands. Sharif Muýammad agreed and 
al-Qutbi embarked upon his project. However, when al-Qutbi was about 
to complete the construction of the dam, the sharif changed his mind, 
alleging that the dam would deprive the people at the other end of the 
wadi of water. He decreed that the dam be demolished. Despite the 
protests of al-Qutbl, Sharif Muhammad's orders were carried out and the 
dam was destroyed. 
20 
Aqil! says that the sharif changed his mind 
because he believed that the dam would strengthen the position of the 
Al al-Qutbi family in the area and thus lead to a confrontation with 
them in the future. 
21 The destruction of the dam provoked a serious 
conflict between Sharif Muhammad and al-Qutbi, who was able to call on 
the help of the B. al-Virith tribe. Al-Qutbi initially had the 
upper hand over the sharif, but the latter, aided by Um, was able to 
bring the situation under control. 
General feelings of resentment began to build up in al-Mikhlif 
and many complaints made by notables and influential families such as 
the Khaw1jIs of ýaby&, the Qutbls of al-Mu'annaq and the Nu'mIs, 
reached the imam, who in fact was far from satisfied with the sharif's 
alignment with his enemy, the YAm tribe. 
22 
The imam finally decided 
34 
to dismiss the sharif from his post, and handed the governorship of 
al-Mikhlif over to his uncle, Sharif 4fidhAn, a sworn enemy of Sharif 
Muýammad. The order was communicated via the governer of Bayt 
al-Faqlh, 'Abd al-Rahmin al-Mis, a rival of 'Abduh Jawhar, a governor 
of al-Luýayyah, who was in favour of Sharif Mutamnad. 
23 
Sharif 4iidhAn kept his appointment secret in order to contact the 
opponents of the sharif-and thus take advantage of the circumstances to 
announce his right to the emirate. In 1157/1744, while others imagined 
that he was innocently engaged in the running of his, farms, he made 
directly for ýabyl where he deposed the sharif's governor and announced 
the imam's decree declaring his right to rule the area. 
24 It is not 
clear why he chose ýabyl as a base, although it would have been because 
ýabyg was a focus of opposition to the ruler of Aba 'ArIsh. 
25 Sharif 
HOdhAn assembled a considerable army from among ýabydn people, B. al- 
Virith, B. JUnah, ýalab, as well as from the B. Shu'bah tribes who 
were angry with Sharif Muýammad for supporting their enemy, the people 
of al-Vaqw. Aware of these developments, Sharif Muýammad prepared to 
confront his uncle and marched towards Sabyl. In Damad, an attempt 
was made by one of his uncles, Sharif Nisir b. al-Husayn, to mediate 
between the two parties and an agreement was reached whereby both 
sides would have eight days in which to reconsider the situation. 
This respite ended on the 17th Jum1dA 1 1157/1744 whereupon the war 
of al-'Uqdah broke out. 
26 Sharif M4ammad was defeated and forced 
to retreat to AW 'ArIsh, where he was besieged for more than two 
months. On the 10th of Sha'bAn of the same year, Sharif Muhammad 
surrendered on two conditions, firstly that he would pass the reins 
of power to Sharif Vfidh&n and, secondly, that he would be allowed 
35 
to leave the city for any place of his choice, accompanied by whom- 
ever and whatever he needed. 
27 
Sbarif Jjladhdn's rule 
By the 15th Sha'bAn 1157/1744, Sharif Hiidhdn held total sway over 
al-Mikhlif; the imam sent him the traditional khil'ah to confirm his 
position. His rule, which lasted approximately 9 months, was marked 
by his policy of moderation and his subjects were relatively content. 
28 
Meanwhile, Sharif Muhammad had made for Jabal RIzih where he tried in 
vain to persuade the prince to mediate between himself and the imam. 
From there he moved to NajrIn to enlist the support of his former ally, 
the leader of the YIm tribe, al-Makraml. The imam's efforts to prevent 
Sharif Muýammad from reaching NajrIn were unsuccessful. 
29 
F1 Together with a large contýigent of strong Y&mI warriors, Sharif 
MOammad marched on Abii 'ArIsh to recapture his throne. On the 3rd 
JumIdA 1 1158/1745 Sharif Hedhin, who had been following Sharif 
Muhammad's movements, made a surprise attack on his enemy near the 
village of al-Badawl. The battle resulted in an overwhelming victory 
for Sharif Muhammad, and Sharif Hfidhin retreated to Abfi 'ArIsh where 
he waited for a short time before fleeing to the imam to ask for help. 
At the court of the imam he was castigated harshly for both his lack 
of resistance and his quick withdrawal. 
30 
The second reign of Sbarif Mubammad 
Having entered Abfi 'Arish, Sharif Muhammad sent a letter to the 
imam in order to assuage his anger and to apologise for what had 
36 
happened. The imam agreed to reinstate him as governor provided that 
he gave up the district of ýabyd. 
31 Sharif Muýammad agreed and ýabyi 
came once more under the governorship of the Khawdjls. During the 
next year, Sharif Muýammad ignored the imam's wishes and resumed his 
dispute with the Khawijis of ýabyl. Although the imam sent delegate 
after delegate to solve the problem, Sharif Muýammad proceeded to 
mobilize an army and attack Sabyl, annexing it to his existing domains. 
The imam reacted by deciding to punish the sharif, but, fortunately for 
the latter, died before any positive measures could be put into effect. 
32 
Al-Mahdi 'Abbis assumed the imamate upon his father's death in 
1161/1748. Unlike his father he was to receive Sharif MOammad's 
unlimited support and allegiance. The imam rewarded the sharif's 
loyalty by giving him the district of Mawr. 
33 Having strengthened 
his relations with the new imam, the sharif turned his attention to 
those who had supported his uncle in previous years. In Sha'bin 
1163/1749 the sharif rounded up an army and announced his plans to 
punish the B. Shu'bah tribe in the north east of AbU 'Arlsh, but in 
fact he intended to attack and punish the B. al-Nu'm! family who supported 
his uncle. He passed through Wadi Baysh and camped at a place called 
al-Duýl. Learning of the sharif's movements, B. al-Nu'mi fled towards 
the B. Shu'bah tribe. Sharif Mutammad sent two detachments under the 
leadership of his cousin, Zifir b. al-Husayn, to raid al-Dahn! ' and the 
other under the leadership of his brother, al-Hasan, to attack al- 
Matallah. Both contingents succeeded in capturing some of the Nu'mls, 
and after looting the two villages set them on fire. 
34 
Sharif HfidhAn, however, who had been permitted to return to AbO 
'Arlsh after the imam's mediation, was very anxious about Sharif 
37 
Muýammad's attitude towards him, suspecting that Sharif Muýammad 
would undoubtedly seek revenge. Fleeing to the territory of B. Al- 
VArith, he settled in al-Marwah where he started to carry out frequent 
raids on the southern part of al-MikhlAf. The people of this area, 
especially those in al-MasAribah, complained several times to the 
sharif about his uncle's conduct. These complaints gave the sharif 
a golden opportunity to rid himself of his rival, and so he gave 
permission to the plaintiffs to kill his uncle should be continue his 
attacks against them. 
35 
Having learnt of this, Sharif Widhin left for 
NajrIn to look for help. Al-Makraml mediated between the two sharifs 
and asked Sharif Muýýad to guarantee his uncle's safety, which he 
did. Sharif V(idhin subsequently returned to AbO 'ArIsh in the company 
of a group of YIm, despatched to protect him in the event of Sharif 
Muýammad going back on his word. Shortly after the departure of the 
YAmIs from Abd 'ArIsh, Sharif Muhammad did indeed break his promise, 
and on the 10th Ramaoin 1163/1749, at the official court of the amir, 
involved himself personally in the murder of his uncle. 
36 
Al-Makraml, under whose protection Sharif Hfidhin had returned to 
Abil 'ArIsh, understandably felt a sense of guilt at his ally's death; 
accordingly he set out with a number of Ylm to seek revenge. Attacking 
Harad and killing its governor, 'All b. Ahmad, the YImIs proceeded to 
Abd 'ArIsh where al-Makraml announced that he had in his possession 
a written declaration from the imam which decreed that the sharif be 
removed from office. Al-Makram! besieged Abfi 'ArIsh and drew strength 
from the news that the distinguished leaders of al-Mikhlif had promised 
him their full support in his effort to remove the sharif. Three 
months into the siege, the two parties reached a settlement under the 
following conditions: 
38 
The sharif was to pardon those inhabitants who had fought on the 
side of Ylm during the siege. 
2. Compensation, plus monthly payments of money, was to be paid to 
Sharif ViidhAn's family. 
3. The cost of YAm's trip to Tih&mah was to be reimbursed. 
37 
In Rajab 1164/1750, a Moroccan named AbO 'Allmah rose to prominence 
in the area, making his presence felt in mosques and at shrines. 
At a place called al-Shuj'ah he constructed a small mosque from where 
he began to disseminate his ideas and beliefs, one of which was that he 
was the precursor of the Mahdi. Many people came to believe his ideas, 
and swore allegiance to him. 
38 His activities in the areas triggered 
off disorder throughout the whole of the Yemen. He defeated Pshid and 
Bakil and managed to subjugate the whole of Tihimah, looting and 
plundering-wherever he went. 
Anxious to know more about Abfi 'Allmah, the imam despatched 'Abd 
al-Q&dir b. Ahmad to investigate him and to warn the people to be 
aware of his witchcraft. 
39 
In 1165/1751 Abii 'Allmah mobilised about 7000 Qaht&nis to conduct 
his wars in the various parts of Tihimah. However, as soon as the 
troops assembled, a man named Ibn Harmalah led a surprise attack on 
Abfi 'Alimah and beheaded him; the severed head was taken to the imam. 
40 
The period of Sharif Muýammadls rule was characterised by two main 
features: firstly, the frequent raids he carried out, for the purpose 
39 
of looting or in support of his allies, on tribes such as the B. 
Shu'bah, B. Marwan, B. al-Hirith, B. al-Hasan, and the people of 
Jabal Fayfd; 41 and secondly, the relationship of mutual interest he 
enjoyed with the Ygm tribe. The sharif was able to utilise YAm in 
order to achieve his political goals, while Yim were able to profit 
handsomely from the looting and plunder instigated by the sharif. 
42 
The sharif's relationship with YIm was not always so cordial, 
however, and there were many occasions on which they found cause to 
fight against each other. 
The rule of Sharif Mubammad's sons 
On the 27th of Dh13 al-Vijjah 1184/1770 Sharif Muýammad died. 
Before his death he had appointed his son Vaydar as successor; his 
sons, however, elected their eldest brother, Sharif Ahmad, to be 
ruler. 
43 Sharif Aýmad informed the imam, al-MahdI, of his father's 
death and his brothers' decision. Accordingly, the imam sent al-Vusayn 
b. Mahd! to Abd 'ArIsh in order to weigh up the situation and to tell 
the sharif that the imam would not agree to his succession unless he 
accorded YAm their previous privileges. 
44 Sharif Ahmad agreed, and 
the imam subsequently solemnized the appointment by sending the sharif 
the traditional khil'ah and two horses. Furthermore, in order to 
secure the ruling family's continuing support, the sharif showered 
its members with money and divided up al-Mikhlif among them as fiefs. 
Eventually, however, these- gifts of money ceased, and consequently in 
1186/1722, some members of the sharif's family revolted against him. 
This uprising, along with the general disorder caused by his feeble 
policies, led the sharif to appeal to Ylm for help. 
45 But when 
40 
Ydm arrived, he fell into a state of nervous apprehension and decided 
to step down from the governorship in favour of his brother, Haydar. 
46 
Having received the imam's official confirmation of his succession, 
Sharif Haydar led YIm to Harad, where he gave them gifts and also 
their wages. He then returned to Abii 'ArIsh. 
When Ygm returned home, Sharif Aýmad appeared to have recovered 
from his bout of nerves. He regretted his decision and decided to 
depose his brother, who refused to negotiate with him. Sharif 4mad 
left Abfi 'Arlsh for the Yemen, accompanied by his uncle, al-Hasan b. 
Atimad, in order to enlist the imam's support. In 1188/1774 he was 
received by the imam who advised him to travel to al-Zaydiyyah and 
wait. Meanwhile he sent a letter to Sharif Vaydar encouraging him 
to settled the dispute with his brother peacefully. Sharif Vaydar 
refused and Yim were called in because he was anxious about the imam's 
stance in this dispute. Aided by Ylm he raided the imam's territory, 
advancing as far as the 'Ahim and ýVin area in the north west of the 
imam's domain. The imam responded by appointing Sharif al-Vasan b. 
Atnad as governor of Abe 'Arlsh. 
47 
When Sharif ýaydar learned of this appointment he agreed to hand 
over power to the new governor, provided that he pay Ylm what they were due - 
Sharif al-Vasan accepted and in Dhfi al-Qi'dah 1188/1774 he assumed 
office and remained in Harad. Sharif Ahmad, who was waiting in al- 
Zaydiyyah was surprised by these developments and made directly for 
Abii 'Arlsh. There he ended the dispute with his brother, H. aydar, 
and both of them agreed to work together in order to recapture the 
governorship from their uncle. In Muýarram 1189/ 1775 Sharif 
al-ýasan moved to Ab(I 'ArIsh and began his rule. 
48 
41 
On 9 Rajab 1189/1775 Imam al-Mahdi died and was succeeded by 
his son, 'All, who styled himself al-Manqlar. 
49 In order to secure 
good relations with the imam, Sharif al-Vasan promptly took the oath 
of allegiance (bay'ah) from the notables of al-Mikhlif and sent the 
signatures, along with the annual taxes, to San'V. 
50 When the 
sharifs Aýmad and Vaydar had given up all hope of the imam's support, 
they called for Ygm. 
In Dhii al-Qi'dah 1189/1775 Ylm arrived at the village of al-Bay4 
where the two sharifs were awaiting them. Abii 'Arlsh was besieged 
for two months until in ýafar 1190/1776 Sharif al-Vasan handed over 
the city to his rival and made for the Yemen. 
51 
The dispute between the two sharifs, Ahmad and Haydar, over the 
governorship of al-MikhlAf began shortly after they had entered Aba 
'ArIsh; Sharif Ahmad could draw on more support than his brother and 
was thus able to commence his second period of rule. Shortly after- 
wards, in Rabl' 1 1190/1776, Sharif Vaydar died. Sharif Omad 
informed the imam of the situation and duly received a decree confirming 
his appointment. 
Meanwhile Ylm, having finished their task, were asking the sharif 
for their wages. Finances being low, the sharif asked them to bids 
their time until he could afford to pay them. In response to this 
request, the leader of Yim gave his men the green light to plunder and 
set fire to the town. 
52 
The conflict between the members of the ruling family and the 
frequent attacks made on the area by Yim had by now plunged al-Mikhllf 
42 
into a state of severe disorder. In 1191/1777 when YAm returned 
once more to AbZ 'Arlsh, Sharif Ahmad suffered another attack of 
nerves and decided to step down from office, paving the way for his 
brother, 'All, to fill the post. Sharif 'All led YIm to the B. al- 
WiOt and Uarao area; on his return to Abil 'ArIsh in JumAd! II 
1192/1778, Ygm asked him to hand over a man who had killed one of 
their number during the rule of Sbarif Aýmad. His inevitable 
acquiescence triggered a face-to-face confrontation between the 
citizens of AbS 'ArIsh and Um. YAm were severely defeated; 40 of 
them were killed, and the rest were obliged to retreat to Najr! n. 
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When YAm departed from AbS 'Arish, Sharif Ahmad's attack of 
nerves abated and he began to incite the people to rise against Sharif 
'All and punish him for having handed over one of his subjects to Y! m; 
Sharif 'All was removed from office by his brother, Yahyl. At the 
beginning of 1193/1779 Yim returned to avenge those of their men who 
had been slaughtered in the previous year. Sharif Yaýy& rounded up 
an army and the two parties met at a place called Zabirat Umm al- 
Ghalaf. The battle was won decisively by YIm, and an agreement was 
reached between them and the sharif: he was to destroy the castles 
of*Abii 'ArIsh; certain people in the town were to be punished; and, 
finally, the sharif was to pay YIm their long overdue wages. Their 
conditions fulfilled, YIm returned home. 
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In 1194/1780 Sharif Yaýyl stepped down and Sharif Aýmad became 
ruler for the third time; the imam gave his approval and sent the 
customary khil'ah, along with some horses. However, the governor 
of Bayt al-Faq1h, Farý&n al-Mis, was unhappy with the new situation 
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and joined forces with Sharif 'All b. Muýammad in his fight with 
his brother, Sharif Aýmad- Sharif 'All raided B. al-W! '41t but 
was beaten back by his brother, who forgave him and allowed him to 
return to Abii 'ArIsh. 
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In 1195/1781 some members of Sharif Aýmad's family such as 
4amfid, Manqlar and Bashir revolted against him for cutting their allow- 
ances and refusing to give them more influence over the common people. 
Together with their supporters they plundered the capital and its 
environs with, it would appear, complete impunity, since Sharif Aýmad 
lifted not so much as a finger to prevent them. 
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The most important rebellion against the sharif took place in 
ýabyi and lasted for several months during 1196/1782. Having quelled 
the uprising he fell into dispute once again with his brother, Yaýya. 
. ya was angry with 
Sharif Aýmad because the latter had not paid Yah - 
. ya 
YAm their wages which had been overdue since the time when Yah I 
himself was ruler. Yaty! called upon the services of Ylm and Abil 
'Arlsh was besieged. Sharif Ahmad asked the tribes of Qahýln and 
WAdi'ah for help; Yaty! and Ylm were defeated. Having lost that 
battle, Yah 1 and his supporters from Ylm raided Jlzln and other .Y 
towns, plundering and looting wherever they went. Thanks to the 
intervention of certain notables, the sharifs came to an agreement. 
Consequently Yaty! took Ylm to the southern area of al-Mikhlif to 
force the people to honour the rights of Ylm and pay them their 
wages. However, the people were unable to pay and Y1m, with their 
customary eagerness for action, proceeded to raid the area before 
returning to Najran. 
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The imam himself was not in the best position to deal with the 
troubles in Tihimah; he was busy with his own problems, such as 
the rebellions of ýusayn b. 'All b. al-Q! sim, and Q&d1 al-'Ansi. 
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Nevertheless he sent QId! Ishiq b. 'All al-'Abdi to Abia 'Arlsh in 
order to settle the dispute between the sharifs. The negotiations 
lasted two months but eventually failed. 
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In 1198/1783, Ylm 
arrived in Abf1 'Arish to ask for their unpaid wages. Sharif Yah . ya 
promised to pay them on the condition that they help him to depose 
his brother, Sharif Ahmad. Abia 'Arlsh was again besieged and the 
q1d-1 of al-Zaydiyyah, Aýmad b. al-Vasan al-Bahkall, was sent by the 
imam to sue for peace. The qId! asked Sharif Ahmad to pay Yim, but 
he refused. The sharif's family supported Yahy! rather than Ahmad 
which caused the latter great aggravation - so much so that he attacked 
their houses and set them on fire. The imam consequently ordered him 
to hand the governorship over to Yaýyi. Taking their wages Ylm 
raided B. al-Wl'iýlt and al-Maslriýah, plundering and looting before 
they returned home. 
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The following year, Sharif Ahmad, supported by the Qahtin and 
W&di'ah tribes, besieged Abfi 'ArIsh. Sharif Yahyi sent for the Bakil 
tribe who came and defeated Sharif Ahmad, 8 days later Sharif Ahmad 
was dead. As soon as his brother died, Sharif Yaýyl handed over the 
reins of power to his brother, 'All, who became the ruler for the 
second time. 
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In 1200/1785 the sons of Sharif Ahmad, Nisir and Abd Tilib, left 
Abid 'Arlsh in anger at Sharif 'All's decision to cut their allowances 
and summoned an army from the WiLdi'ah tribe. As they approached 
Abfi 'Arlsh they met Sharif Yaýyl, who had regretted his decision to 
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hand the governorship to his brother 'All. 
N&qir and Abd Tilib agreed to help Sharif Yaýyd to recapture 
his post, in return he was to give them back their allowances. 
sequently Sharif 'All was obliged to hand back the post to his 
Con- 
brother, Yahy&, who assumed the governorship for the second time. 
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For the next 15 years the inhabitants of al-MikhlAf suffered 
severely at the hands of the Al Khayilt family. Disputes between the 
members of the ruling house were frequent and the whole atmosphere in 
the area was one of anarchy. More often than not. YIm were called 
in to support one member of the family against the other, which gave 
YIm a golden opportunity to loot and plunder to their heart's content - 
not that they really needed any reason. YIm support for one party 
rather than another meant that other tribes such as Bakil, QahtIn and 
Widi'ah were called in to help. These tribes were also fond of 
terrorizing the inhabitants. 
In 1215/1800 the ruler of Aba 'Arish, Sharif 'All b. Haydar, sent 
his men to collect the zak1h from the al-Ja'Ifirah tribe in the north- 
east of al-Mikhlif. The tribe had refused to pay for the simple 
reason that they already accepted the movement of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhib 
and had sent zak1h to al-Dir'iyyah instead. Sharif 'All decided to 
attack them and bring them to heel. He asked his uncle ýamCid-, who 
was living on his farm in Wadi Ta'shur and Khulab, to join the campaign. 
Near a village called al-Vajarayn, Sharif 'All b. Vaydar defeated 
al-Ja'Ifirah, but showed less skill in battle than his uncle, who had 
begun to have designs on the governorship. Upon their return to Abfi 
'ArIsh the two sharifs began what was to be an eight-month struggle 
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for supremacy. Under the pressure from the ruling family, who 
believed that Sharif #amiid would be more able to challenge Ibn 'Abd 
al-Wahhib's movement, Sharif 'All finally gave in and in 1216/1801 
handed over power to his uncle. The imam confirmed the new ruler 
in power by sending the traditional khil'ah and horses to AbE 'ArIsh. 
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Sharif ýýd's rule was contemporary with. the arrival of Ibn 
'Abd al-Wahhlb's doctrines in the area. The next few pages will be 
given over to the arrival and nature of this movement and its doctrines; 
the account of Sharif ý amý d's reign and his struggles with the Saudis 
is best left to the RIE11. 
(ii) THE ARRIVAL OF IBN 'ABD AL-WAHHAB'S MOVEMENT IN AL-MIKHLAF 
In the summer of 1157/1744, a decade and a half after the imam 
had appointed the first kl Khayrit ruler in al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI, 
an alliance was concluded between MOammad b. 'Abd al-WahhIb and Amir 
Muýammad b. Sa', ad. 64 As the terms of this new politico-religious 
pact were translated into practice, al-Dir'iyyah became a very important 
centre of the new movement. 
65 Both leaders planned a 11hil designed 
to purify society, an enterprise which placed al-Dir'iyyah in direct 
conflict with the neighbouring towns. In 1179/1765, with much of 
Najd under his control, Muhammad b. Sa'5d died and was succeeded by 
his son, 'Abd al-'Azlz who ruled for thirty-nine years 
ý6 He continued 
to expand successfully in all directions. Firstly he strengthened 
his sway over the Najd districts, annexed al-Hasi, Mecca and Medina, 
and raided Syria, Iraq, the Yemen and Oman. The influence of this 
movement also extended to Qatar and BOrain. 'Abd al-'Azlz was 
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assassinated by an extremist Shi'ite in 1218/1803.67 
Sa'iad succeeded his father and went on to be considered the 
greatest ruler of the first Saudi state. During his era the Saudi 
state became a leading power in Arabia. He annexed Oman and 
Bahrain 
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and standardised governmental procedures in the widely 
scattered territories. The sharl'ah was reintroduced wherever 
necessary and safeguarded by gl4is in villages, towns and cities. 
Tribal feuds were prohibited and in the whole area peace was main- 
tained under the watchful eye of district governors and deputies 
stationed in moated forts outside the captured towns. 
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The Saudi empire reached its peak in 1226/1811. It was at this 
point that the Turks decided to recapture the Holy places from the 
Saudis because of their religious significance and the prestige it 
would bestow upon the caliphate in the eyes of Muslims. 
71 MOammad 
'All, the governor of Egypt, had been ordered to conduct such a task 
to restore the fort control over the areas. One year before Sa'ad's 
death the first Turco-Egyptian expedition arrived in Arabia. 
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In 1229/1813 'Abd Allih b. Sa'iid assumed power after his father's 
death. 73 He continued the struggle against the Turco-Egyptian army. 
In 1233/1818, after five months of siege in al-Dir'iyyah, 'Abd A111h 
surrendered and was sent via Cairo to Istanbul where he was hanged. 
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By the end of 'Abd al-'Az1z's reign the influence of Ibn 'Abd 
al-Wahhlb's doctrines had made its mark on south-west Arabia. 
75 
The historians differ as to the exact date of the arrival of these 
doctrines into the area. There are three theories concerning 
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'Asir's acceptance of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh&b's movement. The first one 
has it that an 'Asir! delegate came to al-Dir'iyyah in 1177/1763 
during the reign of Muýammad b. Sa'fid; 
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the second states that the 
delegate arrived in 1213/1800, during the reign of 'Abd al-'Azlz b. 
Muhammad; 
77 
and the third theory indicates that the first communication 
took place in 1222/1807.78 The most acceptable theory is the second 
one, this being because the first one suggests a very early date, at 
which the movement had not yet surfaced outside of Najd. The third 
date mentioned is too late, for there are many indications which prove 
that the movement had arrived in the area long before 1222/1807.79 
In 1215/1800 Sa'fid appointed Muýammad b. 'Amir Abd Nuqýah as amir 
of 'As1r. With the assistance of his brother 'Abd al-Wahh&b, who 
succeeded him one year later they started to preach in favour of the 
movement, thus involving themselves in a struggle with the local amirs 
and the chiefs of different tribes. 
80 From this base the movement 
spilled over into the lowlands of Tihimah along the Red Sea. 
81 Two 
distinguished figures of al-MikhlAf al-SulaymAnI, nam ly Aýmad b. 
Vusayn al-FalqI and 'ArIr b. ShIr al-Shu'bi, returned from al-Dir'iyyah 
in 1215/1800 after spending a short period studying Ibn 'Abd al- 
Wahhfib's doctrines. They brought a letter from 'Abd al-'Azlz b. 
Sa'ad to the citizens of al-Mikhl&f asking them to accept the move- 
ment and to support the two leaders. 
82 Aýmad b. Vusayn settled among 
the al-Ja'lfirah tribe where he found support and a desire on their 
part to follow his instructions. 'ArIr b. Shir succeeded to some 
extent in bringing the B. Shu'bah tribe into the movement. 
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As mentioned above, when Sharif 'All b. Vaydar ordered al- 
Ja'If irah to pay the zakIth they refused, thus precipitating the 
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battle of al-ýajarayn. After the defeat of the supporters of the 
movement, al-Dir'iyyah sent a detachment headed by ýizim b. 'kmir 
al-'U-. jminl to help their followers in al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAni. 
Arriving in al-Darb, Hizim, along with 'ArAr b. Shir and B. Shu'bah, 
and Aýmad b. ýusayn and al-Ja'ifirah, made for ýabyl and Abfi 'Arlsh. 
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Sharif 'All b. ýaydar agreed to negotiate with the Saudis and sent 
a delegation consisting of Sharif Yahy& b. Muhammad, Ahmad b. 'Abd 
AllAh al-Damad! and Sharif Mansfir b. NAsir. In the village of al- 
4ajarayn, where the supporters of the movement had recently been 
defeated, negotiations got under way and an agreement was reached. 
Sharif 'Ali's delegation agreed to accept the movement and they pledged 
an oath of allegiance (bay'ah) to 'Abd al-'Azlz b. Sa'ad. 
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When Sharif 4amild took over the office he renewed hostilities 
against the movement. He sent a detachment headed by Sharif Yaýyl 
b. 'All and al-Hasan b. Kbilid to fight Ahmad b. Husayn; the latter 
was defeated near the village of Umm al-Khashab. 
86 ArIr formed an 
army in order to help Aýmad b. 4Usayn and he met Sharif #amfid's 
detachment near Sabyi. The governor of Saby&, Sharif Manslar b. Misir, 
intervened and both parties returned home. Sharif Manifir decided to 
support the movement and announced his decision to the people of 
ýaby&, who accepted likewise their governor's decision. 
87 Sharif 
4amdd decided to punish his cousin, but his advisors told him that he 
should first get rid of 'ArIr b. Shir and Ahmad b. Husayn. 
88 
In Dhil al-Hijjah 1216/1801 Sharif Hamad defeated 'Arir in al- 
Dutl. 89 In Rabl' 1 1217/1802 VizZm al-'Ujminl was ordered to march 
from al-Dir'iyyah to al-Mikhlif. Along with 'Ar1r, Atmad b. Vusayn 
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and Sharif Manslar, he made for Damad, the nearest town to Abd 
'Arish, where they were confronted by Sharif ýamiad's troops. 
90 His 
army defeated, Sharif ýamiad appealed to the imam of §an'&'for help. 
ýizim, for his part asked al-Dir'iyyah for more troops. The amir of 
'Asir, 'Abd al-Wahhib b. 'Amir, was ordered to help the Saudi army 
in Tihimah. On the 12th Ramajan 1217/1802 'Abd al-Wahhdb and his 
troops arrived on the scene. 
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The events of the DIM! commence with 'Abd al-WahhAb b. 'Amir's 
arrival in al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI and it is best to leave 'Akish to 
recount them. 
The doctrines of Ibn 'Abd al-WahhAb 
The movement of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b is undoubtedly one of the most 
momentous in modern history. It began as a group of strict adherents 
of the Vanball school of jurisprudence, the most conservative of the 
four schools of Islamic law and one which stresses literal adherence 
to the Qur'An and JJadith. 
92 The founder of this movement was MOammad 
b. 'Abd al-Wahh&b (1115-1206/1703-92). Born in Najd into a noble 
family - his father was a IAý: i - he studied ýanball law and developed 
a strong interest in the works of Ibn Taymiyyah. His ideas came 
either directly from Ibn Hanbal, or indirectly from the same source 
as interpreted by later scholars, especially Ibn Qudimah and Ibn 
Taymiyyah. 93 He completed the MAJI and also attended some classes 
in the Sharl'ah at Medina, where he established relationships with 
influential scholars whose teachings helped to strengthen his 
beliefs. 94 He also travelled in al-Vasi and al-Baýrah. A dis- 
agreement with his father meant that he was unable to declare his 
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views openly in Najd until the latter's death in 1153/1740; from 
this date onwards he campaigned openly until hiw own demise in 
1206/1792.95 
In reviewing the historical background of the development of Ibn 
'Abd al-Wahhib's thought, two important factors should be considered. 
Firstly, the society in Najd and Arabia as a whole had long since 
deviated from what was perceived to be the straight path of religion. 
In the words of Ibn Bishr, "Arabia at that time had sunk into poly- 
theism; belief in trees, stones and tombs was widespread. Shrines 
were constructed over tombs, sacrifices were made and gifts of food 
proffered. People sought the help of the jinn, and believed that food 
placed in the corners of a room would ensure the recovery of their sick 
loved ones. Oaths were taken in the name of created beings rather 
than in the name of God, and many other polytheistic practices - both 
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major and minor - were on the increase" . Despite this generally 
gloomy picture, it is safe to say that the JAhiliyyah which existed 
at that time pertained not to the 'ulamA' but to the tribes and the 
urban populace; jiLls of some repute held office in a number of towns 
in Najd. 
97 Secondly, the influence of Ibn Taymiyyah's ideas was on 
the increase and it was certainly this, along with his strong con- 
viction that reform was necessary, that inspired 'Abd al-Wahhlb in 
his endeavours. 
The doctrines adopted by Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh&b were strictly 
orthodox. He made no elaborate claims for himself: his message 
was simply that Islam had been corrupted and a return to the conditions 
obtaining in the early days of the Islamic community was necessary. 
98 
His doctrines can be summarized as follows. 
99 
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Faith is not just a simple body of rites, but a complete 
system of moral convictions based on absolute sincerity in 
the worship of God ('ib&dah). 
2. Faith includes: the feelings upon which this worship is based; 
the formula through which it is expressed; and the actions 
through which it is practised. 
3. The unity of God, no prophet or saint may be invoked to 
intercede between God and His creatures (tawbld). 
4. The thing most expressly forbidden by God is idolatory (shirk). 
Faitk requires complete obedience and salvation. 
6. Knowledge of God through His creation, the Qur'in and obedience 
to the Prophet. 
7. The building of domes and shrines over the tombs of Prophets, 
saints or sheikhs is prohibited. 
8. No practice other than those expressly outlawed by God in the 
Qur'In and Sunnah may be prohibited. 
9. Anything considered innovative (bid'ah) is prohibited. 
10. Prayer is the mark of a true Muslim and a continual iihid of 
the self, the tongue and the sword is emphasised. 
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11. Religion and state are indissolubly linked. Without the 
coercive power of the state, religion is in danger; without 
the revealed law, the state becomes a tyrannical organisation. 
12. The mission of the imam is to build and instil respect for the 
system of commands and prohibitions which govern the various 
areas of the life of the community (al-amr bi-al-ma'rilf wA- 
al-nahy 'an al-munkar). 
It is worth mentioning that the name Wahhlbiyyah was not 
officially adopted by the movement. It is, in fact, a term that 
was given to the movement by its enemies who wished to dismiss it 
as a new sect. Traditionally, the supporters of Ibn 'Abd al- 
Wahhib christened the movement al-Da'wah ilA al-tawbid or al-Da'wah 
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The author begins his book by explaining the reasons behind his 
decision to embark upon such a work. Having read many books on 
different subject, he finds that the history and biography of the area 
has received considerably less attention than subjects such as language 
and the Sharl'ah. He is prompted also by what he feels is the import- 
ance of committing to paper the biographies of the prominent and 
distinguished scholars and leaders who lived in al-Mikhl&f al-SulaymAnI. 
The autograph consists of an introduction and three chapters (pp. 4-7). 
Introduction (pp. 8-34) 
'Akish divides the introduction into three divisions, as follows: 
(i) He discusses the Islamic ajjr: 1 calendar and 
historians about who had specified the migration 
as the starting point of the new dating system. 
Prophet himself requested the change when he ordi 
to write a document to the Christians of Najr1n, 
the Orthodox caliph of Islam, institutionalised 
during his period of rule. 
the dispute between 
from Mecca to Medina 
He asserts that the 
P-red 'All b. Ab! Plib 
and 'Umar b. al-Khattlb, 
the Kjjrl system 
(ii) The second division focuses on the importance and functions 
of history. 
(iii) 'Akish used this part as an historical background for his book. 
Firstly he supplies the reader with extremely useful details about the 
different ashrAf families who used to rule the area, such as the 
KhawAjiyy1an, the Dhirawlt, the Amarah, the Banil al-Nu'mI, the Band 
al-Mu'! fA, the 4awizimah and the Mahidiyah. He also speaks about the 
relationship between the ashrAf and other powers in the Peninsula, 
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north and south. Information is also given about the sharifs of 
Mecca, starting with Sharif Qatidah b. Idris (d. 616/1220) and 
concluding with Sharif Muýammad b. 'Awn (d. 1276/1858). The author 
then discusses the Al. Khayrit family and explains how they gained 
power over the MikhlIf. The call of Muýammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhlb 
(d. 1206/1792) is treated in the last pages of this part. 
Chapter One : (pp. 35-146) 
This chapter is devoted to the reigns of Sharif Hamiid b. Muhammad 
Abia Mismir and his son, Ahmad. The author begins his chronological 
description of the events in al-Mikhl&f al-Sulaymini with the year 
1217/1802.1 have followed the same method in this summary, using 
each year as a sub-title. 
1217/1802 : 
The conflict with the first Saudi state began in this year. 
Having invited Sharif Vamfid on numerous occasions to accept the doctrines of 
Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b and having been met each time with refusal, the amir of 
'Asir, 'Abd al-Wahh1b Aba Nuqtah, made for al-Mikhl&f al-Sulaymini to 
coerce the sharif into submission. In Pamad the amir and the sharif 
fought their first battle, which resulted ultimately in a Saudi victory. 
Sharif Vamiad retreated to Abfi 'Arish, from where he endeavoured to 
continue his resistance. On the 21st of Ramadin, the Saudi army 
advanced to Abfi 'Arish and, after a bitter battle with the sharif, 
captured the city. Negotiations took place, as a result of which the 
sharif surrendered and swore an oath of allegiance (bay'ah) to the 
ruler of al-Dir'iyyah, although the conditions are not mentioned in 
the text. It seems that the sharif was not entirely happy with this 
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agreement, for in the same year he sent his loyal minister, al-Hasan 
b. Khilid al-41ziml, to ýan'! ' to explain the situation to the imam 
and to enlist his assistance in throwing off the yoke of Saudi depend- 
ency. Having failed in ýan'! ', the minister proceeded to ýa'dah, 
where he faced a similarly cool reception. His mission to ýan'&' and 
§a'dah, which lasted several months, ended unfruitfully when his master 
demanded his return. When the sharif learned of the apathetic attitude 
of the imam of ýan'! ', he marched south and captured the coastal towns 
of al-Luýayyah and Mawr. 
1218/1803 
The sharif carried out a raid as far as Billd Mustabi and started 
to besiege al-Zaydiyyah in the TihAmah region of the Yemen. 
1219/1804 : 
Al-Zaydiyyah fell and the sharif advanced eastwards, capturing 
the fortress of al-Qufl and its environs known as al-Sharaf. He then 
proceeded to take the towns of Milhin, HufAsh and Hajjah, and appointed 
Muýammad b. 'All al-VAzim! to govern them. In the same year, the 
sharif met the imam's governor at al-Hudaydah, Faq1h SAlih al-'Ulufl, 
near the small village known as Dayr 'AýA. Despite some resistance, 
the sharif defeated his enemy and was thus given the opportunity to 
capture Billd §al1l. 
1220/1805 
With the assistance of the Saudis, Sharif HamGd continued with 
his raids in order to subjugate the TihAmah of the Yemen. He besieged 
al-Vudaydah and defeated the reinforcements sent from ýan'g' and headed 
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by Sa'd GhaddArah, who was killed in battle. Al-#Udaydah surrendered 
to the sharif who, according to 'Akish, evacuated the people from the 
town before he entered. 
1221/18061: 
In Rama4An of this year, the sharif suppressed the rebellion of 
the Salil tribe, led by Ibrihim al-KaMid who was endeavouring yet 
again to take over the area. In the same months two campaigns under 
the leadership of al-Uasan b. Khilid and 'All b. 4aydar, marched on 
Billd §a111 to restore order there. In the month of Shaww1l, Sharif 
Hamild made for the same area and engaged Salil in the battle known as 
al-Maq1n. ýalll was severely defeated and forced to submit. With 
Tihimah as far south as al-4udaydah under his control, the sharif began 
work on the construction of a new town, named al-Zahrl', which was to 
serve as his headquarters in the Yemen. 
1222/1807.: 
The sharif sent his prominent general, al-Hasan b. KhIlid al-Hizimi, 
to subdue the Banfi al-4urrath tribe to the south-east of Abii 'Arlsh. 
The campaign was a success; the enemy was routed and 22 of their number 
killed. 
1223/1808 : 
Many other places in the Yemen, such as BilAd Ban! Qays, al-Tawar 
and al-Madrak, were taken over by the sharif. The most important 
event in this year was the sharif's refusal to pay the annual tribute 
to the Saudis. The Saudis reacted by sending an army, headed by a 
leader called Ghallib, to co-operate with the amir of 'Asir, 'Abd 
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al-Wahhib b. 'ýmir Aba Nuqah, in re-establishing Saudi authority over 
al-Mikhl&f al-Sulaymini. 
1224/1809 : 
At the beginning of the year, Sharif Hamlad encountered in Wadi 
Baysh an army of Saudis, which was under the command of the amir of 
'Asir. The bitter struggle which ensued resulted in a severe defeat 
for the sharif and death in battle for the 'Asir! leader. The sharif 
retreated to his well-fortified base at AbiG 'Arish and sent his 
minister, al-Vasan b. KhIlid, to establish a position of defence in 
Pamad. Repeated assaults upon Pamad failed to force submission and 
the Saudi attackers decided to give up and turn back. 
1225/1810 : 
After 'Abd al-Wahhib's death, Timi b. Shu'ayb assumed power as 
amir of 'Asir. Along with the Saudi leader, 'Uthmin al-Mudlyifl, he 
headed once more for TihAmah. Tim! led his army on a raid against 
al-Luhayyah, while 'Uthmin made for Wadi Mawr. Having achieved their 
aims, they were returning to base when they were attacked by Sharif 
4arrLd near a place known as Barbar. A fierce battle erupted and Sharif 
4amdd was badly defeated. While Tim! was in ýabyg he ordered the tribe 
of Rij&l Alma' to take Jlzin, the most important port, which was 
governed by Sharif Ahmad Hiidhin for Sharif HamEd. Having completed 
this task, Tim! returned for a short time to his capital. A fresh 
campaign set off for Tihimah under his leadership, advancing as far as 
al-Luýayyah and then returning. The third raid in this year was 
centred on al-Uudaydah. Having entered the town, he gave permission 
for looting and plunder. Meanwhile T. Im! sent cavalry headed by 
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Abmad b. Mut-ammad al-Rufaydl to capture al-Shuqayri. 
1226/1811 : 
The distinguished scholar from §a'dah in the Yemen, Sheikh MOammad 
b. 'All, mediated between the sharif of Abla 'Arlsh and the amir of 'Asir. 
An agreement was reached which stipulated that the sharif abandon his 
intention of taking the MikhlAf of ýabyl, which would henceforth come 
under 'Asir! rule. The sharif promised to pay an annual tax to the 
ruler of 'Asir and to send a representative to meet the Saudi ruler during 
the gLI period and apologise on his behalf. The sharif complied by 
sending Muýsin b. 'All al-Viziml to meet the Saudi ruler during the 
ceremonies. 
1227/1812 
The sharif built a castle in the area of Mukhtirah and spent most 
of his time in it. He also had coins minted, one bearing the name of 
the castle and another the name of al-Zahrl', the town mentioned earlier. 
His son Aýmad did likewise when he was the governor of Zabld for his 
father. It was the first time in its history that ai-Mikhldf al-Sulayman-1 
had had its own coinage. 
1228/1813 
In his endeavour to re-establish his rule over TihAmah of the 
Yemen, al-Mutawakkil Ahmad b. 'All, the imam of the Yemen, arganised 
many campaigns, all of which failed. He also sent an army headed 
by Yaýyl b. 'All Sa'd to take Zabld, but the town remained impregnable. 
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1229/1814 : 
Al-Mutawakkil formed a huge army from the inhabitants of Bakil 
and ordered them to march towards Mukhtirah, where the sharif was 
staying. At the close of the first day of fighting, the sharif saw 
himself in a stronger position than that of his enemy and nevertheless 
decided to try to avoid further bloodshed. During the night he sent 
a considerable amount of money to the leaders of the Yemeni tribes, thus 
persuading them to turn back. By dawn the imam's army was on its way 
home. The sharif then ordered his leader, Muhsin b. 'All al-Hizimi. 
to march against Vays. Near a mountain called al-Kawalah in the 
vicinity of Hays, al-HAziml encountered the imam's general, Yahya b. 
'All, and in the clash which took place the sharif's general was killed. 
This year also saw the beginnings of mutual mistrust between the sharif 
and certain members of his family such as Sharif 'All b. Uaydar. 
1230/1815 : 
In Sha'bAn of this year, Sharif Vamild imprisoned his nephew, Sharif 
Yah 1 b. Haydar; this elicited a strong reaction from members of the .Y 
ruling family such as Sharif 'All b. Haydar and Sharif Mansfir b. N&sir, 
both of whom headed for Mecca in order to enlist military support from 
the governor of the ýijlz for Muý d 'All Pasha of Egypt. The 
governor of the Vijiz promised to help as soon as his struggle with 
the Saudis in al-Dir'iyyah was over. In Shaww&l, Sharif Hani6d 
marched eastwards in order to quell a rebellion by the inhabitants of 
Jabal Sal&- Unable to suppress the uprising, he sent his son, Aýmad, 
with an army made up of the Bakil tribe, who were successful in bringing 
the rebels to heel. When Muhammad 'All Pasha arrived in 'Asir, TAml 
b. Shu'ayb, the amir of 'Asir, took refuge from him in al-Mikhlif 
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al-SulaymAni. However, he was arrested by al-4asan b. KhAlid and 
sent back to the pasha. The sharif sent a gift to the pasha with a 
letter and received a harsh and uncompromising reply (the complete 
letter can be seen in the Arabic text, page 64). Muýammad b. Aýmad 
al-Rufayd! succeeded Tim! b. Shu'ayb as the head of 'Asir. 
1231/18161: 
The new amir of, 'Asir decided to take revenge against Sharif #amiid, 
who handed over the former 'Asir! leader to M4ammad 'All. He made for 
Tihimah, where he met his rival, Sharif Hamiid, near al-Darb; the battle 
took place on the 18th of Rajab and the 'Asiris were defeated. In 
this year Sharif Vamiid appointed Sharif al-Vasan b. Bashir b. Mublrak 
to the post of mubtasib. 
1232/18171: 
On his way back from the north to Abii 'Arlsh, the sharif raided the 
'Abs tribe, killing many of them. In AbQ 'Arlsh he rested for about 
fifteen days and then marched towards Mukhtirah, his Yemeni country 
estate. As soon as he had settled in Mukhtirah, the Turkish leader 
Husni Pasha invaded 'Asir and entered the capital. The amir of 'Asir, 
Muýammad b. Aýmad, along with the leader of the B. Mughayd tribe 
decided to elicit Sharif 4amiid's help in the struggle with the Turks. 
The sharif agreed and sent an army headed by his minister, al-Vasan b. 
KhAlid allftiml. The latter marched directly to Rijil Alma' to join 
Hasan b. 'Utayf, who had been sent with some troops to the northern 
area of al-MikhlAf al-Sulaymini. The Sharif 'Ali b. Vaydar and Manqfir 
b. Nisir, who had been to Mecca to ask for help against the Sharif Hamfid, 
rode at the head of the Turko-Egyptian army led by Jum'ah Pasha. The 
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two armies met in battle near a place called al-Hammah, and the 
invaders were defeated. After this triumph, al-Hasan b. Khilid 
decided to take advantage of the weak 'Asir! position; after hurried 
negotiations with some of the 'Asir! chiefs he sent his representative, 
2AE1 Vasan b. 'Uýayf, to them to persuade them to fulfil their mutual 
agreement, namely that they should submit to the rule of Sharif Vamrad. 
The 'AsIrI chiefs paid scant attention to the 2ALI and from their 
attitude it became clear that they did not intend to keep their pledge. 
Consequently al-4asan b. KhAlid marched on 'Asir in order to take 
control of the situation himself. After some time, he noticed that 
they were unhappy with the arrangement and sensed that they were waiting 
for the first opportunity to get rid of him. He started back towards 
Abil 'Arish with his army, but found all ways blocked to him. He asked 
for help from the sharif, who was less than happy with his minister's 
behaviour. The sharif set off towards 'Asir with a very large army, 
but as he made his way to rescue his minister, the tribe of YSm refused 
to fight against 'Asir. 
1233/1818 : 
The sharif arrived in 'Asir. The inhabitants feigned submission 
to him and bided their time. Shortly after his arrival, a new campaign 
under the leadership of Sinin Agha approached 'Asir; among its numbers 
were the Sharif 'All b. Uaydar and Manj6r b. N&qir. Sharif ýamfld 
defeated the enemy and the two leaders, Sinin Agha and Sharif Manift 
b. Nisir, were killed. On the 15th RabV I, shortly after his return 
to camp in the village of al-Mallýah, Sharif Hamiid died. The era of 
Sharif Uamfid (1170-1233/1756-1818) was one in which the Al-Khayr&t 
family flourished. Sharif Hamfid built numerous castles and fortresses 
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and constructed strong defensive walls around ZAbid, al-4Udaydah and 
Dirat al-AshrAf. The vast mosque of Abia 'Arlsh was built twice 
during his reign and many wells were dug. Under the patronage of both 
Sharif Hamdd and his minister, al-Hasan b. KhAlid, knowledge and liter- 
ature flourished and scholars and students were encouraged in their 
endeavours. Finally, he devoted most of his time to sitting with his 
people and solving their problems. He was succeeded by his son, 
Aýmad. Some members of the sharif's family did not pledge their alleg- 
iance to him when he was in 'Asir, although they did so after arriving 
in Tihimah. The sharifs of Ab(I 'Arish were not happy with al-Vasan b. 
Kh1lid, Sharif Hamild's loyal minister, and believed that the post should 
be given to one of their own number. Thus on Sharif 4amUd's death, 
considerable pressure was brought to bear against his son, who had 
already assumed power, in order to get rid of his father's minister. 
Initially he listened to them and, as a result, the minister was 
suspended. The notables of Abil 'Arish mediated and Sharif 4mad had 
a meeting with his father's minister near Wadi Balij. This meeting 
yielded a complete agreement between them and al-4asan b. KhAlid was 
confirmed in his post. Having his own rule confirmed and regulated, 
Sharif Ahmad, despite his minister's opposition, decided to negotiate 
with the Turks in the 4ijiz in order to stop their campaign against him. 
In return he would agree to submit to them. To this effect he sent a 
delegation to Mecca. In this year he also carried out a disciplinary 
raid against the inhabitants of al-Khamlsayn, who had not only refused 
to pay the yearly tax but had also killed his brave general, QIdl 




When the Turko-Egyptian army had completed its task in Najd and 
destroyed the Saudi state, the governor of the Vij1z instructed his 
distinguished general, Khalil Pasha, to march against al-Mikhl&f al- 
Sulaymini in order to subjugate the area, put an end to the rule of 
Sharif Aýmad b. Vamild and then pass the reins of power to the loyal 
member of the Khayrit family, Sharif 'All b. Vaydar. When news of 
the army's imminent action reached al-Vasan b. Kh1lid, he quickly 
collected an army and moved to 'Asir, where, he had been informed, the 
Turks would pass on their way to Abfi 'Arlsh. However, Khalil Pasha 
made directly for Abia 'Arlsh, thus frustrating al-Vasan b. KhAlid's 
plan. Al-Vasan headed back hastily, but the Turks were already approach- 
ing Umm al-Khashab, quite close to Abd 'Arlsh. Many of his army elected 
not to fight and only a few of his loyal followers stayed with him. The 
'Asir! leaders, Sa'ld b. Musallat and 'All b. Mujaththil, invited him to 
join them with promises of help and support. Inevitably he accepted. 
Sharif Ahmad b. Hamfid, who was at KahlAn when Khalil Pasha entered his 
territory, returned speedily to Abil 'Arlsh and refused advice to resist 
the invaders, since he believed that they would not depose him from his 
office. Khalil Pasha sent one of the sharifs of Mecca, Rljiý b. 'Amr 
al-Shanbarl, to mediate between the two parties. The intervention 
proved successful and it was agreed, pending the approval by the sultan, 
that Sharif Atimad be established as ruler of al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. 
In return he would submit to Khalil Pasha. The sharif met with Khalil 
Pasha in his camp near Pamad. The Turkish leader collected most of the 
sharif Is horses and possessions and informed him that he was waiting 
for the order from Muýammad 'All to formalize his post. Khalil Pasha, 
some time later, showed the sharif an order from his master in Egypt to 
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send Sharif Aýmad to Cairo. The sharif and his nephew, Sharif Manqiir 
b. Mas'ad, and their families were taken by sea and deported to Egypt. 
Al-Hasan b. KhIlid al-Hizimi, who throughout this troubled period had 
resided in 'Asir, made use of his experience to fight the Turkish 
campaigns against 'Asir. In one of these campaigns, led by Sharif 
Muýammad b. 'Awn of Mecca and Sulaymin Sunjuq, the invaders were 
defeated, but al-Vasan b. Kh1lid was killed. The date was 23 Sha'b&n. 
Chapter Two : (pp. 146-225) 
Sharif 'All b. 4aydar, whose dispute with Sharif 4amfid had prompted 
him to seek help from Muýammad 'All in the ýijlz, took part in Khalil 
Pasha's campaign in Rabl' I of this year. With Sharif Aýmad in Egypt 
and his sovereignty under Turkish control, Khalil Pasha announced the 
appointment of Sharif 'Ali b. 4aydar as ruler of al-Mikhlif al-Sulayminl 
under the authority of the Ottomans in the 4ij! z. On the sultan's 
orders he handed back the Yemeni coastal towns, located between Wadi 
Mawr and Hays, which had been captured by Sharif Hamrad, to the imam of 
ýan'! ', al-Mahdl 'Abd Allih b. Aýmd. Khalil Pasha then marched back 
to the ýijlz- 
1235/1820 : 
Sharif Atmad and his fellow deportee, QAdI 'Abd al-QIdir b. 'All 
al-'Aw&jl, died in Egypt. The new ruler of Abfi 'Arlsh was involved 
in a dispute with Sharif Muhammad b. Mansfir b. Nisir, who rebelled in 
the town of al-ýusaynl. When Sharif 'All proceeded to suppress him, 
he fled to al-Uussib mountains. A compromise was reached and it was 
agreed that the inhabitants of al-Uusayni, who had supported Sharif 
Muhammad, would hand over some of their notables as hostages. In 
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Rama4in, a group of Al al-Nu'm1, a very distinguished family living in 
the village of al-'Uthayr, were murdered. In Dhfi al-4ijjah about 
eighty of the inhabitants of al-Mikhlif perished when an open well 
subsided as they were returning from the gLaij. 
1236/1821 : 
Sharif 'All appointed Sharif Zayd b. N11ir as governor of ýabyl, 
but the latter went on to revolt against his master, who marched quickly 
to ýabyl, besieged the town and burned some of its surrounding districts 
in order to force the rebels to submit. Three days later they surrend- 
ered and Sharif Zayd was deposed. A situation of unrest continued, and 
Sharif M4ammad b. 4mad b. Vaydar rose against his uncle, Sharif 'All, 
and made for Baysh in order to gather support there. Sharif 'All 
moved to quell this'uprising and met his nephew near al-Malhi, whence 
the supporters of the rebellion had fled. Sharif 'All ordered the 
town to be razed to the ground. Then he gave assurance of safety to 
the rebels and returned to Abfi 'ArIsh. 
1237/1822 : 
The prominent scholar, Yahy! b. Muhammad al-Qutbl, died. 
1238/1823 : 
An army from YIm, led by M4ammad b. Hudaysh, invaded al-Mikhlif 
al-SulaymAn! and besieged Abfi 'ArIsh. Several days of resistance and 
struggle ensued, until the sharif sent a great deal of money in secret 
to the leaders of Ylm, who in return abandoned the siege and proceeded 
towards the Yemen. Sharif Zayd b. Nilir, the former governor of 
§aby! who had been deposed the previous year, began once more to 
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instigate disturbances in ýabyi. The sharif captured him and appointed 
his son, al-Husayn, governor of Sabyl. 
1240/1825 * 
A dispute broke out between the governor of ýabyl and the people 
who rose against him, trapping him along with some of his men in the 
castle. The sharif was engaged at this time near the town of al-Shuqayq, 
helping Aýmad Pasha in his struggle with 'Asir. On his way back to AbE 
'Arish he was confronted by the inhabitants of ýabyl, who asked him to 
remove his son. In order to avoid further confrontation the sharif 
agreed. However, in order to deter them from future revolt, he 
appealed to the tribes of Ylm to come to Baysh and ýabyl and plunder 
the two towns with impunity. 
1241/1826 : 
Responding to the sharif's appeal, the YIm tribes set off for 
Baysh and ýabyl. The inhabitants of the two towns gathered near the town 
of Umm al-Khashab in order to resist, but on 22 §afar, they were 
defeated and many of their notables and leaders were killed. Despite 
the financial loss he suffered, the sharif was pleased with the outcome 
of his ploy, he also doubled the tax on the rebels as further punishment. 
1242/1827 : 
A dispute arose between the sharif and the amir of 'Asir, 'All b. 
Mujaththil. The sharif was trying to take ýabyl back from the amir of 
The author forgot or omitted the events of the year 1239/1824 
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'Asir, who had controlled the town prior to the earlier agreement 
between'the two leaders. The amir of 'Asir marched to SabyA where 
he met with some resistance from the sharif's men from their position 
in the castle. After paying money to the sharif's forces, he took 
the castle and appointed one of his men, Maghram, to look after the 
town in his absence. When the amir of 'Asir departed, the sharif of 
Abii 'Arish marched with his Turkish forces on Sabyl, where he began 
to bombard the castle. The 'Asir! escort surrendered, the sharif 
captured the town and then appointed one of his men as governor of 
ýabyl. When news of these events reached the amir of 'Asir, he made 
directly for Abla 'ArIsh where he met the sharif's army. Some notables 
intervened and an agreement was reached whereby ýabyl would surrender 
to the 'Asirls, who, in return, would agree to go back. 
1243/1828 : 
The conflict over ýabyl flared up once again and the amir of 'AsIr 
marched on Abla 'ArIsh. The former agreement was renewed and Muhammad 
b. Vasan b. KhIlid was appointed governor of the town for the 'Asir! 
leader. The relationship between the sharif and Muhammad 'All was 
one of mutual respect and the name of the sultan was always mentioned 
at the Friday Prayer. The sharif had an Egyptian-Turkish detachment 
at his command which enabled him to get rid of the HamdInl tribal 
forces. 
1246/1830 * 
The amir of 'Asir headed towards the Yemen; at DoghAn in the area 
* The author has moved from the events of 1243/1288 directly to 1246/1830. 
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of ýalil he captured the sons of Sheikh IbrAhIm al-Kalf0d, who, like 
their father, were ruthless violaters of the Sharl'ah. He confiscated 
their property and before returning, appointed Sharif 4asan b. Bashir 
b. Muýammad as governor of the area controlled by Sheikh al-KalRid. 
The 'Asir! governor used a village called Mawr as his headquarters. 
Mawr is situated very close to al-Zahrl', the town belonging to the 
sharif of Abfi 'Arisb, and governed by his son, al-4usayn. An inev- 
itable conflict arose between the two governors over irrigation rights. 
1248/1832 :* 
As the dispute between the 'AsIrl governor and Sharif al-ýusayn 
continued, 'All b. Mujaththil, the amir of 'Asir, sent forces under the 
leadership of a man called Murayyiý in order to solve the problem, or 
at least to help his governor. When the enforcement camped in Mawr, 
Sharif al-4Usayn informed them that he would like to settle the conflict 
peacefully. Murayyiý ignored him and along with the governor marched 
towards al-Zahrl' to subjugate Sharif al-4Usayn. The opposing forces 
met near a small village called al-Lijim. Despite their greater 
numbers, the 'Asiris were heavily defeated and Murayyiý was killed. 
The amir of 'Asir would not accept this defeat and so he marched to 
Abd 'ArIsh. While he was resting at §abyl, he visited the distinguished 
scholar, Ahmad b. Idris who advised him to return, since anyone who 
fought a descendant of the Prophet would surely be punished by God. 
The amir justified his decision by claiming that he was fighting them 
only because they were following the Turks. The amir attacked Abil 
'Arish and the two parties struggled bravely until the 'AsIrIs were 
defeated. While the 'Asirl leader contemplated the possibility of 
an agreement rather than a continuation of hostilities, he was informed 
* The author forgot, or omitted, the events of the year 1247/1831- 
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that Turkish forces under the leadership of Turkch! Bilmas were 
approaching the area. Both of them agreed to help each other. 
Heartened by this new support, the amir of 'Asir made once more for 
AbQ 'Arish and an agreement was reached. Turkch! headed for the 
Yemen, where he took the governor-general, Durayb b. 'Abd All1h, 
prisoner. He then permitted his soldiers to loot and plunder. The 
amir of 'Asir sent him several letters asking for money; initially 
Turkchl complied with the request, but later ignored the appeals. 
He also refused the amir's plea to release the governor-general, and 
later murdered him in al-VUdaydah. 
1249/1833 : 
The amir of 'Asir put an end to the ruthless era of Turkchl Bilmas. 
Having been inundated with complaints from the Yemeni inhabitants and 
scholars accusing him of giving Turkchl and his soldiers permission to 
enter the Yemen, he took Zabid and marched towards MukhA'. On 2 Sha'bAn 
a bitter struggle took place in the vicinity of the town. Turkchl was 
severely defeated and forced to flee by sea. The town was captured 
and the amir returned to his capital, where he died a few days later. 
'AyiO b. Mir'! succeeded him as ruler of 'Asir. When the news of 
the amir's death reached Sharif 'All b. Haydar, he decided to retract 
their previous agreement. 'Ayi4, unable to solve the problem peace- 
fully, made for 'Abfl 'Arish. Although the majority of the town was 
on 'Ayil's side, the sharif refused to negotiate with the amir of 
'Asir, who finally attacked the town. The sharif defended the town 
successfully and the defeated 'Ayi4 returned home. Shortly after 
'Ayi4ls departure, a detachment headed by Aýmad Pasha arrived from 
Mecca to help the sharif. Taking advantage of his extra forces, 
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the sharif captured Sabyi from the 'Asir! governor, Muhammad b. 
Vasan b. KhAlid, who asked for asylum. This was granted and he 
proceeded to 'Asir where he died shortly after arriving. 
1250/1834 : 
The area between al-Zaydiyyah and al-MukhA' was under 'Asirl rule. 
An army led by Muýammad Amin and sent by Aýmad Pasha arrived and the 
sharif was ordered to send his son, al-Husayn, with them to capture 
the Yemeni towns which were under 'AsIrI rule. After the fall of 
al-Vudaydah, the main stronghold, the rest of the Yemeni towns surrendered. 
1251/1835 
Having completed his campaign successfully, Muýammad Amin informed 
Mqammad 'All that the coastal area of Yemen was now under his control. 
Muýammad 'All appointed Ibrihim Pasha as governor of this area. With 
a large new army, Ibrihim Pasha made for the Yemen, and on reaching al- 
Qunfid4h decided to subjugate 'Asir and bring down the emirate. When 
Ibrihim Pasha arrived at al-Shi'bayn, the 'Asiris attacked him several 
times, killing a great number of his army. Ibrihim Pasha elected to 
return to al-Qunfidah where he embarked with his army by sea to al- 
ýudaydah. On Thursday, 4 JumAdI I he arrived in al-Vudaydah an4 took 
up his office as governor-general. Muh. annnad Amin returned to his 
master in Jeddah while sharif al-VUsayn remained in al-Zahrl' in the 
Yemen. The YIm tribe invaded Wadi Baysh and Ibrihim Pasha asked 
sharif al-gusayn to lead a Turkish army against them. The sharif 




Prices rose sharply during the year and the inhabitants were 
badly affected. When the rains came prices began to fall. 
1254/1838 * 
On Tuesday, 15th of Jumidi II, Sharif 'All b. gaydar died after 
a short illness. 
CHAPTER THREE 
This chapter is devoted to the reign of Sharif al-Vusayn b. 
'All b. 4aydar. This part of al-Dibij is not included in our study. 
The year 1253/1837 is devoted entirely to the biography of Atmad b. Idris al-Maghribl. 
T- v NOMES ON ýMR I. ANOUAC; R OF ýrHR 'rRX'IC 
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During the MamAk period and thereafter, Arabic literaturefell 
into a state of relative obscurity and decline. If one examines 
conditions of that time, one discovers a dismal picture, with ignorance 
prevalent and education confined to the kutt&b. Even the once 
flourishing al-Azhar declined to some extent in its long-standing 
role as a centre of intellectual excellence; indeed, groups of intell- 
ectuals within the mosques were very rare and lacking in real influence. 
Those who were literate tended, unfortunately, to traditionalism (taglid), 
and made no attempt to develop a style of their own in their writings. 
On the contrary, most of them strove to emulate the poets and writers 
of the Umayyad and Abbasid periods. 
I 
When the Ottomans ruled the Arab world, they designated their own 
language as the official written language and this had an impact, both 
directly and indirectly, on the Arabic literature of the time. So we 
find for instance that most of the works which were produced during the 
Ilth/17th, 12th/18th and 13th/19th centuries concentrated on commentaries 
of other works (shurft), comments and notes (bawlsh! and ta'lIqAt) 
and sometimes even commentaries on commentaries. We can in fact refer 
to this period of decline and weakness in Arabic literature, as "the 
2 
age of commentaries and comments" . 
If we examine the style of 'Akish's work, we see that, although he 
was influenced by the prevailing literary trends of the period, he was 
nontheless attempting to fashion a style of his own, based on his 
ability as a poet and an ad1b. Al-DIbij al-Khusruwdnl for example, 
amply demonstrates his remarkable skills and knowledge, and is written 
in a highly spontaneous saV . The author had a wide knowledge of 
poetry and belles lettres and many of his works deal with a diverse 
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range of subjects. We find a number of examples of his mastery of 'ilm, 
al-badl' : e. g. p. 64 Jjh: AR and Jings; p. 108 mutAbaqah and 
muq&balah; p. 129 ta'111 and ishirah, irdAf and i'tildf and iqtid1b; 
p. 140 tashjlr; p. 142 1hAm al-tavkld; p. 150 laff and nashr; 
p. 176,190 tawriyah; p. 190 al-lings al-murakkab. 
The author, along with his contemporaries, uses many verses of 
poetry in his work. As we have already mentioned, much of this, 
whether composed by 'Akish or others, was greatly influenced by the 
work of the Umayyad and Abbasid poets and consisted primarily of 
mu'lradah. However, if we look closely at the text of 'Akish's work, 
and compare it with the material being produced by other authors at 
the same time and in the same area, then it is clear to us that 'Akish 
was ahead of the field, and not without originality. 
The following are some notes on the idiosyncrasies of language, 
style and orthography of the autograph manuscript: 
1. It should firstly be stressed how often 'Akish digresses, 
especially when giving descriptions of battles, language questions, 
brave men and when referring to the ashrif or imams of ýan'! '. 
See : 22,35,54,69,74,97,103,113 etc. 
2. He employs many verses of poetry for the purposes of illustration 
perhaps more frequently than one would expect in such a work. 
3. The author, in some cases, uses inappropriate words, or 
rearranges the the structure of sentences. The following are 
selected examples: 
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YushAru 'alayhim, when one would expect him to say: 
YushAru ila)rhim. 
(19 -20) 
"They have been indicated" 
Wa-lam yazal tatan&qalu f! awlidihi al-imAmah, when one would 
expect him to say: 
Wa-lam tazal al-imAmah tantaqilu fl awlidihi. 
(22 - 5) 
"and the imamate continued to pass down among his sons" 
Wa-kAnat takhtu mamlakatihim al-Dir'ivyah, when one would 
expect him to say: 
Wa-kinat al-Dir'iyyah takhta mamlakatihim. 
(23 - 17) 
fland al-Dir'iyyah was the capital of their state" 
Li-qasd al-isthAthah 'alA man king bi-il-bandar, when one 
would expect him to say: 
Li-qasd al-iah-ithah liman kina bi-Al-bandar. 
(41 - 18) 
"with the aim of helping those who were in the port" 
Wa-waqa'a al-qitilu min al-ti'ifatayn, when one would expect 
him to say: 
Wa-waqa'a al-qitilu bayn al-tVifatayn. 
(42 - 8) 
"and the two parties fought each other" 
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Wa-kina wafituhu..., when one would expect him to say: 
Wa-kinat wafituhu... 
(45 - 4) 
"and his death occurred 
Wa-tawai-jaha fI liql1i.... when one would expect him to say: 
Wa-tawai-jaha ilA liql'i 
(48 - 16) 
"and he made off to meet 
Wa-ma'a rujii'ihim.., when one would expect him to say: 
Wa-'inda ruifi'ihim... 
(50 - 12) 
"as soon as they returned of 
Huwa awwalu man ia'ala min ahli hadhi al-bayt darlbatan, 
when one would expect him to say: 
Huwa awwalu ahli hadhi al-bayt aladhl la'ala daribatan. 
(55 - 19) 
"He was the first ruler of the sharifs who minted his own coinage" 
Wa-tarila'a ba'da dhilik..., when one would expect him to say: 
Wa-tarlia'at ba'da dhAlik 
(58 - 6) 
"and they retreated after that 
Similar idiosyncrasies of language can be found throughout the text. 
4. 'Akish frequently used the word na'am, especially when digressing, 
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in order to explain some secondary point, and returning to the 
main subject. 
See : 23,86,91,110,143,177,183,195,203,219 
5. The author persists in adopting the style of lightening the 
hamzah, known as takhfIf al-hamzah, in two particular ways 
(i) omitting the hamzah when it comes at the end of a 
word, for example : 
al-Dahn&' is written by 'Akish as al-DahnA 
al-'aly! ' al-'alyA 
al-'ulaml'- al-'ulam[I etc. 
(ii) changing the hamzah of the verbal noun (ism al-fl'il) 
into yA' in trilateral verbs (al-fi'l al-thulithi) with 
medial w1w or yA' (mu'tall al-'ayn), for example 
from g1la, RAL1: 1 > 11 
from Sa'ala, SA'il > Mai I 
from dAma. Wim > 9xim etc. 
'Akish follows the same method with broken plurals (lam' al-taks1r) 
which contain hamzah, for example 
from qilidah, qall'id > qallyid 
from qablfah, sab&'if > $abdyif 
from latifah, latVif > latlyif etc. 
3 
6. Words ending in tV marbiltah are written with tA' maftSbah as 
in the following examples : 
; "; Jl > Lý" I 
> 
> 
These words have been changed in accordance with conventional. 
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orthography in the edited text. 
7. The author rarely uses the alif maq$firah. Instead he prefers 
the use of alif mamdildah. The following are some examples : 
UP 
These words have been corrected in the edited text to conform with 
recognised CA grammar. 
8. Sometimes 'Akish is not consistent in his writing of numbers. 
Generally however, he adheres to one rule, whereby the feminine 
(mu'annath) is dealt with as masculine (mudhakkar) in numbers from 
one to ten. The correct method of dealing with numbers is as 
follows :4 
Numbers 1 and 2 are masculine when used with masculine 
nouns and feminine when used with feminine nouns. 
For example ývLlj j ýkp 
. 'L6 ;.;.. 4- 'Uj ;;, 
(ii) Numbers from 3 to 10 are masculine when used with feminine 
nouns and vice versa, for example : 
i"Lp ;. ". 4 ;.;.. 4- 'Uj c 4. N. : 7, L' 
In the edited text all of the numbers have been corrected according 
to the above rules. 
9. 'Akish always writes relative pronouns (al-ism al-maw$fll) with two 






In the edited text all relative pronouns are written with one 11m. 
10. The author generally places the letter alif at the end of 
imperfect verbs (al-mudiri') which finish with wAw. Conventional 
grammar however, rules that alif should not be added, except after 





All of these extra alifs are omitted in the edited text. 
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AHWASH (plur. ) 
GrlýOSSAIZY 
Livestock 
Cf. Landberg, GD, iii, 2888. 
40.8 
AJJYA (V-) Bring under cultivation. 
Cf. Serjeant, San'! ', 580. 
174.2 
AKHLAT (plur. ) 
IAMMT 




6,0" This term is used in the area for non-ashrif; 
the inhabitants were divided into two classes: 









'A-TAMAH (plur. 'ATIM), 'Isha' prayers. 
Cf. al-Rizi, 412. 
187.5 
'ATHIR' Dust (caused by an army while marching). 
68.14 
AVAJA - (v. Driven away; pushed out 
(of a country). 
133.5 
BADARA (V. ) Do something quickly, hasten. 
197.15 
BAKHT Luck; good fortune. 
Cf. al-RAzl, 143. 
185.2 
BAKDRAH Beginning. E. g. bikerat al-flkibah, the 
first reaping of the fruits. 









DA'IRAH Boundary of the Emirate; defeat. 
17.22,61.17 
DANAQ Name of a coin. 




DAR AL-ADAB Prison. 
Cf. al-'Arashl, Bul0ah, 420. 
124.3 
GHURABA' (plur. ) Strangers; foreigners. 
12.8 
GHADWAH Daybreak; early morning. 
Cf. Landberg, GD, iii, 2360. 
139.2 
HAKIM gidi; ruler. 
27.14 
HARAM Women; female members of the family. 
49.20 
JJASHSHADA (v. ) Provoke. 
14.14 
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HIS)LB Opinion; view. 
39.4 
VUMRAN Turkish or Egyptian soldiers stationed at 
Abfi 'ArIsh under the supervision of Sharif 









INKHAZALA (V. ) Leave (someone) in a difficult situation, 
without help. 
81.8 
ISTABABA (V. ) Give permission for looting and plundering. 
50.10 
ISZAQALLA (v. ) Make for; head for. 
Cf. al-Rizi, 544. 
172.11 
IS QW, (V. Remain; stay. 
Cf. Landbers. GD, 111,2543. 
151.9 
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I'TAZA (V. Be under control; owing allegiance to. 
15.19 
AL-'ITRAH AL-TAHIRAH Descandantsof 'All b. AbI Tzlib, the cousin 
and son-in-law of the Prophet. 
16.7 
I7rAFAQA (V. ) Meet. 
38.10 
AL-JADIDJLN Day and night. 
129.16 
JALALAH Exc*ption; concession (granted by the Ottoman 
sultan to permit taxes to be spent locally)! 
19.10 
KABIR (t)lur. KUBAR. ) Chief; head man. 
Cf. Sorjeant, The Portuguese, 190. 
80.8 
KAPJJ4AH Miracle. 
Cf. Landberg, GD. 111,2570. 
20.7 
IMMIS Troops; army. 
Cf. Landborg, GD, 1,647. 
50.19 
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IAMMAH (plui. LAMAM) Minor sin. 
Cf. al-Rizi, 605. 
105.17 
LIMKhH (plur. LIMAM) Hair below the earlobe. 
Cf. al-RAU1,605. 
MAHALLAH (Plur. MAHALL Settlement; encampment. 
Cf. Landberg, 1D or MAHALLAT) . 1,472; al-RUI, 150. 
19.19 
MAHARITH (plur. ) Country estates; farms; fields; arable lands. 
11.10 
MAJARRAH Katter; subject? 
105.4 
AL-MALAWAN (du. Day and night. 




MASAFF Fighting; struggle. 
130.20 
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MATRAH (plur. MATJLRIV) Place; (military) position. 




(plur. ) Clients. 
Cf. Landberg, GD, 111,2941. 
12.8 
MUDHAKARAH Argument; controversy. 
23.21 
MUKABARAH Anger; wrath. 
164.11 








MUTA'AHRIL Qualified(especially in Islamic Teachings). 
132.10 
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MLMrAFIQAT (plur. ) Circumstances 




NUKTAH Point; matter. 
9.9 
QAWJL'ID (plur. ) Documented agreement (concerning boundaries). 
53.7 
QIBLI North. 
Cf. al-'Arashl, Bulfigh, 431. 
42.13 
QULLAH (plur. QULLAL) 




Cf. Serjeant, The Portuau*se, 195. 
200.2 
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RATTABA (V. ) Fortify; strengthen (the defences of a 
town or castle), garrison. 
Cf. Landberg, GD, 11,1118. 
49.17 
RA'Y SULTANT Decree (firman) 
147.5 
SPADA (V-) Make a concession 
39.17 
SABAH Morning attack. 
Cf. Landbers, GD, 111.2114. 
34.5 
SAUIB Used with three different meanings: 
W author, Sibib al Simt 
(ii) ruler, $&bib AbS 'ArIsh 
(iii) a person who lives in a certain place, 
e. g. $&bib JAzIn (one who lives in J&z&n). 
85.3,41.17,26.9 
VAHIB AL-ROM The Ottoman Sultan. 
56.18 





SHARADA (V-) Escap*. 
Cf. &I-Rizi, 333. 
153.7 
SHARD Canal; field. 















IM TRAT AL-HARB Verses recited before battle (to stir up the 
fighters against the anemy). 
166.12 
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TAKHT Capital (of a state). 
17.16 
TARBISH Disorder; confusion. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical; 'AqIlI, Mu'Jam al- 
lulhah, 69. 
186.13 
TASHWISH Trouble; anxiety; disturbance. 
Cf. Landberg, GD, 111,2096. 




TAWWASHA / fA. SHA Dizzy. 




WkJIBJLT (plur. Z&kAh and taxes. 
19.17 
ZAHL. AFA (V. Give up. 
122.8 
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NOTES : CHAPTER IV 
1. Amin and Muhammad, Qi3sat, 111,277. 
FikhOrl, Tirikh, 863. 
FaqI, al-Adab, passim. 
2. ZaydIn, 111.272-274. 
Iskandarl and 'AnIni. al-Wasit, 290. 
3. For more details about Arab grammarians suggestion about 
hamzah in speaking or writing see: 
Sibawayh, Kit1b, 11,163. 
Ibn al-Sarrij, &I-MGjaz, 90-93. 
VijIzI, al-Luthah. passim. 
4. Ibn al-Sarrij. 99-101. 
Sibawayh, 171. 
No7rEs AND Cot-lmp-Nrs ON ýMF: rExr 
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These notes and comments refer to the edited text. The first 
number indicates the page number, the second the line number. 
4.9 
Qur'&n, Al 'Imrin : 140 
4.11 
Metro - tawil 
5.2 
For this conversation between Gabriel and the Prophet concerning 
Isl1im, Udn and 11slin. sea the UadIth chapter at the and of the Arabic 
text, Hadith No. 1. 
7.1 
Metre - tawil 
7.7 
Metro - b"It 
8.12 
Sea the Hsdlth chapter for the kitib of the Christian of Najrin, No. 2. 
10.18 
Set the Hadith chapter, No. 3. 
10.22 
Qur'ln. &I-R(ho : 
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12.10 
I think ')Lkish means that 3abylk has been rebuilt or resettled by 
Sharif Durayb b. Muharish. because this town was mentioned by al- 
Hamdknl as one of the villages of BilAd Vakam. He said, "Wa-fl 
baled Hakam qurl kathirah yuq&lu lahl al-MakhArif wa-Sabyl". 
Cf. Hamd&nI. Sifat. 98.136. 
13.12 
Metro - raml, poet : al-Olisim b. 'All b. Hutaymil. 
14.13 
'Akish does not mention either the name of the sultan or the name of 
the ruler of J&z&n. It is quite difficult to determine the name of 
the sultan vho vas a RasOlid. For more information about the RasOlids 
in the Yemen see : Smith, Ay-yabids; Khazraji, al-'UgAd; Aýmad, Bana 
Ras0l; Ibn U&tim. al-Simt; Smith "Transfer". 
16.11 
Bahkall's Xhullsat al-'asiad fl dawlat al-Sharlf Mubammad b. Abmad is 
considered to be one of the most important references to the history 
of al-Mikhl&f al-SulaymAn1 in the period 1145-1184/1731-1770. It has 
been edited by HAM HuhannA as a Ph. D. thesis under the supervision of 
Dr. G. R. Smith. University of Durham. Set bibliography. 
17.2 
Bahkall claim that the Khayrit migration from Mecca was for ideological 
reasons. This involved Khayr&tls dissatisfaction with the ruler of 
Mecca's shift from Zaydj= forworldly, materialistic reasons. 
Cf. Muhann&P Critical, 7. 
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17.14 
Metre - khafif 
18.1 
The author of al-'Iqd al-sufassal bi-al-'aJAL'ib wa-al-tharl'ib is 
'All b. 'Abd al-RaOmin al-Bahkall. It concerns the history of al- 
Mikhlif &I-Sulays4nl in the period 1101-1105/1689-1693. Al-Vibshl 
says that it was written by 'Abd al-RahmJLn b. Hasan al-Bahkall, but 
this is incorrect. 
Cf. Vibahl, MaslLdir. 452. 
18.7 
For more details about the rise of the QatJidah family in Mecca. see: 
Zayla'I. 'Southern". 74-84; De Guary-, 68,89. 
18.14-16 
Metro - basit,. poet : al-Q&sim b. 'All b. Hutaymil. 
19.15 
Al-Mikhllif al-Sulaymini was under the first Ottoman rule in the Yuman, 
which lasted until 1045/1635. For more details about the first Ottoman 
occupation of the Yemen. see Mahrawill, Barg; Silim, Fatb; Tritton, 
Rise; 'Arashl. Bulilgh. 60-67. 
19.19 
The author of the book &I-'Aqlq al-Yam&nl fl vafay&t &I-Mikhl&f al- 
SulayoAnj is 'Abd All&h b. 'All al-Nu'm&n al-pamadl. He wrote it as an 
aPP*ndix to the work (; hirb&l al-zam&n, which was written by Y&Oyl b. 
AbI Bakr al-'AmIrl. 
Cf. ýibshl. Mas&dir, 437. 
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20.3 
Metre - basit. poet : Mubanmad b. 'All b. 'Umar al-PA-di 
22.3 
For the era of the Qarmatians in the Yemen see : Kay, Yemen, 191-212; 
Baghdlidl. al-Farg b&yn al-firaq. 265-299; Poonawala, "IsmVill sources", 
151-159; de Blois, "The Abd Sa'idis"; Vamzah. Mishk1h, passim. 
22.12 
See the Hadith chapter. No. 4. 
23.16 
The first alliance was between MuOammad b. 'Abd al-WahhIb and MuOammad 
Sa'ad. 
Cf. Chapter ii. 
24.3 
For the full description of al-ýasan b. Kh&lid's trip to al-Dir'iyyah, 
see Bahkall, Nafb, 167-69. 
24.9-15 
For more details about Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhlkb's doctrines, see 
Chapter ii. 
24.20 
Ketre - tawli. pc)et : Muoýd b. Imi'll al-§an'inl. 
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25.5 
Allan'inl is considered to have been one of the greatest supporters 
of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahh1b. not only because they were contemporaries 
and knew of each other. but also because of the similarity 
of their opinions and ideas about Muslim practices, which were 
contrary to accepted Islamic teachings on faith. Allan'lnl wrote 
many works dealing with this subject, and in Tathir al-i'tiqld we 
can detect a concept of faith similar to that which Ibn 'Abd al- 
Wahh1b expressed in his writings. When one reads the poem attributed 
to al-ýan'&nl, however, one finds that he contradicts the basic ideas 
concerning faith which he previously expounded. As a consequence, 
many scholars suggest that this poem was written by opponents of 
Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhlb and then attributed to al-ýan'&nl. 
Cf. Nadawl, 47-49; AbO Dihish, Athar, 482-88. 
25.8 
Matra -tawli. poet Mutuýd b. Ism&'Il al-qan'Anl. 
26.12 
Metro - kftil, poet Muoammad b. Akwad al-Viffl. 
28.4 
Metro - kAmil. poet : &I-Hasan b. KhIlid al-giziml. 
31.1 
Metro - bafIt'. Imet : "sin b. 'All al-#Aziml. 
32.9 




Qur'ln. al-Furqlkn : 74 
33.3 
Metre - mutaqlrib 
33.13 
Iitihlid means the process of expanding great effort in order to attain 
an object. It is used technically to refer to the exertion expended 
in the formation of an opinion (zann), in a case (Qadiyyah), or in the 
formulation of a rule (bukm) of law. 7his is done by drawing 
analogies (Qiyis) with the Qur'1n and the Sunnah. 
Taql1d mans the adoption of the utterances or actions of another as 
religiously authoritative and correct without investigating the 
reasons for this. In this sense taqlld is the opposite of iltihid. 
Subkl says, the muqallid is one who takes the ideas and sayings 
of another without understanding what they mean (dal1l). 
Cf. al-S&'Id. litihAid, passim.: SEI, 158-163; AbO Zahrah, Tirikh 
al-Madhiihib. 100-127; Macdonald and Schacht, E12. article. 
"Idjtih1d". 
34.10 
All the historians who wrote about Sharif 'All b. gaydar, the ruler 
of al-Mikhllkf al-Sulaymant. including 'Akish, state that he died 
in 1254/1838. However, a letter which was sent on 17 ShawwAil 1253/ 
14 January 1838 from Cairo to Istanbul mentions that Sharif 'All 
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has died. I In my opinion therefore, the sharif died towards the 
end of 1253/1837 and the contemporary historians adopted 1254 as 
the date of his death. and passed this on to each other without 
investigating whether it was accurate or not. 
35.5.10 
Metre - kimil 
36.3 
Metro - tayll, poet : 'Abd al-Rabmin b. Yaýyl al-Anisl 
38.11 






Metro - tawli, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Dlwln, 211. 
40.2 
The ism of ýan'l' at that time was al-Mangfir 'All b. al-Mahdi 'Abb&s 
who died in 1224/1809. His successor was his son. al-Mutawakkil 
I. Bagbakanlik Ar#ivi, kUtt-i HumAyun, No. 20517. E. 
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Atand b. al-ManiGr 'All. ', Kkish possibly intended to write al- 
MansOr 'All here. but wrote Ahmad instead by mistake. It is also 
possible that he thought that Aýmad was the imam of ýan'! '. The 
sequence of events would indicate that it happened in the time of 
al-Manvar 'All b. al-Kahdl 'AbbAs- 
Cf. 'Amrl. Mi'at 'Im. 51; The Yemwn, 14-57. 
41.4 
For the dispute which happened between the two distinguished Saudi 
leaders in 'Asir and TihAmah. see the contemporary historian &I- 
Bahkall, Nafb &I-'Od. See bibliography. 
41.7 
The Dayr 'AýI incident between Sharif #amOd and Faqlh §Jilih in 
Bijil. is known in local history as the Dayr 'All incident because 
these two villages are very close to each other. Details of this 
event can be found in Nafb al-'Qd, 172-173. 
42.2 
'Akish used the term al-Yaman here for the coastal area east of 
the Red Sea, TihImat al-Yaman. He is not referring to the whole 
of the Yemen. or the mountainous and southerly regions. 
45.3 
Metro - wAfir 
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45.12 
Metro - kimil, poet : Yaýyl b. Muýammad al-Qutbl 
47.5 
The author refers to the agreement between Sharif Aýmad and the 
Saudi ruler, Sa'Qd b. 'Abd al-'Azlz, which was as follows : 
Sharif ýJkmud should neither draw up an agreement with the governors 
of the Yemeni towns, nor accept a truce. 
2- He should not employ HamdAin tribesman as soldiers unless they 
accept the principles of the call (mablidi' al-da'wah). 
3- All of the Emirate's income should be sent to the capital of 
the Saudi state, &I-Dir'iyvah, except for a certain amount 
which is to be divided between Sharif qamud and Sharif Manq(ir, 
the governor of *abyl. 
Cf. Rahkall. Nafb, 194; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin al-Maid, 146. 
47.14 
Metro - rajaz, p(mt : al-Sharif al-Rall, Diwin, 1,254. 
48.20 
Metro - basit, poet : al-QutIlml, DiwILn. 25. 
49.6 
Metro - klimil 
50.15 
Metro - tavll 
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50.21 
Metro - basit, poet : al-Mutanabbi . Diwin, 422. 
51.11,20 
Motre - khafff. p(mt : &I-Mutanabbi, Divin, 409,474. 
52.3 
Metro - kimil 
52.11,17 
Metro - tawil, post : ZiyAd b. Zayd, Nuvayrf, 111,70. 
53.2 
Metro - ýbasit 
53.15 
M*tro - basit. poet : al-Mutanabbl, DlwAn, 274. 
54.9 
Matra - khaflf 
54.18 
Sea the ladith chapter. No. 6. 
55.2 
Qur'An, al-Tawbah : 126 
55.9 
Metro - autgg&rib 
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55.13 
Metro - sari' 
56.5 
Metre - khaflf. Poet : 'Ad. 1 b. Zayd. 
57.8 
Metro - tawil, poet : 'All b. Abi Tilib, TaymOr, 22. 
57.17 
Matra - kAmil. poet : al-Hutartabbi, Dlwjkn, 48. 
58.2 
Metro - mutaqlrib, poot : al-Khansl'. DlwAn, 116. 
58.5 
Metre - sarl', poet : al-Hutanabbl , DfwAn, 557. 
58.10 
Metro - klimil. poet : al-Mutanabbl, DlwAn, 414. 
58.18 
Metro - tawfl, Poet : al-Mutanabbl, Dfwlin, 327. 
59.1 
Notre - tavil 
59.14.16 
Matra - baslt. poet t al-Mutanabbl, DlwAn, 497,436. 
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60.1 
Metro - basit, post : al-Ma'arri, DlwAn, 58. 
60.5 
Metre - tayll, poet : al-Mutanabbi, Dlyin, 371. 
60.12 
Metro - tawfl, p"t : Aba Fir&s &I-qamdJini, Dlw&n, 23. 
60.13 
The word al-shAm or al-iihat &I-shILmiyyah is used by the author 
with thr*e different manin&2 : 
1- The areas and places situated N. of al-Mikhllf al-SulaymAni. 
2- The northern are& of al-Mikhllkf &I-Sulaym&nl. 
3- The areas or places located north of any position about which 
the author speaks. For example : 
f4-tawaiiahO ilA nabw al-shAm. p. 60, "they went towards 
Mecca". 
batt& tarai iaba lahu al-masir nabw al-s p. 219, "until he 
decided. to go (from Zabld) to ýaby&"- 
Rii&1 Alma' min al-shAmt RiA&l Alma'. min &I-Yaman, p. 79. 
"the northern and southern areas of the Rijil Alma' tribe" 





Metre - ILvill, poet : BashshAr b. Burd, Dlwdn, 100. 
63.4 
Metre - kimil, poet : Ibn al-Rilml, DlwAn, iii, 371. 
63.10 
Metre - ramal 
63.16 
The author of the book al-Fusfil is SArim al-Din IbrAhlm b. Muhammad 
b. 'Abd AllAh b. al-Wazlr, who died in 914/1508. See his biography 
in Chapter vii. 
Cf. 'Amrl, MaOdir, 237; Uibshl, MasAdir, 159. 
64.13 
This letter shows us the harsh manner in which Mutammad 'All refers 
to Sharif Vamfid. Sharif Vamfid is described by Mutammad 'All, in his 
letter to the Sultan, as being very weak and sycophantic. 
1 
65.3 
He means here the Ottoman Sultan, MahmUd II, who was in power 
1223-1255/1808-1839. During his rule Arabia was invaded by 
Hutammad 'All Pasha. 
Cf. 'Abd al-Rahim, al-Dawlah 305-360; -0 AbAph, al-Ijukm, 27-42. 
Muýammad 'All to the Porte, 1233/1817, Basbakanlik Ars. ivi, 
Vatt-i Humayfin, No. 19592. 
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67.5 
Metre - basit 
68.3,11 
Metre - baslt, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Dlyin, 42,43. 
68.16 
The term al-jund al-sharq is used to refer to the army of 'Asir.. The 
author may have used this term because 'Asir is located east of al- 
Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI, or because of the cooperation between 'Asir 
and the Saudi state in al-Dir'iyyah which was also north-east of 
al-Mikhlgf. The local people still use the term Shuraq to refer 
to NajdIs. 
69.4 
Metre - tawil, poet : Abd TammAm, Diwin, 248. 
70.1 
Metre - tawil, poet : Bandar b. Shablb. 
72.6 
Metre - tavil, poet : 'Abd al-Karlm b. ýUsayn al-'Utumi. 
72.14 
Metre - tavil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Divin, 486. 
Ill 
73.2 
Rifidites, in Arabic al-Rifidah or al-Rawifid, is one of the names 
given to the Shl'ah. There are two different explanations for the 
reasons behind giving them this name. The first is because they 
rejected the Imamate of AbS Bakr and 'Umar. The other is linked 
to the ShVites of Ofah who rejected Zayd b. 'All, when he refused 
to condemn Abil Bakr and 'Umar. 
Cf. Baghdädl, al-Farq, -12-53; SEI, 466; al-Ash'arl, Maqälät, passim; 
I4n Taymiyyah, Minhäi , passim. 
73.3 
The QAmds mentioned here is Fciýyrflzab&dl's al-Q! mfis al-mublt, 
ii, 332. 
73.3 
The term al-shaykhln is used to refer to Abd Bakr al-*iddlq, the first 
caliph of Islam, and 'Umar b. al-Khattib, the second. 
73.17 
Metre - Mmil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, DlwAn, 179. 
74.5 
Metre - tawil 
74.12 
See the Uadlth chapter, No. 7. 
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76.3 
See previous note. 
76.8 
The author of al-BassAmah al-$uRhri is *! rim al-Din Ibrihim b. 
Muýammad b. al-Wazir (see the chapter of biographies). 
The complete name for this poem is al-JawAhir al-mudl'ah fl siyar 
al-a'immah al-akhyir. It consists of 24G verses. 
Cf. ýubýl, al-Zaydiyyah, 602; Sayyid, MasAdir, 192-195; Vibshl, 
Ma6ldir, 426. 
76.9 
Metre - basit, poet : ýIrim al-Dln IbrAhlm b. Muýammad b. al-Wazir. 
78.10 
Most historians refer to the Ottoman leader, 4asan Pashaas 4Usn! 
Pasha. The former is the correct name. 
Cf. 'Abd al-R41m, Mubammad 'All, 46,435. 
79.9 
This kind of punishment was not known in Arabia at that time. 
79.15 
'Akish describes al-ýasan b. KhAlid al-VAziml as a mujtahid here, 
something which gives rise to the question of whether al-Hizimi was 
really qualified to take on such a demanding position. Indeed, we 
cannot find any other references to suggest that al-Hizim! was a 
multahid, except in the writings of 'Akish. In addition, the cases 
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which 'Akish cites as proof of al - ýAziml's ability do not merit 
giving him the title of multahid. We can accept 'Akish's use of 
this term, if by it he simply means that al-Vizimi was capable of 
taking some decisions within the general order of Islam. For more 
details of the qualification required by the muitahid, see Abf1 
Zahrah, Tirikh al-M4dh! Lhib, 6-47. 
79.16 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 8. 
79.18 
See the JJadith chapter, No. 9. 
80.14 
Metre - baslt 
81.7 
Metre - basit, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Dlwin, 421. 
82.1 
Metre - tawil, poet : Bandar b. Shablb 
84.12,20 
Metre -baslt, poet : Abii Muh ad b. al-KhIzin. 
85.2 
Metre - basit, poet : AbO Muýammad b. al-Khlzin. 
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85.3 
Mu'tazilah is the name of the theological school which created the 
doctrine of speculative dogmatics in Islam. The meaning of the 
name is clear from al-Mas'Qdl, NE: ul, vi, 22. The Mu'tazilis are 
those who profess the doctrine of i'tizAl, i. e. the doctrine of 
al -manzilah bayn al-manzilatayn, or the state which is between 
belief and unbelief, the fundamental doctrine of the school. A 
tradition which emanates from the JjadTth scholars has it that the name 
Mu'tazilah derives from a schism which took place in the circle of 
al-4asan al-Baqrl. After laying down their doctrine of al-manzilah 
bayn al-manzilatayn, Wisil b. 'AW and 'Amr b. Tbayd are said to 
have separated Wtazala) from al-4asan's circle in order to found an 
independent school. 
Cf. SEI, 421; BaghdAdl, al-Farq, 93; Shahrastlnl, al-Milal, 1,57; 
Ibn AM al-'Izz, Sharb, passim. 
85.8 
Metre - rajaz, poet : Istiq b. Mutammad al-'Abdl. 
85.13 
The author of the book, al-Khasd'is, is 'UthmAn b. Jinnl al-Mawsill 
who died in 392/1001. 
85.17 
Metre - khaflf, poet : al-Busirl, DlwAn, 27. 
86.2 
Qur'An, al-Isr&'.: 60 
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87.17 
Metre - haLil, poet : 'Abd al-Raýrwn b. Aýmad al-Bahkall. 
89.12 
. 
Tawriyah is a form of 'ilm al-badl', meaning that a speaker says 
something which has two different meanings, one clear and direct, 
and the other hidden. The speaker who uses tawriyah generally 
employs it in the latter sense. It is of three kinds : mularradah, 
murashshabah and mubayyanah. 
Cf. Marighl. 'Ulflm, 338; 'At1q, 114. 
89.19 
The author of the book, al-KhumartAshiyya is AbCi al-'AbbAs Ahmad b. 
Kbumartish. He died in 553/1158. The full name of Sharb al- 
KhumrtAshiyyah is al-RiyAd al-adabiyyah fl Sharb al-Khumartishiyyah, 
by SulaymAn b. MusA b. 'All al-Jiln al-Ash'arl who died in 652/1254. 
Cf. Hibshl, Ma$Adir, 272,316,318. 
91.16 
Metre - kimil 
92.13 
Metre - jLwiLl 
93.6 
The author of the poem al-Bassamah al-kubr& is Abil Muhammad 'Abd 
al-Maj1d b. 'AbdCm al-Fihrl, an Andalusian poet who died in 529/1134. 
Cf. 'AmrI, MavAdir, 236; Farrakh, 192. 
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93.8,14 
Metre - basit, poet : 'Abd al-Majld b. 'Abdfin. 
94.6 
Metre - JaHL11, poet : 'Abd al-Majid b. 'Abdfln, FarrOkh, v, 195. 
95.2 
Metre - khafif 
95.7 
The eight groupings mentioned here are determined by the Holy Qur'An 
as follows : poor Muslims, needy Muslims, new Muslim converts, Muslim 
prisoners of war who need to be liberated, Muslims in debt, Muslim 
employees appointed by a Muslim governor for the collection of 
zakAh, Muslims serving the cause of God by means of research, study 
or propogating Islam, and Muslim travellers who are stranded in 
foreign countries and in need of help. 
Cf. 'Abd al-'Atl, Islam 109; al-Qara41w1, Figh al-zaklh, ii, 
539-685; books of figh in the chapter, Masirif al-zak1h. 
97.1 
See the Jjadith chapter, No. 10. 
98.1 
4Qur'ln, al-Nahl : 106 
98.2 
Qur'in, al-An'tim : 119 
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98.3 
See the Jjadith chapter, No. 11. 
98.7 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 12. 
98.14 
Qur'in al-Siffit : 141 
99.16 
Metre - kimil. 
100.2 
Metre - basit, poet : al-Ktanabbl, Dlyin, 471 
100.10 
Metre - iLawil 
101.5 
Yawm al-Shakk is the name given to the last day of Sha'bAn (the 8th 
month of the Islamic calendar), when there is doubt as to whether or 
not it is the first day of RamadAn (the fasting month which succeeds 
Sha'b1n). This sometimes occurs, because of the fact that the Islamic 
calendar is lunar, that is, its months are determined by the various 
positions of the moon. Each month is either 30 or 29 days long. 
Cf. Sibiq, Figh, 1,447; Ibn Qudimah, Mughni, iii, 89; books of 
fiqh in the chapter of Siylm. 
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101.10 
Metre - tayll, poet : Aýmad b. Vasan al-Bahkall. 
102.7 
The full poem can be found in the biography of 'Abd al-RahmAn b. 




Metre - khafif, poet : al-Ma'arri, Dlwln, 259. 
103.3 
Metre - baslý 
103.12 
Qur'An, al-NO1 : 70. 
103.13 
Qur'&n, YAsln : 68 
103.15 
Metre - basit, poet : al-Ma'arri, DIvAn, 208. 
104.1 
Metre - basit., poet : Manjfir al-Nimrl. 
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104.8 
Metre - basit, poet : 'Akish 
104.14 
Metre - basit. poet : al-Shaw. kini, Diwin, 229. 
105.1 
Metre - basit, poet : Yaýyl b. 'Abd al-Wisi' al-'Unaf 1. 
105.15 
Metre - basit 
105.20 
Mitre - tawil 
106.4 
Metre - basit 
107.3 
Metre - klmil 
107.11, 
Qur'ln, al-Naim 43-44 
107.12 
See the Uadlth chapter, No. 13 
107.15 
Metre - tawil, post : al-Vammisl. 
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107.17 




See the Uadith chapter, No. 14. 
109.6 
See the Badith chapter, No. 15 
109.19 
Metre - mutagirib, poet : al-Nimr b. Tawlab,. Nuwayrl, iii, 65. 
110.8 
Metre - basit, poet : al-TUghurri'l, FarrOkh, iii, 234. 
110.11 
Metre - raiaz 
111.2 
The term al-ma'finit al-dawliyyah is used to refer to taxes which were 
collected from the poor inhabitants of al-Mikhllf al-Sulayminl by the 
AshrA of Abfi 'Arish, and then sent in part to Cairo or Istanbul as a 
gesture of loyalty. By using this unusual term, 'Akish may have 
been attempting to justify the actions of the AshrAf in collecting 
taxes from these people, by implying that the reason for it was 
to curry favour with the Ottomans. 
Cf. Serjeant, $an'&*, glossary. 
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111.9 
Metre - tawil, poet : al-Mutanabbi, DlwAn, 372 
111.13 
Metre - kAmil 
112.2 
Metre - basit 
112.5,7 
Metre - ILw: il, poet : Maddid b. 'Amr al-Jurhaml. 
112.15 
Metre - tawll 
113.3 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 16 
113.14 
Qur'An, al-Baqarah : 255 
113.17 
Qur'Sn, al-Jinn : 26-27 
114.2 
Qur'An, al-AnfAl : 34 
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114.10 
Jafr in classical Arabic means a young lamb which has been fattened. 
In the book al-KM by al-Kulayni, the Shl'ah claim is that they have two 
lambs' skins, containing knowledge ('ilm) of the prophets (anbiy! '), 
the legal guardians (awviyi') and the Jewish scholars ('ulam&' ban! 
Isr! '11), those things which are allowed Cilm al-bal1l), those things 
which are prohibitedCilm al-barim), as well as the past and the 
future. These writings are referred to as al-jafr. Others define 
this secret knowledge, as a knowledge of letters and numbers by which 
one can foretell the events of a person's whole life. 
For more details concerning -jafr and 
the attitudes of the scholars 
of the Shl'ah and Sunnah towards it, see AbQ Zahrah, 
TIrIkh, ii, 511-515; T. Fahd, EII, article "Djafr"; Ibn 
Manýfir, Lisin, vi, 1. f r. 
114.20 
Metre - basit, poet : Ibrihim b. Muhammad b. al-Wazir. 
115.3 
See the Ijadith chapter, No. 17 
116.3 
Metre - wifir, poet : al-Ma'arrl, Luz6miyyit, ii, 249. 
116.12 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 18. 
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116.19 
See the Jjadith chapter, No. 19. 
117.11 
The author of Sirat al-ImAm al-Hid! is 'All b. Muýammad b. 'Ubayd Alldh 
al-'Abbisl al-'Alawl. It is edited by Suhayl Zakkir. 
Cf. 'Amri, Ma*1dir, 27-28. 
117.16 
Metre - mutaqArib 
117.21 
Metre - tawll, poet : AbE al-4asan al-Jazzir. 
118.4 
Metre - ramal, poet : Ibn al-Firid, Diwin, 7. 
118.8 
Metre - wifir, poet : al-Safl al-Hilli. 
118.13 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 20. 
119.1 
The term al-Davlah al-Abmadiyyah used by 'Akish for the Emirate 
of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnl. 
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119.11 
Metre - tawil 
119.16 
See the Uadith chapter, No. 21. 
120.2 
Metre - kdmil 
120.16 
Metre - raiaz 
121.1 
Metre - wifir 
121.5 
Metre - kimil, poet : 'Abd AllAh b. Muýammad b. 'Uyaynah. 
121.11 
Metre - basit 
122.3 
Metre - basIts POet : al-NAbighah al-Dhubyini, Divin, 38. 
122.11 
Metre - khaflf, post : al-Mutanabbi, DlwAn, 21. 
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122.14 
See the Uadith chapter, No. 22 
122.16 
Metre - basit 
123.4 
Metre - basit 
123.16 
Metre - wifir 
124.5-20 
In his report to Muýammad 'All Pasha, Khalil Pasha, the leader of 
the Turco-Egyptian forces, gives a very detailed account of his 
campaign to subjugate al-Mikhldf al-SulaymAn! in 1234/1818. If we 
compare this account with that of 'Akish in al-DlbAj, we find no 
differences between them, except for their descriptions of the way 
in which Khalil PAsha captured Sharif Ahmad b. Hamfid, who was later 
sent to Egypt. In his report, dated 14 Rabl' 1 1234, Khalil Pasha 
mentions that Sharif Aýmad requested a gurantee of safety (amAn) when 
his forces approached Damad, the town closest to Abil 'Arish. This was dulv 
accorded to him and he came to Khalil Pasha's camp bringing with him all of 
his horses. According to his account, Khalil Pasha would not accept 
these until he had received permission from Mubammad 'All. 
1 
- 
Khalil Pasha to Muhammad 'All, 14 Rabl' 1,1234/11 January 1819. 
Basbakanlik Arsivi, Vati-i HumAyan, No. 19692. 
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'Akish's description of the same event however, is different. He 
says that Khalil Pasha sent Sharif R&jiý b. 'Amr al-Shanbarl to 
negotiate with Sharif Aýmad. It would appear from the text, that 
they agreed that Khalil Pasha would send word to Muýammad 'All 
asking him to reappoint Sharif Aýmad as governor of al-Mikhlif 
al-Sulaymini. Sharif Aýmad therefore went to meet Khalil Pasha 
in Damad, where, according to 'Lkish, Khalil Pasha began to ask 
Sharif Atmad for his horses, until in the end he had acquired most 
of them. 
Comparing the two descriptions, we find that whilst Khalll Pasha 
was pacifying Sharif Aýmad and telling him that he had written to 
Muýammad 'All in order to ensure that he was reappointed as ruler 
of al-Mikhlif, he was in fact suggesting in his letters fo Muýammad 




Metre - baslt 
125.17 
Metre - basit, poet : 'Abd al-Karlm b. Vusayn al-'Utuml. 
126.19 
Metre - tawll 
Muý am ad 'All to the Porte, 14 Jumid! 1,1234/11 March 1819. 
Baqbakanlik Arqivi, Vatt-i Humlyfin, No. 19626. 
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127.3 
Metre - tayll - poet : al-Buhturl, Diwin, ii, 345. 
127.7 
Metre - kimil, poet : al-Buhturl, Dlwgn, ii, 435. 
127.11 
Metre - tawil, poet : Tarafah b. al-'Abd, Dlwin, 92. 
127.13 
Metre - kAmil, poet : Jarlr b. 'Atiyyah, DlwAn, 551. 
127.15 
Metre - maiza' al-kAmil 
128.2 
Metre - majzO' al-kimil 
128.5 
Met're - kimil, poet : Yah 1 b. 'Abd al-RahmAn b. Baql, Farrekh, v, 260. .Y 
128.8 
Metre - munsarib 
128.12 
Metre - wifir, poet : 'Bashshir b. Burd, Divin, 111,247. 
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128-14 
Metre - khaf if, poet : Abii Nuwls, MwAn, 619. 
129.2 
Metre - kimil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Divin, 350. 
129.4 
Metre - JaHL11, poet : Ibn al-Khayylt al-Dimashql 
130.3 
Metre - tavil 
131.4 
Metre - basit, poet : Aba al-'Al&' al-Ma'arri, DlwAn, 60. 
131.14 
See the Yjadith chapter, No. 23. 
131-15 
Metre - la: 11 
132-3 
IJAzah, literally licence, is usually accorded to distinguished 
students or disciples giving them authority to teach or relate a 
ijadith or book on any subject. For more information about 
ijAzAt and their forms and conditions, see the extensive study by 
al-Khatib al-Baghdidi, al-Kiflyah, 348-383; 'Amri, The Yemen, 106; 
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G. Vajda and I. Goldziher, EJ2, article "Idjiza". 
132.20 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 24. 
133.7 
Metre - tawil, poet : Yazld b. Muhammad al-Muhallabl, Nuwayr1l, iii, 90. 
136.4 
Metre - tawil 
136.18 
Metre - wAfir, poet : Muhammad b. al-MuslwA al-Ahdal. 
138.2 
Metre - munsaritk, poet : Shams al-Din b. al-'Afif al-Tilmisini. 
138.18 
Metre - basit 
138.19 
. 
Qur'In, al-Najp : 49 
139.10 
Metre - tawil, poet : al-Hasan b. KhIlid al-Hiziml. 
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140.13 
The word tashiir is used to refer to the style of a poem in which the 
lines start with particular letters, which when joined together 
form a word. As can be seen in the previous poem, the first letter 
of the name, Hamild b. Muhammad, starts in the ninth verse. 
141.7 
Metre - JM: 11, poet : Abii Tammim, Dlwcin, 42. 
141.13 
Metre - kimil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Divin, 117. 
141.16 
Metre - mutaqirib 
142.1 
Metre - raiaz 
142.5 
Metre - kimil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Divin, 47. 
142.10 
Metre - tayll 
142.14 
Metre - wifir 
143.14 
Metre - khafif 
131 
143.17,18 
The word nathrah has no connection with the literary term nathr 
but rather refers instead to a group of stars. The same applies to 
the word al-shi'ri. 
Cf. Ibn Manzi1r, Lisin, vi, sh 'r and v, n th r. 
143.19 
Metre - tawll, poet : Hasan b. Ahmad al-Bahkall. 
144.19 
Metre - tawil, poet : Ibn San! ' al-Mulk 
145.14 
Qur'In, Al 'Imrin : 141 
145.15 
Se; a the Jjadlth chapter, No. 25. 
145.17 
Metre - khafif, poet : al-Ma'arri, DlwAn, 8. 
145.19 
Metre - tayll 
146.4 
Metre - kAmil, poet : Abil Tannim, Dlwin, 88. 
147.16 
Metre - tayll, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Divin, 326. 
132 
148.14 
Metre - khafif, poet : 'Abd al-Q! dir al-'Awlil, 'Aqlll, Min adab, 212. 
150.6 
Metre - tayll, poet : 'All b. Muýammad al-'Ansi 
150.13 
Metre - khafif 
151.1 




See the Uadith chapter, No. 26. 
152.14 
Metre - kAmll 
155.4 
Metre - wifir, poet : 'Amr b. Kultham, Shanq1ti, 49. 
155.9,16 
Metre - tavil 
133 
156.4 
Metre - tawil, poet : 'All b. AM Tilib, TaymSr, 28. 
156.13 
Metre - Mmil 
157.3 
Metre - basit, poet : Muýammad b. Istiq b. al-Mahdl. 
157.6 
See the Uadlth chapter, No. 27. 
158.4 
Metre - kimil 
158.20 
Metre - wAfir, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Diwin, 567. 
159.6 
Metre - ramal 
160.7 
Metre - tayll 
161.13 
Ketre - khafif, poet : 'All b. 'Abd al-RatmAn al-Bahkall. 
134 
162.1 
Metre - basit 
162.4 
Metre - khaflf, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Diwin, 463. 
162-15 
Metre - basit 
163.4 
Metre - wif ir, poet : 'Amr b. Ma'dikarib, Nuwayrl, 70. 
163.7 
Metre - sari' 
164.1 
Metre - kimil, poet : Ibn HAnl al-Azdl, MwAn., 223. 
165.3 
Metre - Mmil, poet : Ibn al-R6ml, DIvin, i, 18. 
165.10 
Metre - Mmil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, DlwAn, 177 
165.15 
Metre - tawil, poet : Abmad b. Muýammad al-Arjlnl. 
135 
165.17 
Metre - sari' 
166.8 
Metre - kAmil, 
167.10 
See the Ijadith chapter, No. 28 
168.4 
Metre - tayll, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Diwin, 256. 
168.8 
Metre - kimil 
169.8 
See the Uadith chapter, No. 29. 
169.10 
Metre - Layll, poet : Abfi ýýid al-Ghazill. 
169.16 
Metre - ramal 
170.2 
Metre - basit, poet : al-Vusayn b. 'All b. IsmA'Il, Shawkini, al-Badr, i, 223 
136 
170.10 
Metre - kimil, poet : Abd TammAm, Dlyin, 375. 
171.14 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 30. 
171.19 
Qur', In, Yunis : 23; al-Fatb : 10 
172.1 






Metre - tawil, poet : al-Mutanabbi,. Dlwin, 372. 
173.4 
Metre - tayll, ppet : al-Mutanabbl,. Dlyin, 326. 
173.11 
See the Uadlth chapter, No. 31. 
173.13 
Metre - basit 
137 
174.9 
See the Tjadlth chapter, No. 32. 
174.16 
The full name of this book is Shifl' al-gharim fl akhbir balad Allih 
al-tiarim, by Taq! al-Din Muýammad b. Aýmd b. 'All al-FIsI, who died 
in 832/1428. 
Cf. Khallfah, Kashf, ii, 1051. 
174.17 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 33. 
175.12 
Metre - tawll, poet : 'Abd al-Karlm b. Vusayn al-'Utuml. 
176.11 
Metre - kimil, poet al-Buhturl. 
176.14 
Matra - JIH: 11, poet : JamAl al-Din Muhammad b. Nabitah. 
177.2 
Metre - jjwýll, poet : 'Umar b. Abl Rabl'ah, Dlwin, 181. 
177.8 
Metre - wifir 
178.1 





See the Uadith chapter, No. 34 
179.2 
Metre - tayll 
179.10 
Metre - kimil, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Rlyin, 570 
180.1 
Metre - tawil 
181.3 
Hetre - baslt, poet : al-Hutanabbl, DIwAn, 497. 
182.1 
Metre - rajaz 
182.9 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 35 
182.17 
Metre - tayll 
139 
183.1 
See the Ijadith chapter, No. 36. 
183.10 
Metre - basit 
183.14 
Metre - tawil, poet : Zuhayr b. Abi Sulml, DlwAn, 122. 
184.17 
Metre - raiaz 
185.1 
Metre - baslt 
185.7 
Turkchi Bilmis is a surname of MOammad Agha who was an officer in 
Muýammad 'All's Vijizl forces and who rebelled in Jeddah in 1248/1832 
with about 1,000 soldiers. Although the reasons for their revolt 
were many, the main cause was the delay of more than 10 months in 
receiving their salaries. The first stage of the rebellion occurred 
in Jeddah and Mecca, where Turkchl and his supporters created a state 
of great disorder. In addition they incited the tribes close to 
Mecca and Jeddah to revolt, and with permission from Turkchl, the 
town of Jeddah was looted and plundered. Muýammad 'All subsequently 
sent Ahmad Pasha Yakan, one of his most distinguished generals, in an 
attempt to subdue the revolt and restore law and order to the Holy 
places. However, before these forces arrived, IsmA'1l Pasha and 
Sharif Muýammad b. 'Awn defeated Turkchl's men near Jeddah. After 
140 
his defeat, and learning of the forces coming from Cairo, 
Turkchl fled to the Yemen, where the second stage of the rebellion 
began. With his forces reassembled, he marched against the towns of 
the Yemen, and after passing through Qunfidah and Shuqayq, occupied 
al-4udaydah, al-MukhV and Zabld. This followed much plundering and 
looting and the execution of the governors of these towns. The 
response came from the amlr of 'Asir, 'All b. Mujaththil, who marched 
on al-4udaydah and subsequently defeated the rebels in 1249/1833. 
Following this he took control of the coastal region. Turkchi, 
however, escaped with some of his soldiers on an English ship which 
eventually took them to Bombay. 
Cf. 'Abd al-Rahim. Mubanmad 'All, ii, 171-191; AbIzah, al-Tjukm, 35; 
Playfair, Arabia Felix, 141-144. 
185.17 
Metre - tawlLl 
186.3 
Metre - tawil 
186.8 
Metre - kimil 
186.15 
Hetre - baslt 
187.6 
Metre - wAfir 
141 
187.10 
Metre - basit 
187.17 
Metre - 123iLll 
188.5 
Metre - tawil 
188.13 
Qur'In, al-Jinn : 10 
188.16 
See the Jjadlth chapter, No. 37. 
189.31 
Metre - Mmil 
190.5 
Metre - wifir, poet : 'Abd al-Rahmin b. Ahmad al-Bahkall. 
190.8 
Metre - wifir. poet : 'Akish 
190.12,19 
Metre - tavil, post : 'Abd al-RahmAn b. Ahmad al-Bahkall. 
191.2 
Metre - tavil, poet : 'Akish 
142 
192.5 
Metre - maizS' al-ralaz 
192.16 
Metre - mutaq&rib 
193.10 
Metre - madld 
193.16 
Metre - wAfir 
194.11 
Metre - madid 
194.16 
'Idayn is used to refer to two Islamic festivals : 
(i) 'Id al-Fitr, the festival of the breaking of the fast, 
which falls on the f irst day of Shaww1l, the tenth month 
of the Muslim year. 
'Id al-AdbA, the festival of sacrifice, which falls on the 
tenth day of Dh13 al-Vijjah, the last month of the Muslim 
year, following completion of the course of the Vajj. 
Cf. 'Abd al-'Atl, Islam, 81; E. Mittwoch, E12 article 
"'Id" books of fiqh in the chapters on $alit al-'Tdayn. 
194.20 
Qur'An, a. 1-Tawbah : 
143 
195.2 
Qur'In, al-Baqarah : 191 
195.2,3 
Qur'ln, al-MVidah : 
195.5 
See the Uadith chapter, No. 38. 
195.8 
Qur'An, al-Tawbah : 
195.10 
See the tladith chapter, No. 39. 
196.7 
Metre - tayll, poet : al-Mutanabbl, DlwAn., 385. 
196.11,15 
Metre - baslt 
197.14 
Metre - witfir, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Diwin, 101. 
198.1-9 
I cannot reconcile what the author says about 'Ayi4 b. Mir'l, the 
ruler of 'Asir, being a coward who flees from the battle, with his 
fulsome praise of the amir in his book al-Durr al-thamin f! dhikr 
144 
al-maniqib wa-al-waqi'i' li-Amir al-Muslimin Mubammad b. 'Ayid. 
198.4 
Metre - JAwil, poet : Ibrihim al- WazIrI, Shawkini, al-Badr, i, 32. 
199.3 
Metre - khafif, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Diwin, 164. 
199.6 
Metre - Jý ý11 
199.10 
Metre - kimil 
200.6 
The complete story of this proverb can be found in Ibn ManTar, 
Lig: an, vii, qrz. 
200.10 
Metre - basit 
203.7 
Metre - madid 
204.3 
Metre - basitp poet : Mutammad b. Muýammad b. Hishim. 
204.11 
Metre - basit, poet : al-ShawkAnl, Diwan, 314. 
145 
205.3 
Metre - basit 
207.10 
Metre - kimil 
209.1 
Metre - sari', poet : al-A'shl, Diwin, 147. 
209.6 
Metre - mutaqIrib 
209.12 
Metre - madid, poet : Abii Tammim, MwAn, 76. 
210.1 
Metre - basit, poet : *Jamil al-Din b. NabAtah. 
210.8 
Metre - wAfir 
210.10 
Metre - basit, poet : al-Mutanabbl, Diwin, 471. 
212.4 
Metre - sari' 
212.18 
Metre - basit, post : 'Akish. 
146 
215.13 
See the Jjadlth chapter , no. 40. 
217.18 
The author of the book LaWif al-minan was not Abfi al-'Abbis al- 
Mursi, as 'Akish states. The full name of the book is LatAlif al_ 
bUnan, fl mandgib al-Murs! wa-Abii Jjasan, and it was written by Aýmad 
b. Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Karim, known as Ibn 'AtA' Allih al-Iskandarint, 
a distinguished Sufi (d. 709/1309). 
Cf. Zirikli, al-A'11m, i, 213; ShawkAnI, al-Badr, i, 107; G. Makdisi, 
EI 2, article "Ibn 'AW AllAh". 
217.19 
Qur'ln, al-Baqarah : 282. 
217.19 
Qur'In, al-AnfAl : 29. 
218.6 
Metre - kimil 
219.2 
Metre - mutaqirib 
219.17 
Metre - ramal 
221.17 
Metre - basit, poet : Ibn al-RCmi. 
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221.21 
Metre - basit, poet : al-Mutanabbl, DNA, 489. 
223.3 
Metre - basit, poet : 'Akish, Maimil', MS, 30. 
225.12,14 
Metre - basit 






W. West. It is also used for Wadi. 
J. Jabal or JibAl 
B. Ban! /Banii 
G&H map. Map of the Yemen Arab Republic, produced for the 
Swiss Technical Co-operation Service, Berne and 
the Central Planning Organisation, San'! ', by 
Urs Geiser and Hans Steffen in the 6epartment 
of Geography, University of Zurich, under the 
supervision of Professor Dr. H. Haefner. 
B&J map. Map of 'Asir (No. 1-217B) prepared by Galen F. 
Brown and Roy 0. Jackson under the supervision 




The area located between al-Luýayyah and MaydI known as NA'biyat/ 
Qad&' Mayd! in the new YAR administrative division. 'Abs as 
a town is situated some 65 km S. E. of Maydl. 
Cf. Hamdinl, JjLat, 135,182,183 etc.; G&H map. 
40,77,78 
Abfi 'Arish/al-Madinah al-'Arlshiyyah 
It was the capital of al-MikhlAf al-Sulaym&nl during the time 
of the Khayrit family; located some 32 km N. E. of Jizin. 






Located some 6 km W. of ýabyl. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-Jughrdfl, 291; HamdAnl, $ifat, 231. 
212 
4. al-Aýad/Siiq al-Aýad 
Located about 32 km S. E. of Abii 'Arlsh. 






A place in al-YamAmah. 




8. W. al-'Aqlq 
There are three wadis in Arabia with this name, all of them 
well-known. The first one is in the NajrIn area, the second 
is in al-Madinah al-Munawwarah area and the last is south of 
al-Wif in the GhAmid area. 




Cf. HamdAnl, 3ifat, 40,44,45,46 etc. 
126 
10. Badr 
A small town in W. al-§afri' about 150 km S. E. of al-Madinah 
al-Munawwarah. 
Cf. KahhAlah, JughT! fiy&, 135; al-Jisir, Mu'lam, 147; 





12. BAj il 
Located some 50 km N. E. of al-Vudaydah on the road to ýan'&'. 
Cf. Kahhilah, JusthrAftyl, 335; al-Hajarl, 1,101; G&H map. 
41 
13. W. Balij 
A small Wadi, a tributary of the W. JIzin, near al-QumrI 
village. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-Mu'lam al-JuRhrifl, 80. 
14,106 
14. Bandar al-Mukh&' 
See Mukhl' 
15. Barbar 
A small mountain path (jhV b) located about 1 km S. of 
al-Ma4Ay! near Abil 'ArIsh. 





17. W. Bay4 
A Wadi arising in Sardt Janb, the western slopes of al-Sarawat 
mountains, E. of al-Darb, and reaching the Red Sea about 40 km 
S. of al-Shuqayq. 'AqIlI indicates that it joins W. SamArah 
before reaching the Red Sea but this is not correct. 
Cf. Hamdini, ýLfat, 136,232; 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-JuahrAfl, 
84; B&J map. 
119,120 
18. Bayo 
Located some 75 km N. E. of Jizin. It may have been called 
after W. Bayl. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical, 110; 'Aq ,a -Mu 6 Jam al- 
JuRhrif 1,84; al-JAsir, Mul'am, 1,186. 
183 
19. Baysh/W. Baysh 
This town takes its name from the wadi. It is located some 
60 km N. of JlzAn on the road to AbhA. The wadi is one of the 
most famous in Arabia. 
Cf. HamdAnl, §jfat, 54,790,73 etc.; 'Aqlll, al-Mu'lam al- 
JughrAfl, 80-83; B&J map. 
14,26,36,48,69,153,156,211 
20. Bayt al-Faqlh Ibn 'Ujayl 
Situated about 70 km S. E. of al-Vudaydah. 
Cf. Kahhllah, JuRhrAfiyA, 360; al-Vajarl, ii, 636; G&H map. 
36,95,189 
153 
21. BilAd 'Ahim 
see 'Ahim 
22. Billd Mustabi 
see Mustabi 
23. Bilcid ýalll 
see ýalll 
24. al-Billd al-Tihimiyyah 
see Tihimah 
25. Bujaylah 
A small village located some 30 km S. E. of al-Zuhrah. 
Cf. G&H map. 
124 
26. al-DahnA' 
Located some 86 km N. of Jlzin. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical, 111; 'AqIll, al-Mu'jam al- 
JuRhrifl, 184. 
62,136 
27. al-PO /alliýi .Yo. 
Situated about 50 km N. E. of al-Vudaydah, 
Cf. G&H map. 
17 
28. Dayr 'AtVDIr 'At& 
A small village about 12 km N. E. of al-Zaydiyyah. 
Cf. al-Vajarl, 11,606; G&H map. 
41 
154 
29. Pamad/al-Hijrah al-pamadiyyah 
A town on the north side of W. Damad, located some 55 km 
N. E. of Jizin. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'Jam al-jughrifl, 266; B&J map. 
24,37,38,49,51,62,89,91,94,101,106,120,121, 
122,123,132,144,161,216 
30. W. Pamad 
A famous wadi N. of JAzAn. Its catchment area is N. of J. 
Munabbih, S. E. of J. Fayfl and S. E. of B. Milik. 




Located some 125 km N. W. of Jlzin. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'Jam al-JughrAfl, 181; Muhanni, Critical, 111; 
B' &J map. 
32. DughAn 
A very small village located about 45 km N. E. of al-Zaydiyyah. 
Cf. G&H map 
170,172 
33. Dhii QAr 
A place between al-KOfah and WAsit in Iraq. 
Cf. Ylq6t, ýRjjam, IV, 293. 
141 
155 
34. al-Dirah/Dirat al-Ashrif 
Not mentioned in the sources at my disposal. However, 
'Akish's description indicates that it was in the vicinity 
of AbE 'Arlsh. 
39,94,95,183,196 
35. al-Dir'iyyah 
Capital of the first Saudi state which was destroyed by 
IbrIhIm Pasha in 1234/1818, located some 8 km N. W. of 
al-Riyadh. 
Cf. al-Jisir, Mu'lam, 1,445. 
23,32,47,60,111,112 
36. Fadak 
Located some 170 km N. of al-Madlnah. 
Cf. Kahhllah, JuRhrifiyi, 153. 
76 
37. Farasin 
An island located some 50 sea miles to the W. of JIzin. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical, 112. 
64 
38. al-HaOab 
According to the text this place is in the way of the Vajj 
between Mecca and AbQ ArIsh. 
151 
156 
39. Uaj j ah 
Located some 90 km N. W. of ýan'! '. 
Cf. Smith, ii, 156; Kahhilah, JuRhraflyd, 335; 
G&H map. 
41 
40. W. 4aly (Ibn Ya'qrlb) 
A famous wadi which meets the Red Sea some 70 km S. of 
al-Qunfidah. 
Cf. Hamdinl, Sifat, 232,233, etc.; Ylqft, Mu'jam, ii, 327; 
Zayla'!, "Maw&qi"', Uawliyyit, passim. 
11,18,60 
41. allammAh 
According to the text its location is in the area between 
al-Darb and Rijil Alma'. 
79 
42. al-Uaqw 
Located some 76 km N. E. of JlzAn. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'Jam al-jughrifl, 152; B&J map. 
62 
43. Vara4 (Sharjat Vara4) 
A town located some 25 km N. E. of Maydi, close to the 
Saudi border. 
Cf. 'AqIli, Min Adab janilb al-Jazirah, i, 241; Smith, Ayydbids, 
ii, 157; al-Vajarl, ii, 256; G&H map. 
11,14 
157 
44. al-Hasd (al-Ihs! ') 
A Saudi district located N. E. of Saudi Arabia on the coast 
of the Gulf. 
Cf. Kahhilah, JuRhrifiyi, 266. 
23 
45. Vays 
Located some 40 km S. E. of Zabld. 






Located some 7 km N. E. of Pamad. 





The famous port on the Red Sea N. of Zabld. 
Cf. MuhannA. Critical,, 114; G&H map; KaWlah. 




A mountain and town around it having the same name. Nowadays 
it is NAtLivat ýUf&sh in the Maývlt province in YAR. 




Located some 26 km N. W. of al-Riyadh. 
Cf. al-Jisir, Mu'lam, 312. 
23 
52. al-4uqayb 
The old name of Zabld. 
Cf. HamdAnl, §Ifat. 96,232; al-4ajari, i, 262. 
36 
53. al-4usayni 
Located some 5 km S. E. of ýabyl. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-JuRhr&fl, 148; B&H map. 
40,151 
54. al-4usayniyyah 
Situated some 20 km N. of Zabld. It is not the village 
holding the same name about 17 km N. E. of ýabyl. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-Mu'lam al-Juahrifl, 148; al-Uajarl, i, 259; 
B&J map; G&H map. 
78 
159 
55. J. al-ýussdb 
A chain of mountains named after the tribe, or perhaps vice 
versa, which lives in the same area. Located some 50 km N. E. 
of ýaby&. 





According to the text it is a place between al-Zuhrah in the 
Yemen and Abd 'Arlsh. 
48 
58. al-'Isiyyah 
According to the text this place is in the west of W. Mawr. 
50 
59. JlzAn 
An important port on the Red Sea. 
Cf. 'AqIll, al- Mu'jam al-Jughrdfl, 95; Hamddnl, $ifat, 64, 




The area in the N. of Iraq, located between the Euphrates 
and Tigris rivers. 
Cf. Ylqdt, Mu'-Jam. 11,134 
97 
61. al-Jirbah 
Located on W. MOqlb, some 12 km S. E. of AbO 'Arlsh. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'lam al-JuRhrifl, 119 
60 
62. J. K41WK41in 
Situated some 19 km N. E. of Vajjah. It is considered as 
a n1hiyah in the province of Hajjah. 
Cf. Smith, Ay)rObids, ii, 168; HamdAnl, lifat, 201; G&H map. 
78,111,121 
63. al-Kimiliyyah 
According to the text this place is a castle. Located some 
17 km E. of al-Zuhrah. 
Cf. al-Hajarl, 11,661; G&H map. 
214 
64. J. al-Kawlah/al-Kilah 




Located some 45 km N. W. of San'! '. There is another town of 
this name N. E. of 4ajjah. 




A place about 2 marbalahs S. of al-Balrah. 
Cf. YIq0t, Mu'jam, vi, 431. 
126 
67. al-KhaOrA' 
Located some 7 km N. of AbO 'Arlsh. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'Jam al-Jughrifl, 167. 
173,174 
68. al-Khamisayn 
A place near ýImiýah between Abia Vajar and al-JAji' village. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-JuRhr&fl, 172. 
78,110, Ill 
69. Khaybar 
Situated about 140 km N. of al-Madinah. 
Cf. KahhAlah, JuRhrifiy&, 259. 
162 
70. Khulab 
Wadi coming from Sarit KhawlAn and flowing into the Red Sea 
about 50 km S. of JAzin. 
Cf. Hamddnl, §Lfat, 97,129, etc.; 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al- 
Jughrdfl, 168; B&J map. 
152 
1. Kullkh 
A small town located some 50 km E. of al-Wif. 
Cf. al-Jisir, Mu'lam, 11,1052. 
61 
72. al-LijAm 
According to the text this place is situated somewhere an 
W. Mawr. It might be a place located some 3 miles N. of 
Shibim. 
Cf. Smith, Ayyfibids, 11,173. 
180 
73. al-Lubayyab 
Located about 100 km to the N. of al-Vudaydah on the Red Sea. 
Cf. Kahhilah, Jughriftyl, 327; G&H map. 
40,50,52,123,148,211 
74. al-Madinah al-Munawwarah 
8,18,21,22,23,43,174 





77. al- MalAtah 
Situated about 14 km N. of Abhl. 
Cf. Atlas of 'Asir, Map No. 3. 
91 
78. al-Malt! 
A small village on W. Baysh, the location is not clear. 
153 
79. ManArah 
A ruined town located N. E. of JIzin in the vicinity of 
al-Kawimilah village. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-Mu'jam al-Jughrifl, 400. 
14 
80. W. Mawr/Mawr 
'Akish sometimes mentioned this place as a city "MadInat Mawr". 
This village is probably located somehwere in the famous wadi 
which comes from Billd Vishid and reaches the sea at al- 
Lutayyah. 




81. Mecca/Makkah al-Mukarramah 
17,18,19,20,21,22,37,43,60,61,119,174,198, 
208,216,217,218,219 
82. al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini 
11,12,15,16,17,62,63,91,94,121,147,152, 
153,157 
83. J. M14in 
Located some 40 km N. E. of Ujil. 





The famous port on the Red Sea. Located some 150 km 
S. of Zabld. 
Cf. G&H map. 
192,193,199 
86. MukhtArah 
There are two villages having this name, one located somewhere 
on W. PamAd, N. of Abii 'ArIsh, and the other somewhere on 
W. Khulab, S. of AbfI 'ArIsh. However, we understand from the 
text that 'ikish meant the latter. 




Located some 70 km N. of JAzln. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-JuRhrifl, 88; B&J map. 
62,64 
88. al-Maqln 
The only deductioný which can be made from the text is that 
this place is located in Billd ýalll. 
42 
89. MustabA 
An area situated N. E. of the Yemen. It is called 
NAbiyat Mustab! in the province of ýajjah. 
Cf. G&H map. 
40 
90. Najd 





Located some 360 km S. E. of Abhl, close to the Saudi-Yemeni 
border. 
Cf. HamdAnl, Sifat, 64,81,90, etc.; Ibn al-Mujlvir, ii, 




There are two wadis with this name, one in al-'Aridah, 
E. of Jizin, and the other S. of Mecca. 
Cf. al-Jisir, Mu'Jam, ii, 1333. 
175,176 
93. al-NahrawAn 
The area between Baghdad and Wisit in Iraq. 
Cf. Yiqat, Mu'Jam, iv, 325. 
36,117 
94. al-Quf 1 
'Akish described this place as a bisn, but there is a town 
with the same name in the same area located by 'Akish. it is 
N. W. of ýajjah. Al-Uajarl indicated that there are four 
villages in the Yemen holding this name. 
Cf. Smith, AyyQbids, 11,192; al-H. ajarl, ii, 657; G&H map. 
40 
95. al-Qunfidah/al-Qunfidhah 
A port which played an important role in the history of 
'Asir and al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI in the 18th and 19th 
centuries. Located some 150 km N. of al-Shuqayq port. 




A place on the road between al-Baqrah and Mecca in B. Tamim 
territory. Located some 12 marbalahs from al-Baqrah. 
Cf. Ygqilt, Mu'-Jam, iii, 18 
101 
97. Rijil/Rijil Alma' 
Located about 45 km W. of Abhl. 
Cf. Atlas of 'Asir, Map no. 33. 
154 
98. al-Him 




Ylqiit counts ten places holding this name. The most likely 
one here is a place near al-Baqrah. 
Cf. YiqSt, Mu'jath, iii, 58,59. 
142,143 * 
100. ýabyA/al-Madlnah al-ýabyAniyyah 
Located some 40 km N. of Jlzin. 






Located about 242 km N. of ýan'! '. 
Cf. Hamd1ml, $ifat, 81,82,115, etc.; Ibn al-Mujiwir, 
203,204; G&H map. 
22,40,44,53,170,207 
102. J. Sall 
Situated S. E. of JIzin, close to al-liridah. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-Mu'jam al-jughrAH, 221. 
61 
103. Sala' 
It might be Abfi al-Sala', approximately 112 km N. of Jizln 
near Abil al-Wild. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'lam al-Juahrifl, 56; B&J map. 
134 
104. al-Sallmah 
Located some 69 km N. of JAzAn. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'iam al-JuRhrifl, 222; B&J map. 
38,64 
105. ýalll/Bil&d ýalll 
The area stretching between al-Zaydiyyah in the north to 
al-ýudaydah in the south. 




The capital of North Yemen. 









The author uses this term in different ways. 
See Chapter V. 
79,97,137,147,219,224 
109. al-Sharaf 
There are many places with this name in the Yemen. 
Historically, al-Sharaf is usually given to the area N. W. of 
4ajjah which is sometimes called Sharaf 4ajjah or al-Sharafayn. 
Cf. HamdInI, Sifat, 126,127, etc.; G&H map; Smith, 
AyyObids, ii, 202. 
40,41,214 
110. al-Sharafayn 




A small village in KhawlAn area, S. E. of San'! '. 
Cf. 'Amri, The Yemen, 103. 
201 
112. al-Shi'bayn 
Located some 58 km S. of MuýAyl or 45 km W. of Abh&. 
Cf. Atlas of 'AsIr, Map No. 33. 
208 
113. al-Shuqayq 
A coastal town on the Red gea located some 150 km N. W. of 
JlzAn. 
Cf. 'AqIll, al-Mu'jam al-Juahrifl, 231; B&J Map; KaýýAlah, 
Jughr&fiyl, 62,63, etc. 
147,155 
114. al-Shuqayr! 
Situated about 60 km N. E. of Jlzin. 






It was the capital of 'Asir during the rule of the AbI 
NuqVah in the period 1215-1233/1800-1818. Located some 
30 km N. W. of Abhd. 
Cf. Atlas of 'Asir, Map no. 3. 
117. al-Wif 
193 
118. W. Ta'shur 
A well-known wadi which flows into the Red Sea some 20 km 
N. of al-Muwassam on the Saudi Yemeni border. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-jughrifl, 415; Hamdlnl, Sifat, 
135,232,240; B&J Map. 
152 
119. W. Tayyah 
Its catchment area is the W. slopes of J. al-Sarih, some 
11 km N. of AbhA. It runs westward and joins W. Valy just 
beyond Mutiy. Ll. 
Cf. Hamdini, $ifat, 230,235; Atlas of 'Aslr, Map no. 49. 
87 
120. Tihimah/al-Bilid al-Tihimiyyah 




Located some 40 km S. W. of ýajjah. 
Cf. G&H Map; al-ljajarl, ii, 559. 
48 
122. Umm al-Khashab 
A small town about 5 km N. E. of Baysh. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'jam al-Jughrifl, 65; B&J Map. 
64,121,158 
123. al-'Uthayr 
According to the text it is a village somewhere in W. Mawr. 
151 
124. al-'Uyaynah 
Located some 50 km N. W. of Riyadh. 
Cf. al-Jisir, Mu'jam, 878. 
23 
125. W. Wus&' 
A wadi N. of Jlzin, a tributary of W. Baysh near the village 
of AbO l-Qa'iyid. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mu'Jam al-Jughrifl, 419. 
14 
126. Yalamlam 
A vadi S. of Mecca considered as the jjýat of the pilgrims. 
Located some 80 km S. of Mecca. 




Cf. Hamdlnl, lifat, 81,85,90, etc. 
23,56 
128. al-Yaman 
'Akish uses this term in different ways. See Chapter V, 





Located some 350 km N. of jeddah. 
18,22 
130. Zabld 
The famous city in the Yemen, located some 80 km S. E. of 
al-Vudaydah. 
Cf. Smith, AyyUbids, 11,216; HamdAnl, Sifat, 81,92,93, etc.; 
Keall, "Zabld", Seminar for Arabian Studies. 
16,27,55,56,61,94,100,145,192,214,215,216,219 
131. al-Zahrl' 
According to 'Akish's description it should be the Yemeni 
town called al-Zuhrah, located some 100 km N. of al-Vudaydah. 
Cf. KahhIlah, JughrifiyA, 360; al-ljajarl, i, 397; G&H Map. 
42,49,55,60,94,123,177,178,180,211,214 
174 
132. ý&'in/Bildd ýVin 
17 
133. al-Zaydiyyah 
Located some 60 km N. of al-Vudaydah in W. Surdud. 
Cf. Kaýýllah, Jughrif iyA, 349,360; al-Uajarl, i, 397; 
G&H Map. 
40,199 
134. al-Zayla'! /al-Zayla'iyyah 
Situated about 35 km N. E. of al-Zuhrah. 









Supporters of the Prophet. 
Cf. EJ2, i, 514; Ibn Rasill, Turfah, 23. 
107 
4. al-Amarah 
From Ashrif of al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. 
11 
'Asir 
A large confederation of 10 tribes living in the area known 
as BilAd 'Asir. Its border is to the N. Billd Ballahmir, 
to the S. Billd Shahrin and Qahtin; to the E. Billd Shahrin, 
and to the W. the Red Sea. The main tribes in 'Asir are: 
B. Mughayd, B. Milik, Rabl'ah and Rufaydah, 'Alkam and Rijal 
Alma'. 
Cf. Shikir, 'Asir, 54; KahhIlah, Mullam, ii, 782; 




A tribe living in the Aslam area, known at the present time 
as NAtLiyat Aslam in the province of 4ajjah. 





One of the most famous tribes, descended from al-Azd b. 
al-Ghawth b. Nabt b. Milik b. KahlAn. They are divided into 
four main tribes as follows: Azd Shanii'ah, Azd Ghassin, Azd 
al-Sarlh and Azd 'Umin. 
Cf. Hamd! nI, $ifat, 87,88,91, etc.; KahhAlah, Mu'jam, i, 
15,16,17, etc.; Ibn Rasfil, Turfah, 6.7,19, etc. 
50 
9. BakIl 
This tribe is one of the two batns of HamdAn. They occupy 
the eastern half of the area stretching between §an'&' and 
Wdah. 
Cf. Smith, AYYEbids, 11,226; al-Vajarl, i, 125-28; 
Wilson, "al-HamdAni's description", Seminar for Arabian 





11. B. Dhirwah 
Ashrif of §aby&. They were the rulers of their territory 
before B. al-Khawljl. 
Cf. Zabdrah, Nayl al-Ijusnayayn, 155. 
11,13,15 
12. Dhii Muhamnad 
A branch of Bakil living in the N. of the Yemen. 
Cf. Nu, mi., Jjawliyylt, 50; al-#ajarl, ii, 691. 
49,51 
13. B. Ghassin 
One of the 26 qabilahs of al-Azd. The Rasfilids claimed descent 
from them. 'Akish mentions them as follows: Mulft Bani Ghassin, 
Salltin al-Yaman. 
Cf. Smith, Ayydbids, ii, 227; al-Hajarl, 11,624; Ibn Rasfil, 
Turfah, 6,23,24, etc. 
15 
14. al-GhawAnim 
AshrAf who inhabit Abd 'ArIsh and Jizin. They are two batns; 
al-Ashrif al-Shutilt who ruled the area in the 7th/13th century 
and al-Ashrif Al Qutb al-Din who also gained power over the area 
in the 9th/15th century. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-Mikhlif, 1,206,261; Ibn RasCil, Turfah, 108. 
13 
178 
15. B. al-4akam! 
They lived in the area around Abii 'ArIsh. Al-Hamd! nI 
indicates that Billd Hakam is located between Harad in the 
south and Mikhlif''Aththar in the north. It is not clear 
if this family are ashrif or not. 
Cf. Hamd&nI, Sifat, 82,84, etc.; 'AqIlI, al-Mikhlif, i, 71. 
11 
16. Hamdin 
A large and ancient tribal group in the north of the Yemen, 
the important batns of which are Vishid and Bakil. 
Cf. Smith, AyyObids, 11,227; al-Uajarl, ii, 752-59; Ibn Rasfil, 
Turfah, 7,8,13, etc. 
49,57,122,167 
17. al-Uawizim 
Ashrif living in §abyi and Pamad. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nayl al-Ijusnayayn, 143. 
11,15 
18. B. allurrý-th/al-Vlrith 
Located in the S. E. of al-Mikhl&f al-SulaymAnI, close to the 
border with the Yemen. 





20. K1 Juzayl&n 
A sub-tribe of Barat, N. of San'! '. 
Cf. al-Hajarl, i, 109,188. 
48 
21. B. al-Khawljl/al-KhawAjiyyfm 
Ashrif inhabiting W. *abyi. 
11,12,13,14 
22. Khuzi'ah 
An Azdl tribe inhabiting the area around Mecca. 
Cf. KaýýAlah, Mu'jam, i, 339; HamdAnl, Sifat, 232,233, etc. 
89,138 
23. B. al-Mahdi 
Ashrif of Tihimah, living in the area around the town called 
Manirah, W. of W. Balij. Some of them moved to W. Pamad. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nayl al-Uusnavayn, 236. 
11,14,15 
24. B. Milik 
An 'AsIrl tribe living N. of AbhA. They belong to Azd 
Shanfi'ah and have 8 batns; Al Ya'11, B. Munabbih, Al al- 
Vabashl, B. RizAm, Al Mujammil, Al Rumayy1n, al-Tilidah 
and B. Rabl'ah. 




The famous tribal group of KahlAn. 
Cf. Smith, Ayy-dbids, ii, 232; al-Vajarl, ii, 699-702; 
Ibn Rasftl, Turfah, 9,10,19, etc. 
89 
26. B. al-Mu'ifi 
Ashrif of al-MikhlAf al-Sulaymini. 
Cf. Zab&rah, Nayl al-Jjusnayayn, 228. 
11,14,15 
27. B. Mughayd 
The most powerful tribe of 'Asir living around AbhA. 
This tribe has five batns; Al Yazid, Al Nljiý, Al Wizi', 
Al Wayman and Al 'Abd,. al-'Azlz. 
Cf. ShAkir, 'Asir, 56. 
78,120,194 
28. B. LiVayy 
A batn of Quraysh descended from LU'ayy b. Ghllib b. Fihr 
b. Milik b. al-Na4r. 
Cf. Kahhllah, Mu'jam, iii, 1019. 
137 
29. B. al-Nu'ml 
Ashrif who inhabit W. Wus&' and W. Bay4 near al-DahnA and 
al-'Aliyah villages. Some of them moved to Rijil Alma'. 




A group of tribes with KhawlAnI and HamdInI origins. They 
occupy the area between NajrIn in the south and 'Asir in the 
north. Some of Qahtin inhabited TihAmah. The following 
are Qahtin tribes: Widi'ah, SanhAn, B. Bishr, Shurayf, 
Rufaydah, Jirimah and KhattAb, and Al al-Shawiz. 
Cf. ShIkir, 'Asir, 104; Vamzah, Qalb, 188; Ibn Rasel, 
Turfah, 5,11,12, etc. 
12,38,184 
31. B. Qays 
A tribe living in the area around W. Mawr. 
Cf. al-Vajarl, ii, 659. 
48 
32. Rijil Alma' 
A large tribe of 'Asir, consisting of the following batns: 
B. Qays, B. JOnah. B. Mim, B. Qutbah, B. Zayd, B. Shahb, 
Al Salab, Shadidah, B. al-Ts and al-Bini. All of these batns 
occupy the area between MuýAyil in the north and al-Darb in 
the south. 
Cf. ShIkir, 'Asir, 78-82; Ilm Rasdl, Turfah, 19,27. 
51,64,79 
33. Rufaydah 
An 'Adnini tribe descended from 'Anz b. Wl'il. Located 
S. E. of Abhi. 
Cf. al-Zulfa, "Village Communities", Arabian Studies- 
so 
182 
34. B. Saba' 
A batn of ýimyar, living somewhere on W. 4arao. 
Cf. Ibn Rasfil, Turfah, passim. 
14 
35. B. Shu'bah 
A tribe living in the area of al-Darb near al-Shuqayq. 
Authorities differ concerning their origin, but 'AqIlI 
suggests they are from Kininah. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-Adab, ii, 13-32. 
64 
36. ýudl' 
A batn of Kahlin inhabiting the catchment area of W. Pamad. 
Cf. Kattilah, Mu'Jam, ii, 636; 'AqIll, al-Mu'lam al-JuRhrif-1, 
266; HamdInI, §Lfat, 85,177, etc.; Ibn Rasial, Turfah, 9,35. 
89 
37. Tamim 
The famous NaJdl tribe. 












An Ismi'lli tribe inhabiting the area of Najrin. They 
belong to Hamd1n. 
Cf. Smith, Ayyfibids, ii, 239; al-Vajarl, ii, 774; 




1. AM al-Q&sim b. 'Asikir (499-571/1105-1175) 
'All b. al-4asan b. Hibat Allih, known as Ibn 'Asikir. He was 
a well-known traditional scholar who wrote many books. The 
following are his most important works : al-TIrIkh al-kabir, 
al-Iitih&d f! igimat fard al-jihAd, MubhamAt al-Qur'&n. 
Cf. Qanfijl, al-TIJ, 84,; Ibn Khallikin, Wafayit, ii, 37. 
9 
2. Ibn Shihdb (d. 124/741) 
A famous Traditionist (tibi'l) and faqlh who lived in Medina. 
His full name is Muýswnad b. Muslim b. 'Ubayd Allih al-Zuhrl. 
Cf. QaniIjI, 105; Ibn Khallik&n, Wafavit, 111,317. 
8 
Ya'qCib b. SufyAn (d. 277/890) 
Ya'qlab b. Sufyin b. JawAn al-Firisi, a distinguished Traditionist 
scholar. He wrote al-TIrIkh al-kabir and -al-Mashyaihah. 
Cf. Ibn ýajar, Tahdh1b, xi, 385-88; Ibn al-AthIr, Lubib, 11,215. 
8 
4. "Umar b. al-KhattAb (d. 23/643) 
'Umar b. al-Khattlb b. Nufayl b. 'Abd al-'Uzzi, the second orthodox 
caliph of Islam. 
Cf. Tabarl, iii, 428; Ibn al-Ath1r, MmLl, iii, 290; Ibn Vajar, 
ISIbah, iv, 279; Shrikir, Khulafl', 113. 
8,9,113,116 
5. al-kMfiý al-SuyStl (849-911/1445-1505) 
'Abd al-RatmAn b. Abl Bakr b. Mutammad al-JalAl al-Suyfiti, the 
185 
famous Egyptian scholar. He wrote more than 300 books on 
JjadIth, fiqh, tafsIr and history. 
Cf. Shawkinl, al-Badr, 1,328; ZaydAn, iii, 228; 
Qaniijl, 349; Ghazzl, KawAkib, *i, 226-231. 
8,9,115,174,201 
6. Ibn al-ShammAkh 
Al-Vusayn b. Aýmad b. Muýammmd b. al-Shammikh, known as Ibn 
al-Shammikh or al-ShammAkhl, was a Traditionist. 
Cf. Ibn al-Athir, LubAb, ii, 27. 
8 
7. Ibn al-ýal&4 (577-643/1181-1245) 
'Uthmin b. 'Abd al-Ratman al-Kurd! al-Shahrzfirl, a distinguished 
scholar who lived and died in Damascus. The following are some 
of his books : Muqaddimat Ibn al-Salft, Adab al-muftl wa-al- 
mustaftl, Manisik al-UaJJ. 
Cf. Qanftjl, 80; Ibn Khallikin, Wafayl ii, 408. 
8 
AM! Phir b. Muýsin al-ZiyId! 
His correct name is Aba Phir b. Muýmmad b. Muýammad al-Ziy&dl. 
Cf. Ibn al-Athir, Lublb, 1,515. 
8 
9. 'Ali b. AbI Tilib (d. 40/661) 
The fourth orthodox caliph of Islam. 
186 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, I$Ibah, iv, 269; Tabarl, iv, 427; IsfahAnl, 
Maqltil, 24; ShAkir, Khulafi', 251. 
8,9,32,57,73,74,75,76,114,115,116,117,118,184,212 
10. al-BukhArl (194-256/810-870) 
Abii 'Abd Allih Muýammad b. Ism&'Il, the famous Traditionist. 
He wrote several books and the following are some of his most important 
works: al-JAmi' al-satilb, al-TIrIkh al-kabIr, al-Sunan f! al-fiqh. 
Cf. QanQjI, 106; ZaydAn, 11,210; Ibn KhallikAn, Wafay! iii, 
329; Ibn Vajar, TahdhIb, ix, 47. 
8,22,86,113 
11. Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab (13-94/634-712) 
A very well-known tAbi'I and Traditionist. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, ii, 117; Ibn Hajar. Tirikh, iv, 84. 
8 
12. AbCt al-Zinid (d. 131/748) 
'Abd Allih b. Dhakwin is a distinguished scholar who lived and 
died in Medina. 
Cf. Quml, Kuni, i, 80; Ibn 'AsIkir. Tirikh, vii, 382-83. 
9 
13. Ibn al-Munir (620-683/1223-1284) 
AI*ad b. Muý d b. Manjer, an Egyptian scholar, jjCI of 
Alexandria. 
Cf. QaniiJI, 158; Kutbl, FavAt, 1,132. 
9 
187 
14. Sa'ld b. Man#Qr (d. 227/841) 
Sa'Id b. Mansdr b. Shu'bah al-Marwazi is a well-known Traditionist. 
Cf. Ibn "Jar, T&hdhlb, iv, 89. 
9 
15. No b. Qays (d. 184/800) 
Nfih b. Qays b. R&bAh al-Azdl is a distinguished Traditionist. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, T&hdhlb, x. 485. 
9 
16. 'Uthm&n b. Muýqin 
The correct nam is 'UthmAn b. 'Asim b. Husayn. a vell-knovn 
Traditionist. 
Cf. Ibn qajar. Tahdh1b, vii. 126. 
9 
17. Ibn 'Abb&s (d. 68/687) 
'Abd AIM b. 'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Muttalib is the famous Companion 
who relatod 1660 Vadlth. 
Cf. Ibn gajar. IsAbah. iv. 90; Ibn al-Jawzl. Sifat, 1,34. 
9,86.113 
Is. al-Bayhaql (d. 458/1065) 
AýRad b. al-quSayn b. 'All b. 'Abd All1h. a very well-known 
Traditionist and fag1h. He wrote several books, including: al-Sunan. 
DGWII al-nubOwwah4hu'ab al-ImAn. 
Cf - Qa"j to 28; Ibn Khallik&n. Wafa-VAt 1,57. 
9 
188 
19. al-ýIfiT b. ýajar (774-852/1372-1448) 
A"mad b. 'All b. Muýammad b. Muýammad al-'Asqalinl, a famous 
Egyptian scholar. He travelled to Syria. the VijIz and the Yemen. 
He wrote more than 150 books, including: Fatb al-B&rl sharb eabib 
al-Bukhfirl. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-badr, 1,87; Q&nGjl, 362; Sakhlkwi, Daw2 
11.36. 
9.17.22.32.113,174 
20. al-FlOil al-R(iml 
10.114 
21. Sulaysin b- Tarf allakaml 
He is from the Al 'Abd al-Jadd al-Hakaml family who managed to 
win over the area later to be known as al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini 
from the ZivAdId ruler in 373/983. His rule continued until 
393/1002 when the area was regained by the ZiyIdI ruler. I 
did not find any information about the date of his birth, nor 
that of his death. 
Cf. Nuhann&. Critical. 34; 'AqIlI. &I-Mikhl&f. 1,71; 
Smith. AYYGbids. 53. 
11 
22. Ibn al-Dayba' (d. 944/1537) 
'Abd &I-RatemAn b. *All b. muoammad al-Zabldl, a Yemeni historian 
who wrote the two important Ix)oks. Buithyat al-mustafid H akhbIr 
madTnat zabld and Qurrat &1-'uyCkn fl akhb&r &I-yaman al-maYmdn. 
Cf. Shawk&nl. al-badr, 1.335; Smith, "The T&hirid Sultans" 
189 
Ibn al-Dayba', Bughyah, 217; Ghazzl, KawAkib, ii, 158-59. 
11 
23. 'All b. Muýammad al-Nu'mAn 
According to the text he was one of the respected wirters of 
al-MikhlAf al- Sulaymcini. He wrote Sharb al-sidib wa-al-b! Rhim. 
11 
24. MCIs! al-Jawn 
Wisi al-Jawn b. 'Abd Allih al-Hasan b. 'All b. Abi Tilib. 
Cf. Iqfahini, MagAtil, 390. 
11,15*, 37 
25. Aýmd b. *. Ilib b. Abi al-RijAl al-§an'lnl (1029-92/1619-81) 
A Yemeni scholar, born in al-Ahnfim. He is the author of 
Matla' al-budOr wa-majma' al-bubAr. 
Cf. ShawkAnI, al-Badr, i, 59; Muhibbi, Kbullgah, 1,220. 
12,13,91 
26. al-'Amirl (d. 893/1497) 
Yaýy& b. AbI Bakr al-'Amirl, a distinguished Yemeni scholar 
who lived in ýaraO. He wrote many books and the following 
are his famous works: GhirbAl al-zaman, al-Tubfah, al-RiyAd 
al-mustatibah, Bahlat al-matifil. 
Cf. Nu'mAn, al-'Aqlq, MS, 140; SakhIwI, Daw, x, 224; 
Shawkini, al-Badr, ii, 327; Sayyid, Ma*Idir, 185. 
12,74,188 
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27. 'Abd AllAh b. 'Ali al-Nu'min (d. 1050/1640) 
He was one of the distinguished writers of al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. 
He wrote the valuable book, al-'Aqlq al-yamAnI fi-wafayAt al-Mikhlrif 
al-Sulaymini. 
Cf. Kahh&lah, Mu'jam. iii, 93; Sayyid, Ma$idir, 31. 
12 
28. 'Aýmd b. al-Maqblal al-Asadl (d. 1023/1614) 
A ajLl of Abd 'ArIsh sometime during the Ottoman rule in the Yemen. 
He wrote several books, including al-Jaw1hir al-bisAn fl tIrIkh 
AW 'ArIsh wa-bandar Jalzin, Urilazah fl fard al-kifAyah. 
Cf. Muhanni and his references, Critical, 79. Sayyid is incorrect 
when he dated his death in 962/1555, Mavidir, 210. 
12 
29. Abmad b. MOammad al-Nimizi 
He was one of the distinguished writers of al-Mikhl&f al-Sulayminl. 
He wrote the book al-Sullf fl tIrIkh $abyA va-al-Mikhl&f. 
Cf. Muhann! and his references, Critical, 83. 
12 
30. Sharif D. urayb b. Muhlrish (d. 964/1556) 
He assumed power as the ruler of al-MikhlAf al-SulaymInI after 
the death of Sharif 'Isi b. 4usayn al-KhawIjI in 951/1554. He 
was involved in the struggle with Turks in the area until his 
death. 
Cf. Nu'min, al-'Aqlq, MS, 181-228. 
12 
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31. Sharif Aýmad b. Jjusayn (d. 1028/1618) 
Aýmad b. Ijusayn b. 'Is! b. Abi al-Q1sim al-Khawljl, the ruler 
of ýaby& who assumed office in 1006/1597. 
Cf. Nu'min, al-'Aqlq, MS, 340,360. 
12 
32. Imam al-Q! sim b. Muhammad (d. 1029/1619) 
Al-Q! sim b. Muhammad b. 'All b. Muhammad was born in 967/1559. 
He sought the imamate in 1006/1597. After a bitter struggle 
with the Turks, they reached agreement to stop the war for 10 
years and each party kept control over the areas he had gained. 
Cf. WAsi'I, TArIkh, 217; SAlim, al-Fatb,. 362; ShawkAnI, al-Badr, 
ii, 47; Muýibbl, Khulivah, 111,293. 
12,22,32 
33. Sharif 4usayn b. Aýmad (d. 1053/1643) 
A KhawAjI Sharif who was the ruler of al-MikhlAf al-Sulayminl. 
He assumed office in 1028/1618 after his father, Sharif Atmad 
Vusayn. 
Cf. Na'min, al-'Aqlq, MS, 360,398. 
12 
34. QIns0h Pasha 
Ahmad Q&nsfLh Pasha was the last Ottoman will of the Yemen. He 
used all his efforts in order to maintain the Ottoman rule over 
the Yemen, but failed. He ruled the Red Sea coastal plain, 
TihAmah, for the period 1039-1045/1629-1635. He died about 
1060/1650. 
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Cf. Muhibbl, Khull$ah, iii, 297; SAlim, al-Fatb, 384. 
12,20 
35. Sharif M4ammad b. Uusayn (d. 1076/1665) 
According to the text he was the ruler of al-Mikhlif al- 
Sulaymini in the period 1053-1076/1643-1665. 
13,15 
36. Sharif AbO Tilib b. Muýammad (d. 1103/1691) 
According to the text he was the last ruler of Ashr&f B. 
al-KhawijI in §abyl. 
13 
37. Sharif MOafnmAd b. 4mad (d. 1184/1770) 
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. KhayrAt was the ruler of 
al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI in the period 1154-1184/1741-1770. 
Cf. Bahkall, KhulAvah, passim; 'Aqlll, al-MikhlAf, 1,391-408; 
Zabirah, Nashr, 1,230. 
13,21,22,27 
38. Sharif Dhirwah b. Vasan b. Yaýyi 
His genealogy can be traced back to 'All b. Abl Tilib. 
Cf. ZabArah, Nayl al-Uusnayayn, 155. 
13,15 
39. Sharif al-QAsim, b. Muhammad b. Gh&nim b. Dhirwah 
According to the text it seems that he was a ruler, or at 
least a distinguished leader, in Sabya in the 7th/13th century. 
13 
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40. al-Q&sim b. 'All b. Hutaymil al-Pamadl 
A well-known poet who lived in the 7th/13th century. He was 
born and died in Tihimah and frequently travelled to HijAz and 
upper Yemen to recite his poems in the courts of the rulers. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical, 100; Farrfikh, iii, 691. 
13,14 
41. GhInim b. YOYA b. Uamzah 
He ruled the MikhlIf of 'Aththar sometime in the first half 
of the 6th/12th century. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mikhlif, i, 204; Smith, Ay)rabids, 54,55. 
13 
42. Amir 'Amir(d. 923/1517) 0 
'Amir b. 'Abd al-Wahh&b b. DA'Od b. Phir was a Phirid ruler 
who was best known as al-Malik al-Pfir II. He assumed power 
in 894/1488. When the Mamlilk Sulý&n of Egypt, QAnqUh al-Ghawri, 
despatched an army to take over Zabld, 'Amir b. 'Abd al-Wahh&b 
was killed. 
Cf. Ibn al-Dayba', Bughyah, 173-374; Smith, "The Tihirid 
Sultans"; Shawkini, al-Badr, i, 308; SakhAwI, Daw, iv, 16. 
13 
43. Khllid b. Qutb al-Din (d. 842/1438) 
He was the ruler of al-Mikhllf al-SulaymAnI in the first half of 
the 9th/15th century. 
Cf. Nu'm&n, al-'Aqlq, MS, 128. 
13,14,15,17 
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44. Durayb b. KhAlid b. Qutb al-Din (d. 896/1490) 
He succeeded his father, who is mentioned above, to rule 
al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymin! in 842/1438. 
Cf. 'AqIll, al-Mikhlif, i, 261; Sakh1twl, IDay', iii, 218. 
13 
45. Aýwd b. Durayb 
He was the third ruler of the Al Qutb al-Din family to rule 
al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mikhllf, 1,262,263; SakhAwl, ]Daw, i, 299. 
13 
46. Yasuf al-'Azlz b. Atmad 
According to the text he succeeded his father, Aýmad b. Durayb, 
to rule the area. 
13 
47. al-Mahdl Muhammad b. Ahmad (d. 925/1519) 
A distinguished ruler of al-Mikhlif whose rule was at the 
beginning of the 10th/15th century. He died on the above date. 




48. al-Jarrit b. ShAjir al-Dharawl 
A post who lived in al-Mikhl&f al-Sulaymrini in the 10th/15th 
century. 
Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Jarrib b. ShAjir, passim. 
14 
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49. 'Izz al-Din b. Aýmad (d. 930/1523) 
He assumed office in 925/1519 to rule al-Mikhl&f al-SulaymAnI 
and was killed on the above date. 
Cf. Nu'min, al-'Aqiq, MS, 149,154; Kibsi, LatVif, MS, 71. 
14 
ya 50. MOammad b. Y4 I 
He succeeded 'Izz al-Din in office in 930/1523 and, after a 
bitter struggle with the MamlUk ruler in Zabld, was killed in 
934/1527. 
Cf. Nu'min, al-'Aqlq, MS, 158-160; KibsI, Latilif, MS, 73. 
14 
51. Atimad b. al-Mahd! (d. 934/1527) 
He became the ruler of al-Mikhlif after the death of Mutammad 
b. Yatyl. He refused to pay the annual tax to Sulaymin, the 
Mamluk governor of Zabld, so the latter made for JIzAn and killed 
him on the above date. 
Cf. Nu'm&n, al-'Aqiq, MS, 160; KibsI, Latilif, MS, 74. 
14 
52. 'Amir b. YUsuf al-'Azlz 
He was elected by the notables of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI after 
the death of Aýmad b. Yaýyl in 934/1536 when the Sharif of 
Mecca, Muhammad AbG Nt=Ayy, raided the area and forced its 
ruler to flee to Sa'dah. 'Amir sought help from the governor 
of Sa'dah to regain his post. He was helped, but was killed 
just after he came back to AbCi 'ArIsh. 
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Cf. 'Aqlll, al-Mikhlif, i, 275-277; Kibsl, Latilif, MS, 75-77. 
14 
53. AbS al-Tayyib DWild b. 'Abd al-Raým&n b. Abi al-Fitik 
A descendant of 'All b. AM Tilib whose full genealogy appears 
in the text. 
15 
54. Sharif Mutammad b. 4Usayn b. Atmad al-Khawijl 
See the previous note 
15 
55. al-Mahdl b. al-Qlsim b. Muýannad b. Vamzah b. Abl al-Tayyib 
See the previous note 
15 
56. Ni'mah b. 'All b. DVQd b. Sulaymin b. 'Abd Allih 
See the note above 
15 
57. TmAm YOYA b. 'Abd AllAh (d. 175/791) 
He rebelled against the Abbasids during HArOn al-RashId's reign. 
He died in prison on the above date. 
Cf. ýubýl, al-Zaydiyyah, 587; Ibn Taghrl. Bardl, Nuift, 11,62,83; 
Isfahini, Maqltil, 463. 
is 
Mu4ammad b. Yaoyl b. 'Abd Allih 
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A descendant of 'All b. AM TAlib. 
15 
59. Ibrihim b. Yah - 
. ya 
The brother of the previous entry. 
15 
60. Pliý b. Yaý A ya 
See previous note. 
15 
61. al-Hasan b. KhIlid al-Hizimi (1188-1235/1774-1819) 
A very distinguished general and minister of Sharif 4amild. 
He played an important role in the political and intellectual life 
of al-MikhlAf al-Sulaymini in the period 1217-1235/1802-1819. 
r, f. 'Akish, 'Uq, 2d MS, 38. Uadl'iq, MS, 33; 'AqIlI, AdwA', 




62. al-Vasan b. al-QAsim b. Muýammad (d. 1048/1638) 
A distinguished leader who stood with his brother, imam of 
the Yemen, al-Mu'ayyad, in his struggle against the Turks. 
They succeeded in pushing the Turks out of the Yemen in 1045/1635. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,205; SAlim, 338-395; Mutibbl, 
Khullgah, ii, 39. 
16,135 
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63. Imam al-Mu'ayyad Muhammad b. al-Qisim (d. 1054/1644) 
He assumed the imamate in 1029/1619. He started his rebellion 
against the Turks in 1036/1626 and after a long and bitter war 
he came to terms with the Turks that they should leave the entire 
country in 1045/1635. 
-Cf. Silim, 369-94; ShawkAnl, al-Badr, 11,238; Muhibbl, 
Khul&5ah, iv, 122. 
16 
64. Imam al-Mutawakkil IsmA'll b. al-Qisim (d. 1087/1676) 
He assumed power in 1054/1644. Al-Shawkini says that his rule 
extended as far as Mecca in the north and 4fir in the east. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,146; Wlsi'l, 221; Muýibbl, 
Khullsah, i, 411. 
16,135 
65. Sharif Khayrit b. Shabir b. Bashlr 
He is the great-grandfather of Sharif 4amfid and the first to 
emigrate to al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. His full genealogy can 
be seen in the text, 16. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical, 78. 
16,83,87 
66. 'Abd al-Raým&n b. Vasan al-Bahkall (d. 1224/1809) 
A distinguished scholar of AbCI 'ArIsh. He was a ctldl of this 
town for some time. He wrote Khullsat al-'Asjad fl dawlat al- 
Sharif Mubammad b. Abmad and Nuzhat al-; arIf fl davlat Awlid 
al-Sharif. 
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Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 54; Muhanni, 5-9; Shawklnl, al-Badr, 
1,322; Sayyid, Ma. $ldir, 287. 
16,26,154,160 
67. Sharif Aýmad b. Ghilib (d. 1113/1701) 
One of the Sharifs of Mecca, ruled al-Uijiz betveen 1099/1687 
and 1101/1689. He was forced to step down and emigrate to al- 
Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. With the approval of the imam of San'! ' 
he managed to rule the area of AN! 'ArIsh. However, his rule 
there lasted only until 1105/1693 when he was forced to return 
to Mecca where he died. 
Cf. Muhanni, Critical, 74; Bahkall, al-'Iqd. MS, passim. 
17 
68. Al-Malik al-Niqir Atmad b. Ism&'Il b. al-'Abbis (d. 827/1423) 
A Rasfilid sultan who assumed power in 803/1400. He died on 
the above date. 
Cf. al-Vaddid, Tirikh, 277; 'Abd al-')Ll, 227; Ibn al-Dayba', 
Bughyah, 104; SakhAwl, IDaw, 1,239 
17 
69. Imam al-Mahd! Muýammad b. Abmad b. al-Vasan (d. 1130/1717) 
Born in 1047/1637, he sought the imamate in 1097/1685. He 
struggled with some of his family until he won power. He 
called himself al-Nilir, but later changed to al-Habdi in 1109/1697. 
Cf. ZabArah, Nashr, 11,402-9; al-Wisi'l, 222; ShawkAnI, 
al-Badr, 11,97; Vibshl, Mavidir, 625. 
17 
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70. 'All b. 'Abd al-RahmAn al-Bahkall (1073-1114/1662-1702) 
A respected scholar and aj! L1 of ýaby&. He wrote many books, 
including al-'Iqd al-mufa$sal and Sharb al-kifiyah. 
Cf. Muhann&. Critical, 74; 'Aqlll, Adval, 111. 
18,160 
71. Sharif Qatidah b. Idris (d. 617/1220) 
He is the famous Sharif of Mecca who assumed power in the period 
598-617/1201-1220. 
Cf. De Gaury, Rulers 68,89; Muhanni, Critical, 68; Zayla'l, 
"The Southern"', 75-82; MaqrIzI, Suldk, i, 162. 
18 
72. Sharif Mutammad b. AbI Sa'd 
He was Sharif of Mecca in the period 652-701/1254-1301 with 
intervals - 606/1258, when the sons of Vasan b. Qatidah ruled, 
in 670/1271, when Jammiz b. ShIhah and Ghinim b. Idris ruled, 
and another interval from 687/1288 onwards. 
Cf. De Gaury, 91. 
18 
73. al-W# al-Dhahab! (673-748/1274-1347) 
Mu#ammad b. A#mad b. 'Uthmin is the well-known Traditionist and 
historian. He wrote more than 20 books. The following are 
his important works: Tirikh al-Islim, Tadhkirat al-. buffft, 
MIzAn al-i'tidAl, al-Kishif. 
Cf. Qanftjl, 411; ZaydAn, 111,189; ShawkAnI, al-Badr, 11,110. 
18 
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74. Sharif al-Vasan b. 'Ailln (d. 829/1425) 
One of the sharifs of Mecca. He became the ruler of Mecca in 
798/1395. 
Cf. De Gaury, 103; SakhAwl, Daw, iii, 103. 
18 
75. Sharif Mutammad b. Barakit (d. 903/1497) 
He assumed office in 859/1454 as ruler of Mecca and continued 
until his death. 
Cf. De Gaury, 106; Smith & Zayla'l, Bride, 91; ShawkAnI, - 
al-Badr, ii- 140. 
19 
76. Sharif Barakit b. Muýammad (d. 931/1524) 
A sharif of Mecca who came to power after his father's death in 
903/1497. 
Cf. De Gaury, 113; Ghazzl, Kawlkib, i, 164. 
19 
77. Sharif Muýammad AbC1 Numayy b. BarakAt (d/ 992/1584) 
He ruled Mecca in the period 931-992/1524-1584. 
Cf. De Gaury, 128; -Smith & Zayla'!, Bride, 74. 
19 
78. Sharif al-Vasan b. Abi Numayy (d. 1010/1601) 
The Sharif of Mecca between 992/1584 and 1010/1601. 
Cf. De Gaury, 128; Muýibbl, KhulAvah, 11,2-14. 
19 
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79. Mutammad b. 'All b. 'Umar b. Mutammad al-pamadl (d. 990/1582) 
A distinguished scholar who had good relations with the imam of 
ýan'! ' and the sharif of Mecca. 
Cf. Nu'min, al-'Aqlq, MS, 308. 
19 
80. Sharif AbO Tilib b. al-Uasan b. Abi Numayy (d. 1012/1603) 
He was the sharif of Mecca for a short time in 1010/1601. 
Cf. -De Gaury, 128; Muýibbl, Khull$ah, 1,131. 
20 
81. al-Tabarl (d. 1032/1622) 
'Abd al-Qidir b. Muhammad al-Tabarl al-Makki, a distinguished 
scholar who, lived and died in Mecca. He wrote many books. 
The following are his most important works: Sharb al-duraydiyyah, 
Tjusn al-sariyrah fl busn al-sirah, Nash'at al-sullfah bi-munshilt 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,371; Muhibbl, Khullsah, 11,457. 
20 
82. Sharif Idris b. al-Vasan (d. 1034/1624) 
He assumed power as sharif of Mecca in the period 1011/1602- 
1034/1624. He was deposed by Muýsin in 1034/1624 and died 
a few months later. 
Cf. Muhibbl, Khullsah, 1,390; Mrini, Tarijim, 11,86. 
20 
83. Sharif Muhsin b. Husayn (d. 1038/1628) 
He assumed the office of sharif in 1034/1624. In 1037/1627 he 
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was deposed and forced to leave for §an'! ' where he died. 
Cf. De Gaury, 128; Muhibbl, Khull$ah, iii, 309. 
20 
84. Sharif 4mad b. 'Abd al-M4talib (d. 1039/16289) 
A Sharif of Mecca who ruled for about a year. He was strangled 
by Qinqiih Pasha. 
Cf. De Gaury, 135; Muýibbl, KhulAgah, 1,239. 
20 
85. Sharif Mas'Od b. Idrls (d. 1040/1630) 
He succeeded Sharif Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Muttalib in the beginning 
of 1039/1629 and ruled until he died in the middle of 1040/1630. 
Cf. Muýibbl, Khuli*ah, iv, 361; Do Gaury, 135. 
20 
86. Sharif 'Abd Allih b. al-#asan b. Abi Numayy (d. 1041/1631) 
He was the sharif of Mecca for about nine months during 
1040/1631. 
Cf. Muhibbl, Khulloah, iii, 38. 
20 
87. Sharif Muýammad b. 'Abd Allih ( d. 1041/1631) 
He ruled Mecca for six months during 1041/1631. He was 
killed by the Turks. 
Cf. Hoibbl, Khullaah, iv, 27. 
21 
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88. Sharif Zayd b. Muýsin (d. 1077/1665) 
The ruler of Mecca in the period 1041-1077/1631-1669. He is 
considered as the founder of the DhCI Zayd clan. 
Cf. De Gaury, 141; Muhibbl, Khull$ah, 11,176-86. 
21 
89. Sharif Musl'ad b. Sa'ld b. Zayd (d. 1184/1770) 
He was in office in the period 1165-1184/1751-1770. 
Cf. Do Gaury, 170-75; Zirikll, viii, 103. 
21 
90. Sharif SurOr b. Musl'ad (d. 1202/1787) 
He was the sharif of Mecca in the period 1186-1202/1772-1787. 
Cf. Mardam, &Lya : n, 124; Zirikll, iii, 128. 
21 
91. Sharif GbAlib b. MusA'ad 
He was the ruler of Mecca from 1203/1788 until 1228/1813 when 
Mutammad 'All Pasha captured him and sent him to Istanbul. 
Cf. De Gaury, 180; Shawkini, al-Badr, 11,4; Mardam, 
L6 jjaLn, 127. 
21 
92. Sharif MOammad b. 'Awn (d. 1275/1858) 
He ruled Mecca twice; the first period was from 1243-68/1827-51, 
and his second office was during the period 1272-75/1855-58. 




93. Sharif Abmad b. Muýammad b. Khayrit (d. 1154/1741) 
He became the ruler of al-MikhlAf al-SulaymInI in 1141/1728 with 
the approval of the imam of San'V, al-Mansilr. 
Cf. Bahkall, Khuli*ah, 15-18; 'AqI11, al-Mikhlif, i, 388; 
ZabArah, Nashr, i, 229. 
21 
94. Tm-m al-Mansfir al-Husayn b. al-Q&sim (1107-1161/1695-1748) 
Heiassumed the imamate in 1139/1726 after a bitter struggle 
with other imams. 
Cf. ZabArah, Nashr, 1,595-601; MuhannA, Critical, 80; ShawkAnl, 
al-Badr, 1,225. 
21 
95. Imam al-HAdI Yaty! b. al-Vusayn b. al-Q&sim (d. 298/910) 
He was born in al-Madinah al-Munawwarah in 245/859 and emigrated 
to the Yemen where he laid the foundations of Zaydism. He wrote 
many books. The following are some of his important works: 
US(Il al-fitan; al-ImAmah; al-Khashyah; al-Da'wah; al-Qiy&s. 
Cf. Hibshl, Ma6Adir, 506-17; 'Amri, MasAdir, 133; 
21,22,32,114,117,214 
96. itl-Vasan b. 'All b. AM TAlib (d. 50/670) 
22,33 
97. al-Husayn b. 'All b. Abi TAlib (d. 61/68) 
22 
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98. Sharif ýamdd (1170-1233/1756-1817) 
Vamidd b. Muýammad b. Abmad b. Khayrit, known as Abfi Mismir, 
was the ruler of al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini in the period 1216-1233/ 
1800-1817. 
Cf. Introduction, Chapter 2 and 3; Bahkall, Naft, 
Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,240; Zablrah, Nayl, 1,408; 'Amrl, 





99. Muýammad b. 'Abd al-WahhAb (1115-1206/1703-1792) 
The famous reformer who started calling people to return to pure 
Islim in Arabia. See Introduction, Chapter 2 about his thought 
and doctrines. He wrote many books and treatises. The 
following are his important works: KitAb al-tawb1d, kashf al- 
shubuhit, al-Usill al-thalithah, Mukhtavar fatb al-Brtrl. 
Cf. Nadawl, Mubammad b. 'Abd al-WahhAb, passim.; Philby, Arabia, 
8-29; Hopwood, "Ibn Abd al-Wahhab", passim; Ibn Ghannim, 
Rawdah, i, passim; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, 6. 
23,24,25,26,30 
100. 'Abd al-'Azlz b. Sa'Gd (d. 1218/1803) 
The second ruler in the first Saudi state. He hold power for 
the period 1179-1218/1765-1803. 
Cf. al-'Ajl&ni, al-Dawlah ii, passim; Vamzah, Qalb, 328; 
207 
Philby, Arabia, 29-57; Saudi, 60-101; Sa'ld, Tirikh, 55; 
Ibn Bishr, 'UnwAn, i, 49. 
23,37,39 
101. Wild b. 'Abd al-'Azlz (d. 1229/1813) 
The third Saudi ruler in the first state who succeeded his 
father to hold the reins of power in 1218/1803. 
Cf. al-'Ajlinl, iii, paksim; Philby, jaudi, 101-128; Sa'Id, 
TArIkh, 75; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, 1,125; Vamzah, Qalb, 331. 
23,38,47,49,53,54,56 
102. 'Abd AllAh b. Sa'fid b. 'Abd al-'Azlz b. Sa'fid (d. 1234/1818) 
He was the fourth Saudi ruler who was involved in a bitter struggle 
against Muhammad 'All, the -ruler of Egypt, and the Ottoman Empire. 
He assumed power in 1229/1813 and was defeated by Ibribim Pasha 
in 1234/1818. He was captured and sent to Istanbul where he was 
executed in the same year. 
Cf. al-'Ajllnl, IV, passim.; Philby, Arabia, 77-128, Saudi, 128; 
Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, i, 167; 'Abd al-Rahim, al-Dawlah, 
passim. 
23,111 
103. Muýwmnsld b. ISMA'11 al-AmIr al-ýan'lnl (1099-1182/1682-1768) 
A well-known Yemeni scholar who was born in Kahlin and travelled 
to ýan'l' in 1107/1697 where he acquired his traditional knowledge. 
He wrote many books, among them are the following: Subul al-salsm, 
Minbat al-zhaffAr, al-'Uddah, Sharb al-jAmi' al-saithir. 
Cf. Muhann[L, 99, 'Amri, Masidir, 295; ShawkAnI, al-Badr, 11,133; 
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Vibshl, Masidir, 62; Vibshl, "Mu'allafat". 
24,44,100,136 
104. Murbid b. Aýmad al-Tamiml 
According to the text he was a Najdi sheikh who opposed Ibn 'Abd al- 
Wahhab's doctrines. He travelled to ýan'! ' and met Ibn al-AmIr. 
25 
105. 'Abd al-Raým&n al-Najdl 
See the above note. 
25 
106. AM! al-'Abbis b. Taymiyyah (661-728/1262-1327) 
Atmad b. ShihAb al-DIn 'Abd al-Vallm is the famous Islamic 
scholar and reformer. He was born in 661-1262 of a very 
distinguished family and his father was a well-known scholar 
who taught in al-Jimi' al-Umawl. He wrote many books and 
treatises. The following are some of his famous works: 
MinhAj al-sunnah, al-$Arim al-maslftl 'alA shAtim, al-Rascil, 
al-FatAwA. al-Furqlin. al-JawAmi, al-Jimi'. bayn al-'aql wa- 
al-naal. al-WAsitah bayn al-haqq wa-al-khalq. 
Cf. AW Zahrah, Tirikh, 11,406-60; Shawkini, al-Badr, i, 
63-72; Qan(ijl, 420-30; Kutbl, FavAt, 1,62; Ibn Vajar, 
Durar, 144-160; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, NujCm, ix, 271. 
26 
107. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (691-751/1291-1350) 
Moammad b. AbI Bakr b. Ayyfib al-Damashql is a well-known 
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scholar who lived in Damascus. He is considered as the 
distinguished student of Ibn Taymiyyah. He wrote more than 
30 books. The following are some of them: VlAm al-muwaqqi'in, 
BadVi' al-fawl'id, JjadI al-arwib, Mafitib dir al-sa'Adah, Sharb 
ManAzil al-sAvirin, Jal&' al-afhAm. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, ii, 143; QanSjI, 416; Ibn Hajar, Durar, 
11,400; Ibn Taghrl Bard!, NRjLum, x, 249. 
26,54,133 
108. Muoammad b. Ahmad al-HifzI (d. 1237/1821) 
A distinguished scholar who was qidl in Rijil Alm' of 'Asir. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 106; ZabArah, Nayl, ii, 225; AbO Dihish, 
Athar, 18,20,23, etc. 
26 
109. Ibrih1m b. Muýammad b. Ismi'll al-Amir (1141-1213/1728-17g8) 
A well-known Yemeni scholar. He was in §an'! ' during the time 
of Imam al-Mahdl 'AbbAs, but when al-ManIft came to power in 
1191/1777 he disputed with him concerning some religious matters. 
Ibn al-AmIr made for Mecca, where he spent the rest of his life 
until he died peacefully on the above date. He wrote some 
books like: al-Fulk al-mashbOn, Mafitib al-ridwin, Sharb al- 
Arba'In al-jawhariyvah. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,422; Zabirah, Nayl, 1,28-34; 
Sayyid, Magidir, 284; Vibshl, MasAdir, 139. 
30 
110. Imam Zayd b. 'All b. a! -Vusayn (80-122/699-739) 
He was born in al-Madlnah al-Munawwarah. He rebelled against 
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the Umayyad Cal 
he was killed. 




iph, Hishim b. 'Abd al-Malik, in 122/739 when 
He is considered as the founder of Zaydism. 
Tirlkh, ii, 462-500; 'Amrl, Ma*ldir, 
Maqitil, 127; Tabarl, 11,272; Kutbl, 
111. Imam Yah 1 b. Zayd b. 'All b. al-Hasan b. 'All b. Abl TAlib .Y 
(d. 126/743) 
Cf. Isfahini, MaqItil, 152; Tabarl, viii, 277. 
32 
112. Imam Muýammad b. 'Abd AllAh (d. 145/762) 
His genealogy goes back to 'All b. Abl TAlib. 
Cf. IjfahInI, Magitil, 232; Tabarl, ix, 201. 
32 
113. Imam al-4uSayn b. 'All (d. 304/916) 
He is the imam who laid out the foundations of the Zaydism 
in Tabarist. 5n. He was known as al-Fakhkhl. 
Cf. Subhl, al-Zaydiyyah, 588; Isfahini, Maq1til, 431; Tabarl, 
x, 24,32. 
32 
114. Imam al-Qlsim b. 
Al-Qisim al-Rass 
from 'All b. AbI 
al-Radd 'all Ibn 
wa-al-mansfikh. 
IbrIhIm (d. 246/860) 
1 b. IbrAhIm b. IsmA'Il b. H. asan was descended 
TAlib. The following are some of his books: 
al-Muqaffa', al-'Adl wa -al-tawbid. al-Nisikh 
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Cf. 'Amrl, Ma$Adir, 131. 
33 
115. al-Murtad! b. al-Hidl (d. 310/922) 
Mutsimmad b. Yaýy& b. al-Uusayn b. al-QIsim was chosen to succeed 
his father, al-Hidl. He resigned in favour of his brother al-Ndqir. He 
wrote many books and the following are his important works: 
Tafslr al-Qur'In, al-U$fil fl al-'adl wa-al-tawbid, KitAb al- 
Nubuwwah, al-Radd 'all al-Qar&mitah. 
Cf. Subhl, 588; 'Amri, Ma$ldir, 141; Vibshl, Masidir, 518. 
33 
116. Sharif Atmad b. Vamfid (1206-1235/1791-1819) 
Atamad b. Vam(id b. MOammjad Abii MismAr. He succeeded his father 
to rule al-Mikhl&f al-SulaymAnI in 1233/1818. Having destroyed 
the first Saudi state, the Turks came to AbC1 'ArIsh and Sharif 
Aýmad could not stand against them. They captured him and he 
was sent to Egypt in 1234/1818 where he died. 




117. Sharif 'All b. Vaydar (118-1254/1768-1838) 
'All b. Vaydar b. Muýamad b. Atmad b. Khayrit was the ruler 
of al-Mikhlif al-Sulaym&nl in the period 1234-53/1818-37. 
Cf. Zablrah, Nayl, 1,134; 'Aqlll, al-Hikhlif, 1., 504; 'Amri, 





118. Sharif al-Husayn b. 'All b. Haydar (1215-1272/1800-1855) 
He assumed power as the ruler of al-Mikhlif al-SulaymAnI after 
his father's death in 1253/1837. His rule extended as far as 
Mukhl" and Zabld on the Yemen coast, south of al-Hudaydah, just 
after the Egyptian evacuation from Arabia in 1256/1840. He 
ruled until 1267/1850 when he was dismissed by the Ottomans. 
He left the area for Istanbul where he met Sultan 'Abd al-Maj1d 
who granted him a salary of 30,000 piastres, allowing him to 
reside in Mecca where he died peacefully on the above date. 
Cf. 'Akish, IPS: ud, MS, 47; Zulfl, 42-86; ZabArah, Nayl, 1.389; 
'Aq111, al-Mikhllf, 1,511; Abd Dihish, Athar, 193,226, etc. 
34,95,104,106,177,178,180,181,199,200,209,210, 
211,212,214 
119. 'Abd al-Ratadn b. YOYI al-knisl al-§an'Anl (d. 1250/1834) 
Born in 1168.1754. He was qldl of Vajjah, then the governor 
of Kawkabln in 1228/1813. He was a distinguished adlb in the 
Yemen. 
Cf. 'Akish, lylu7d, MS, 6?; Zablrah, Nayl, ii, 43; Shawkini, 
al-Badr, 1,340. 
36 
120- TAml b. Shu'ayb 
No was the ruler of 'Asir in the period 1224-31/1809-15. When 
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HOammad 'All Pasha came to 'Asir in 1231/1815 he captured 
him and sent him to Istanbul where he was hanged. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 64-73; Shikir, 'Asir, 157; Ibn Bishr, 'UnwAn, 
1,183; Philby, Saudi, 130. 
36,50,51,52,61,62,63,67 
121. 'Abd al-Wahh1b b. 'Amir Abfi Nuqtah 
The ruler of 'Asir who assumed power in 1215/1800 with the approval 
of 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Sa'fid. He was involved in a bitter struggle 
with Sharif Vam(id of AbO 'Arish until he was killed in 1224/1809. 
Cf. Introduction, Chapter 2; Ibn Misfir, 63; 'Aqlll, 
al-Mikhlif, i, 468; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, 1,131,146; Philby, 
Saudi, 99; AbO Dihish, Athar, 18,21, etc. 
36,38,39,41,47,48 
122. OUthmfin al-Hudiviff (1228/1813) 
A distinguished leader in the first Saudi state. He was sheikh 
of the 'Adwin tribe which was living around al-T! 'if. He was 
considered as one of the important figures in the court of Sharif 
Ghilib b. Musl'ad of Mecca, but for one reason or another he left 
the sharif and gave allegiance to the Saudis. When the Saudis 
captured the Vijiz he was appointed general governor in Jeddah. 
Cf. 'Abd al-Rah1m, al-Dawlah , 151,244; AbO 'Aliv-yah, 54; 
Zirik1l, IV, 369; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, 1,122,131; Philby, 
Saudi, 94. 
36,50 
123. Muýammad b. 'All al-Hizimi 
According to the text he was a distinguished member of 
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al-Hizimi family, a respected family known in al-Mikhlif al- 
Sulaymini for its contribution in intellectual and political 
life there. 
41 
124. 'Arir al-Shu'bl (d. 1220/1805) 
A respected member of the Bane Shu'bah tribe, living around al- 
Darb, N. of JIzIn. He accepted Mutammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhlb's doctr- 
ines and started to urge the people of al-Mikhlif to accept his 
ideas. He became a distinguished Saudi leader in the area and 
was involved in dispute with Sharif Vamfid. 
Cf. 'AqIlI, al-MikhlAf, 1,444; AbO DAhish, Athar, 21,22, etc. 
41 
125. al-Faqlh §11io al-'Uluf! 
He was the governor of al-VUdaydah for Imam al-ManjOr. 
Cf. Bahkall, Nafb, 151; Ibn Bishr, 'UnwAn, 1,138; Philby, 
Saudi, 106,7. 
41 
126. Sharif Yah. YA b. 4aydar (d. 1234/1818) 
He was governor of al-Luýayyah for Sharif Vamfid. For unknown 
reasons, Sharif VamOd dismissed him and imprisoned him. When 
the Turks came to the area in 1234/1818 they released him but 
he died just a few days later. 
Cf. 'Akish, Dibli, 123; Aba Dihish, Athar, 307. 
41,59,60,123 
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127. Sa'd Ghaddirah (d. 1220/1805) 
According to the text he was a Yemeni leader who was working for 
TmA- al-Mantar. 
41 
128. Ibrihim al-Kalffid 
Ibribim b. 'All al-KalMd was the bead of the ýalll tribe. 
42,171,172 
129. Atmad b. 'Abd Allih b. 'Abd al-'Azlz al-Damadi (1174-1222/1760-1807) 
He was a well-known scholar who held the lagab "Shaykh al-Islim". 
He wrote many books and treatises. The following are some of them: 
Mashlriq al-anw1r, Sharb mulbat al-i'r1b, Risilah fl bukm al- 
tunblk. He is the author's father. 
Cf. 'Akish, ly_qu: d, MS, 2-5; UidA'iq, MS, 2-15 ShavkAnI, al-Badr, 
1,76; Abe Uhish, Athar, 36,44, etc. 
42,45 
130. 'Abd al-QIdir b. Aýmad al-KawkabAnI (d. 1207/1792) 
A distinguished Yemeni Tradition scholar. He wrote Muzhat al-tarf, 
Falak al-qimas, JjIshiyah 'all daw' al-nahir. 
Cf. ShavkInI, al-Badr, 1,360-68; Zab&rah, Nayl, 11,44. 
43,189,201 
IL31. Ibn 14jar al-MAkkI (d. 973/1565) 
Aýmd b. Mu4amad b. 'All al-Haythaml was a distinguished faqIh. 
The following are some of his books: Mablagh al-arab, al- 
Jawhar al-munaggam, Tubfat al-pubt1j. 
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Cf. Zaydin, 111,334; Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,109; Huhibbl, 
Xhulloah, 11,166. 
132. AbU al-4asan al-Sind! (d. 1138/1725) 
Muoammad b. 'Abd al-Hid! al-Sindl was a distinguished scholar 
who died in Medina. He wrote many books including U[Lshiyat 
fattL al-QadIr and Sharb al-adhkir. 
Cf. Murldl, iv, 66. 
44 
133. al-VUsayn b. Niqir al-Muhall! (d. 1111/1699) 
A well-known Tradition scholar who lived in al-Sharaf in the 
Yemen. The following are some of his several books: Matimi' 
al-ImAl. Uasanit al-zamAn ft a'y&n al-awAn, Sharb al-bilsiyyah. 
Cf. Huhann! and his references, 75; 'Amri, Masidir 288; 
Vibshl, Masidir, 255. 
44 
134. YOyA b. MuhjamAd al-Qutbl (d. 1237/1821) 
A respected adib and post who lived in AbCI 'ArIsh. 
Cf. 'Akish, : RjuLd, MS, 121; ZabArah, Nayl, 11,406. 
45,153 
135. Ghaqq&b al-'Utaybi 
A Saudi leader during the first state who was a head of the 
'Utaybah tribe. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 64; Ibn Bishr, 'UnwAn, 1,146; Philby, Saudi, 113. 
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136. Mushayt b. SAlim 
The head of ShahrAn and NAhis tribes. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 61; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, 1,146; Abd DAhish, 
Athar, 152. 
47,130 
137. Mutammad b. Dahmin 
A distinguished Saudi leader who is from B. Shihr tribe., 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 61; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, 1,146; Abil DAhish, 
Athar, 18,401,402. 
47 
138. Sharif ManiSr b. NAOr (d. 1233/1817) 
He was the governor of ýabyl for his uncle Sharif Uamfid. For 
one reason or another he was dismissed and ordered to stay in 
Abd 'ArIsh. However, he, with some members of the AshrAf, 
escaped and made for Mecca, asking for help to oppose Sharif 
Vamad. They were helped and an army was sent but they 
were defeated and Sharif Manfftr was killed on the above date. 
Cf. 'Akish, 'Uqfid, MS, 117; Ibn Misfir, 77; 'AqIlI, al-Mikhllf, 
1,471; ZabArah, Nayl, 11,367. 
47,59,60,79,86,87,89,152 
139. M4amjad b. 'Abd Allih b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (1168-1223/1754-1808) 
He is the author's uncle. His biography can be seen in the 
text, 48. 
Cf. 'Akish, IlquLd, MS, 113; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,285. 
48 
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140. Sharif Vasan b. Nalir b. Muýammad (d. 1224/1809) 
According to the text he was a member of the ruling family. 
49 
141. Qahtin b. Hild 
50 
142. Sharif Manjilr b. Mxqiammad b. Aýmad (d. 1225/1810) 
According to the text he was a member of the ruling family. 
51 
143. Sharif Ahmad b. 'All b. Hiidh&n (d. 1225/1810) 
As it appears in the text he was the governor of UzIn. 
51 
144. Fatýl b. 'All MuJall! (d. 1225/1810) 
51 
145. Muýammad b. Abmad al-Rufaydi 
He succeeded TAmI b. Shu'ayb as the ruler of 'Asir in 1231/1815. 
He struggled against the Turco-Egyptian campaigns of 'Asir. He 
was finally captured in 1233/1817 and sent to Egypt. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 78; ShAkir, 'Asir., 172; Ibn Bishr, 'UnwAn, 
1,147,183. 
52,67,77,78,80 
146. IsmA'Il b. IbrAhlm al-Nu'min (1225/1810 
According to the text he was a respected member of the Al al-Nu'm&n 
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family which was considered as one of the most distinguished 
families in al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymini. 
52 
147. MOammad b. 'All b. al-Q&sim b. 4mad (d. 1229/1813) 
A. distinguished Yemeni scholar who lived and died in §a'dah. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 100. 
148. MtAisin b. 'All al-Vizim! (d. 1229/1813) 
He was a respected member of al-VAziml family. He assumed 
the post as governor of Vajjah during the short sharif rule 
over it before it was taken back by the imam. 
Cf. 'Kkish, Iglu: d, HS, 115; Zabirah, Nayl, ii, 209; Abfi DAhish, 
Athar, 210,249, etc. 
53,59 
149. al-'AllAmah al-Khaf&jl (d. 1069/1658) 
Abmad b. M4ammad b. 'Umar b. ShihAb al-Din was a distinguished 
scholar of Arabic literature. He was qldl in Rumalll and 
Salonika in Turkey. He wrote many books, including Shifl' al- 
falil, TirAz al-maillis, Sharb durrat al-ghawwl#, Raybin al-*n1r. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 111,286; Muhibbl, Khullsah, 1,331. 
55 
150. 'Adl b. Zayd 
'Adl b. Zayd al-'Abb&dl was a pre-Islamic poet. He worked 
as translator in the Court of Kisr! who killed him in 587 A. D. 
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Cf. Shaykhii, Shutrl' , iv, 439-474; Zirikll, v, 9. 
56 
151. Kisrci Anii Sharwin 
56,141 
152. M4ammad 'All Pasha (1184-1265/1770-1849) 
An Albanian soldier who served in the Ottoman forces in Egypt. 
He succeeded in taking Egypt and declared himself ruler after 
a bitter struggle with the MamlCtks. He assumed power in 1220/ 
1805. When the Ports decided to subjugate the first Saudi state 
in Arabia, Muhammad 'All was chosen to do this job. His forces 
destroyed the capital of the Saudis in 1234/1818. 
Cf. Bishri, "'Asir"-. 48; Rifi'l, 'Asr, passim; Zirikli. vii, 191; 
. 
Za-ki, Mubammad 'Ali, passim; al-Tirikh, passim; Weigall, 44-79; 
Young, 23. 
56,60,61,62,64,66,111,119,124,167,185,186,208,211 
153. Ibn Khallikin (608-681/1211-1282) 
Ahmad b. Ibrihim b. Abl Bakr, known as Ibn Khallikin. He 
assumed the post of qldl of al-ShIm in 633/1235. He travelled 
to Egypt and came back to Damascus where he died on the above date. 
He wrote the well-known book, Wafaylt al-a'yIn. 
Cf. Qan(IJI, 155; ZaydAn, 111,15&; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, Nulfim, 
vii, 353; Khallfah, Kashf, 2017. 
56 
154. Imilm al-Mutawakil Abmad b. 'All-b- al-'Abbris (1170-1231/1756-1815) 
A 
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He assumed the imamate of the Yemen in 1224/1809 and ruled until 
his death. 
Cf. 'AmrI, Mi'at 'im, 147-78, The Yemen, 57; Zabirah, Nayl, i, 
153-61; Shawkini, al-Badr, 78. 
56 
155. Yaoyi b. 'All Sa'd 
A distinguished leader who was the governor of Uajjah for 
Imam al-Mutawakkil. 
Cf. Nu'ml, Jjawliyylt, 49. 
56,57 
156. Muýammad b. KhIlid al-IjAziml (d. 1229/1813) 
According to the text he was a respected member of 
al-Vizim! family. 
58 
157. AbG Firis al-VamdAni (d. 357/967) 
Al-Virith b. Sa'Id b. VamdIn is a well-known Abbasid poet and 
a distinguished member of B. VamdIn tuling family. 
Cf. ZaydIn, ii, 249; AmInI, al-Ghadir, iii, 350; Ibn KhallikAn, 
WafavAt, 1,349; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, Nul0m, iv, 19. 
60 
158. Vasan Pasha 
He assumed the post as qVim maqIm of the HijIz for Muh. anunad 
'All Pasha when the latter invaded Arabia. 
Cf. 'Abd al-Raýlm, Mubammad 'All, 37. 
60,78 
222 
159. Niqir b. Vusayn al-Vizimi (d. 1230/1814) 
According to the text he was a distinguished leader during 
Sharif ýý d's reign. 
61 
160. Yatyl b. Mutsin al-Nu'ml (d. 1261/1845) 
He was a respected scholar who was ajEl of al-Dahnil, a small 
village in al-Mikhlif al-Sulaymimi. 
Cf. 'Kkish, ýýud, MS, 123. 
161. al-§Itib b. 'AbbAd (d. 385/995) 
IsmVil b. 'Abbld b. al-'Abbfis al-TlliqAnl was a minister in the 
court of MU'ayyad al-Dawlah b. Buwayh. He is known as an adlb 
more than a minister. He wrote more than 30 books. 
Cf. Zaydin, ii, 274; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, i, 206; AmIni, al- 
Ghadlr, iv, 39; Tha'llibl, Yatimah, iii, 31; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, 
Nujiim, iv, 169. 
66,85 
162. allib! (d. 384/994) 
IbrAhim b. HilAl b. Zahriln al-Pbl. He was a distinguished 
adib during Buwayhid rule in Iraq. 
Cf. Zayd1n, 11,272; Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, 1,34; Ibn Taghrl 
Bardl, Ihau: m, iv, 167; Tha'ilibl, Yatimah, 11,23. 
66 
163. al-Q! 41 al-F&4il (529-596/1134-1199) 
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Mub! al-Din 'Abd al-Raýlm b. 'All b. al-Vasan al-Lakhmi was 
a prominent adib and poet. He travelled to Egypt and worked 
as a minister for §allt al-DIn al-Ayyfibi and wrote Sirat al-malik 
al-manfOr Qallwwun. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, ii, 333; Ibn Taghrl Bard!, 
N2j. ujm, -i, 156. 
66 
164. Ibn al-Athir (d. 622/1225) 
Nair AllAh b. Mut-mad al-ShaybAnI was a respected scholar in 
linguistics and literature. He wrote many books. The following 
are some of them: al-Mathal al-sVir fl adab al-kitib wa-al- 
sh&'ir, al-JAmi' al-kabir, al-BurhAn fl 'ilm al-bayAn. 
Cf. ZaydAn, iii, 50; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, v, 25. 
67. 
165. Sharif Muýammad b. Man#fir b. Muýammad (d. 1231/1815) 
According to the text, he was a respected member of the ruling 
family. 
69 
166. Idris b. Ibrihim alliziml (d. 1231/1815) 
According to the text he was a respected member of al- 
#Iziml family. 
69 
167. Bandar b. Shablb al-'Amirl 
He was an Iraqi post who came to Abld 'Arlsh to recite some of 
his poems in Sharif 4amad's court. 
224 
Cf. 'Akish, IELud, MS, 37; Zabirah, Nayl, i, 309. 
69,72,81 
168. 'Abd al-Karim b. Vusayn al-'Utuml (d. 1246/1830) 
A distinguished poet who was the governor of Zabld for the 
imam of §an'! '. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 68; Zabirah, Nayl, ii, 53. 
72,125,175,220 
169. Abd al-Tayyib al-Mutanabb! (303-354/915-965) 
Abmad b. al-Vusayn is the famous poet who lived in Abbasid times. 
Cf. Farrilkh, 11,457-64; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, 1,102; 
al-Khatib, TIrIkh, iv, 102; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, Nui6m, 111,340. 
72,86,109,129,141,142,164,210 
170. TmAm al-Manifir 'Abd AllAh b. ýamzah (d. 614/1217) 
He assumed the imamate in 583/1187. He wrote more than 60 books 
and risAlahs. The following are some of his important works: 
al-BayAn wa-al-thabit, Tubfat al-ikhwin, al-Durrah al-vatimah, 
Talq1tt al-albAb, al-ShAfI. 
Cf. Hibshl, MaSidir, 538-46; 'Amri, MaqAdir, 151; WAsi'l, 183. 
73 
171. Muýammad al-Tihir b. al-Vusayn b. 'Abd al-Raým&n al-Ahdal 
He was a distinguished Traditionist who lived and died in 
Zabid in 998/1589. 
Cf. Vibshl, Masidir, 55. 
74 
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172. al-Mu'ayyad Yatyi b. Vamzah (d. 749/1349) 
He sought the imamate in 730/1329 and was involved in a 
continual struggle with the Ismi'llis. He wrote more than 100 
books and risilahs. The following are some of them: al-Intisar, 
al-ShAmil li-baql'icL al-adillah, NihAyat al-wu$61 ill 'ilm al-usdl, 
al-Tamh1d li-'uHm al-'adl va-al-tawbid. 
Cf. Hibshl, Ma. $Idir, 564-70; 'Amrl, Maq&dir, 176; Shawkini, 
al-Badr, ii, 331; Zirikll, ix, 174. 
74,75,135 
173. al-Mutawakkil Atmad b. Sulaymin (500-566/1106-1170) 
He was imam of the Yemen in the period 533-566/1138-1170. He 
wrote several books and the following are some of his important works 
Uefil al-abkIm fl al-balil wa-al-bargm, Jjaq&'iq al-ma'rifah fI 
ma'rifat al-nazar wa-yujObah, al-Jjikmah al-durryah wa-al-dalAlah 
al-nabawivyah. 
Cf. Hibshl, Ma$ldir, 534; WIWI. 179. 
74 
174. FAtimah al-Zahri' (d. 11/632) 
She was the young daughter of the Prophet Mutammad. She 
married 'All b. AM Tilib and gave birth to al-Hasan and 
al-Vusayn. 
Cf. Kahh1lah. A'1AM, 111,1199-1223; Ibn al-Jawzl, Sifat, ii, 
3-6; Dhahabl, Siyar, 11,87. 
74,76,114 
175. Abia Bakr al-ýiddlq (d. 13/634) 
'Abd Allih b. AM QuýAfah is the first orthodox caliph of Islam. 
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Cf . Shikir, Khulaf V. 27-111; Ibn Vajar, I*Abah, iv, 101; 
Ibn al-Athýr, Klmil, ii, 220-89; Ibn al-Jawzl, §Lfat, i, 88-101. 
74,76,195 
176. al-Mahdi Aýmad b. Yaýyl (764-840/1363-1436) 
He sought the imamate in 793/1390 and was involved in a dispute 
with Imam al-Manjii-r 'All b. ýal&ý al-Din about who was the best 
qualified to take office. Al-Mahdl proved the best, but al- 
Manjfir overthrew him, assuming power as Imam. Consequently, 
al-Mahdi turned to writing books. He wrote about 60 books and 
treatises. The following are some of his important works: 
al-Azhir fl fiqh al-a'immat al-athir, al-Abk1m, al-I'timid, 
TAi 'ulum al-adab, etc. 
Cf. Hibshl, MaSAdir, 583-94; WAsi'l, 196; 'Amri, MasAdir, 
192; ShawkAn1, al-Badr, i, 122; Zirikll, i, 255. 
75 
177. al-'AllImah al-Najarl 
'All b. Muýammad al-Najarl was a Yemeni faqlh who lived in the 
9th/15th century. He wrote Sharb al-azh&r,. 
Cf. ShawkAnI, al-Badr, ii, 171; 'AmrI, MasAdir, 232; UibshI, 
MasAdir, 196. 
75 
178. Sharif al-Vasan b. ShabIr b. Mublrak b. Muýammad b. Khayrat 
(d. 1242/1826) 
A distinguished faqIh who was appointed to the post of Mubtasib 
in al-MikhlAf Al-Sulaymani during Sharif Vamfid's rule. 
227 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 42; ZabArah, Mayl, i, 327. 
76,77,106,159 
179. 'A. 11 b. Mujaththil (d. 1249/1833) 
He was the head of the 'Asir! tribe who kept up continuous 
resistance against Muýammad 'All's rule in 'Asir. He assumed 
office as ruler of 'Asir in 1242/1826. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 89; 'Abd al-Rahim, Mubammad 'All, ii, 133; 
'Amrl, The Yemen, 93; Abil DAhish, Athar, 68,92, etc. 
78,120,161,163,164,166,172,176,178,181,186,187, 
191,194,199 
180. Vasan b. 'UVayf al-Vakam! (d. 1233/1817) 
A respected qIdI who was involved in political affairs during 
Sharif Vamdd's reign. 
Cf. 'Akish, jPgu: d, MS, 43. 
78,80,111 
181. Jum'ah Agh! 
He was the governor of al-Qunfidah during the rule of Muýamad 
'All Pasha in Arabia. 
Cf. 'Abd al-Rahim, Mutkammad 'All, ii, 210. 
79 
182. MuAwiyah b. AbI Sufyin (d. 60/680) 
He assumed power in 41/661 as the first caliph of the Umayyad 
dynasty. 
Cf. Ibn Vajar, IvAbah, vi, 112; Ibn Taymiyyah, Minhil, 11,201-26; 
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Tabarl, v, passim. 
79 
183. AbQ Mutammad b. al-KhIzin 
'Abd Allih b. Mutammad b. Atmad b. al-KhAzin, an Abbasid poet. 
Cf. Tha'llibl, Yatlmah, iii, 148; 'Abbisi, Ma'Ahid, iv, 235; 
Ibn KhallikAn, Wafaydt, 1,131. 
84 
184. Wj$il b. 'AtV (d. 131/748) 
A famous scholar who is considered as the founder of the 
Mu'tazilah. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, WafavAt, v, 60; Ibn Uajar, LisAn, vi, 214; 
Kutbl, Favit, ii, 624. 
85 
185. Istiq b. M4ammad al-'Abdi (1050-1115/1640-1703) 
He was qidl of Ab, 3 'Arlsh for Imam al-Mahdi. He wrote al-ItLtirls 
fl al-radd 'ali al-nibris. 
Cf. ZabArah, Nashr, 1,318; Shawkini, al-Badr, 1,134. 
85 
186. al-Bfiqlri (d. 695/1295) 
Mubammad b. Sa'Id al-§anhAJI was a famous poet and ad1b. He 
lived and died in Egypt. He is best known for his poem al-Burdah. 
Cf. Kutbl, FawAt, 11,412; ZaydIn, 111,130. 
85 
187. Sinfin AghA 
He was an Ottoman leader killed in 'Asir in 1233/1817. 
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Cf. Ibn Misfir, 77. 
86,87 
188. 'Abd al-Rahmi-an b. Ahmad b. Hasan al-Bahkall (1182-1248/1768-1832) 
A distinguished scholar who was qidl of Bayt al-Faqlh b. 'Ujayl 
during the rule of al-ManjOr. He wrote many books: Nafb al-'iad 
fl s1rat dawlat al-Sharif JJamfid, Taysir al-yusri, MirqAt al- 
thiqAt. 
Cf. 'Akish, jyqud, MS, 54-57; ShawkInI, al-Badr, i, 318; 
Zabirah, Nayl, 11,23; Sayyid, Masidir, 292; Uibshl, Masidir, 70. 
87,102,112,189 
189. Ibn al-Athir (544-606/1129-1209) 
Al-Mubirak b. Muýammad b. Muýammad al-Shaybini, an Iraqi scholar 
who wrote many books. The following are some of his important 
works: JAmi' al-ug0l fl-atild1th al-Rasill, al-NihAyah. 
Cf. Qanftji, 100; Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, 111,291. 
89,90,113 
190. Pamad b. YazId b. al-Virth b. 'All b. Madhtij 
89 
191. Ahmad b. Hasan al-Bahkall (1153-1233/1740-1817) 
QAdI of ýabyi for some time. He was a very good poet and his 
full biography can be seen in the text. 




192. Vusayn b. 'Aqlll al-VAziml (d. 1234/1818) 
He was ag: i of Zabld for Sharif ýamfid. 
Cf. 'Akish, jKLud, MS, 40; ZabArah, Nayl, i, 382. 
94,144 
193. al-MAwardl (d. 450/1058) 
'All b. Muýammad b. 4abib was a distinguished faqIh. He wrote 
many books. The following are some of his famous works: 
Adab al-duny! va-al-din. al-Amthil va-al-bikam, A'lAm al- 
nubuwwah. 
Cf - ZaydIn, 11,333; Ibn KhallikAn, Wafaylt, ii, 444. 
95,171 
194. 'Izz al-Din b. 'Abd al-SalAm (577-660/1181-1261) 
Sultin al-'Ulam&' 'Abd al-'Azlz b. 'Abd al-SalAm al-Salaml is a 
famous faqIh and muitahid. He wrote several books, including: 
al-TafsIr al-kabir, al-Ilmim, QawVid al-sharl' h. Qawl'id 
al-abkAm. 
Cf. Kutbl, Fawlt, 1,594; Zirikli, iv, 144. 
99 
195. al-MaqrIzI (766-845/1364-1441) 
Aýmad b. 'All b. 'Abd al-QAdir is the famous historian. He 
wrote more than 25 books, including: al-Mawl'iz wa-al-i'tibir, 
al-Sulft li-ma'rifat duyal al-mulfik, KitAb al-muqaff&, Durar 
al-'uqiid al-farldah. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 111,175; Shawk&nl, al-Badr, 1,79. 
99 
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196. Ibn al-RGm! (221-283/836-896) 
'All b. 'Abbis b. Jurayjis al-Rfimi was a well-known poet in the 
Abbasid time. 
Cf. Farriakh, ii, 24o; al-Khatib, Tgrikh, xii, 23; Amin!, 
al-Ghadir, iii, 29; Ibn Khallikin, Wafayit, iii, 42. 
102,103,142,165,221 
197. Abil al-'AlV al-Ma'arri (d. 449/1057) 
Atimad b. 'Abd Allih b. Sulaymin al-Tanilkh! was a famous adlb 
and poet. He wrote many books including: Saqt al-zand, 
LuzZm mA 11 Valzam, RisAlat al-ithufrin. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, 1,94;. ZaydIn, 11,260. 
102,103,116,145 
198. al-Ijarlrl (d. 516/1122) 
al-QIsim b. 'All b. Muhammad b. 'Uthmin was a gramarian and 
ad1b. He is best known for his MaqAmAt 
Cf. Zayd&n, 111,38; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, iii, 227; 
Ibn Taghrl Bard!, Nulilm, v, 225. 
103 
199. al-Mufaloal al-pabbi (d. 168/784) 
A distinguished adib who lived and died in Baghdad. He 
wrote the following books: al-Mufaddalivylt, al-AmthAl. 
Cf. ZaydIn, ii, 106. 
200. Manift al-Nimrl (d. 190/805) 
Man*Or b. al-Zabriqln b. SalAmah was an Abbasid poet. 
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Cf. Zirikll, viii, 238; Ibn KhallikAn, Wafaydt, v, 380; 
Khatlb, Nrlkh, xiii, 65. 
103 
201. HAr, 3n al-Rashid (d. 193/809) 
The famous Abbasid caliph who held office during the period 
170-193/786-809. 
Cf. ZiriklI, ix, 43,44; Khatib, UrIkh, xiv, 5; Ta*!, viii, 
230; Ibn al-Athir, KAmil, v, 82. 
103,104 
202. Muýammad b. 'All al-Shawkini (1173-1250/1760-1834) 
A famous Yemeni scholar and muitahid. He held the post of 
q&dl al-Qudih in ýan'&' for a considerable time. He taught and 
wrote in all the Islamic sciences. He wrote many books, including: 
Fatb al-Qadlr, al-Badr al-tili'. Adab al-talab. IrshAd al-fub, 31, 
al-Durr al-nadid, etc. 
Cf. 'Amri, "The Yemeni scholar"; Qaniiji, al-Tcii,. 443; 
'Akish, j2qýu-d, MS, 85; 4ibshl, "Thabt", passim; ShawkAn!, 
al-Badr, ii, 214; ShijnI, al-TiqsAr, MS, passim; Zabarah, 
Nayl, 11,297. 
104,136,140,189,200 
203. Yaýyl b. 'Abd al-WAsi' al-'Unufl 
A respected member of the 'Unuf! family who was a poet and 
ad1b. He lived and died in the 13th/19th century. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nayl, 11,404. 
104 
233 
204. 'Abd al-Vamid al-Kitib (d. 132/750) 
'Abd al-Hamid b. Yahyl b. Sa' d al-'Amirl was a famous adlb. 
Cf. Zirikli, iv, 60; Ibn Khallikin, Wafavit, ii, 394. 
105 
205. Aktham b. ýayfl (d. 9/630) 
Aktham b. Sayf 1 b. Riylh b. al-Hirith al-Tamlml was a distinguished 
baklm. 




207. Ibn al-Dumaynah 
'Abd Allih b. 'Umar al-Khath'aml was an Umayyad and Abbasid poet. 
Zayd1n says that he was a pre-Islamic poet. 
Cf. 'Abbisi, Ma'Ahid, 1,160; ZaydAn, 1,147. 
107 
208. AbO Ja'far al-ManjOr (d. 158/774) 
The second Abbasid caliph who held power during the period 
136-158/753-774. 
Cf. Tabarl, ix, 154-322; Khatlb, TArlkh, x, 53-71. 
109 
209. AbO Dullmah (d. 161/777) 
Zand b. Al-Jawn was an Abbasid poet. 
234 
Cf. Zayd&n, ii, 74; Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, ii, 71; 'AbbAsl, 
Ma'Ihid, ii, 211. 
109 
210. Ibn Ab! al-Iqba' (d. 654/1256) 
ZakI al-Din 'Abd al-'AýIm b. 'Abd al-WSýid was a distinguished 
poet and adib who lived and died in Egypt. He wrote TabrIr al- 
tabbir and Bad&'i' al-Qur'In. 
Cf. Kutbl, Fawit, i, 607; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, Nul(im, vii, 37, 
'AbbIsI, Ma'Ahid, iv, 180. 
109 
211. Abfi Bakr b. Vajjah (d. 837/1433) 
A distinguished adib who was born in 767/1365. He wrote several 
books including KhizInat al-adab, Thamarit al-awrig, Kashf al- 
lithAm f! al-tawriyah va-al-istikhd&m. 
Cf. ZaydIn, iii, 125; Shawkini, al-Badr, i, 164; SakhIwI, 
]Daw', xi, 53. 
109,140 
212. Ibn DaqIq al-'Id (625-702/1227-1302) 
Muýammad b. 'All b. Wahb is a well-known scholar who was born 
in Yanbu' in the ViJIz and who travelled to Egypt, where he held 
the post of Odl during the years 695-702/1295-1303. He wrote 
several books, among them: al-Ilmim fl abidith al-abk1m, Sharb 
al-'Umdah, Al-'Umm in 20 vol. 
Cf. Muhann! and his references, 102; Kutbl, FawAt, 11,484; Ibn 
Taghrl Bardl, Nul0m, viii, 206; ShawkAnl, al-Badr, 11,229. 
110 
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213. Ibr&hIm Pasha b. Muýammad 'ALI (d. 1265/1849) 
He was the general leader of the Egyptian forces which invaded 
Arabia in 1231/1815. He succeeded his father as the Viceroy 
of Egypt in 1264/1848- 
Cf. Zirikll, i, 66; Mardam, A'yAn, 120. 
ill 
214. Muslim (d. 261/874) 
Muslim b. al-VajjIj al-Qushayr! is the famous Traditional scholar 
who wrote the important book al-JAmi' al-gablb. 
Cf. Qanfijl, 130; ZaydAn, ii, 210; Ibn KhallikAn, WafayAt iv, 
280; Ibn Vajar, IsIbah, x, 126. 
113 
215. M4ammd b. IbrIhIm (d. 840/1436) 
Muhammad b. Ibrithim b. 'Ali b. al-Murtadi, known as Ibn al-Wazir. 
He was a well renowned Yemeni scholar born in 775/1373. The 
following are some of his important works: al-'Aw&$im wa-al- 
QawAsim, Tarilb asAlIb- al-Qur'an 'all asillb al-YenAn, al-Rawd 
al-basim, IthAr al-baqq 'alA al-khalq, al-Tanqlb, etc. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 11,81-93; SakhIwI, ]Daw, vi, 272. 
113,116,133,135,218 
216. Muýammad b. *Izz al-Din al-Muftl (d. 1050/1640) 
A distinguished Yemeni faqlh who wrote al-Badr al-sirl and 
Sharb takmilat-al-babr. 
Cf. Nu'mAn, al-'Aqlq, MS, 395; Shawkini, al-Badr, 11,203. 
114 
236 
217. Sirim al-Din b. Ibrihim b. Muhammad b. al-Wazir (d. 914/1508) 
A respected Yemeni scholar. He wrote several books and his 
famous work was al-Qasidah al-bassinah, which is known as 
al-JawAhir al-mudi'ah. In this poem he mentioned all the imams 
of the Yemen until his time, indicating their birth and death, as 
well as their history. 
Cf. 'Amri, Masidir, 234; Vibshl, Masidir, 426; Shawkini, 
al-Badr, 1,31; Zirik1l, 1,63. 
1145,117 
218. Zayn al-'Äbidln 6A11 b. al-Vusayn b. 'All b. Ab! Tälib (d. 94/712) 
219. Ja'far al-ýIdiq (d. 148/765) 
Ja'far b. MOammad b. 'Ali b. al-4Usayn b. 'All b. Abi Tilib is 
a well-known Tibi'l and Traditionist. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, i, 291; Ibn Vajar, IsIbah, 11,103. 
115 
220. Ibn AbI Shaybah (156-239/773-853) 
'Uthmin b. Muýammad b. Ab! Shaybah al-Kilf! is a well-known 
Tradition scholar. He wrote al-Musnad and al-TafsIr. 
Cf. Dhahabl, MIzAn, 111,35; Ibn Vajar, Tahdh1b, vii, 149. 
221. Nu'aym b. ýammAd (d. 228/843) 
Nu'aym b. Hamad b. Mu'iwiyah b. al-HArith al-KhuzI'I is a 
distinRuished Tradition scholar. He wrote al-Fitan wa-al- 
mallbim. 
Cf. Ibn H. ajar, Tahdhlb, x, 458; Dhahabl, MlzAn, iv, 267. 
115 
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222.4asan b. Muýammad al-Naýawl (d. 791/1388) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar who was the Odl of §an'V. 
He wrote al-Tadhkirah and al-Taysir. 
Cf. Shawk&nl, al-Badr, 1,210; 'Amrl, Magidir, 184. 
116 
223. Vudhayfah b. al-Yamin (d. 36/656) 
A distinguished Companion who related 225 Jjadlth. He was the 
governor (will) of al-MadVin for 'Umar b. al-Khaqlb. 
Cf. Dhahabl, Siyar, ii, 260; Ibn al-Javzl, Sifat, 249 
116 
224. al-'A* b. Munabbih 
117 
225. Hishim al-Kalb! (d. 146/763) 
Hishim b. Muýammad b. al-SVib was a well-known scholar of Arab 
genealogy. 
Cf. Zayd&n, 11,149; Ibn KhallikAn, WafayAt, v. 131. 
117 
226. Marýab (d. 7/628) 
A Jewish leader who was killed in Khaybar. 
Cf. Mubirkfilri, al-Rablq, 420. 
117 
227. Abil al-Vasan al-Jazzir (d. 678/1280) 
YatyA b. 'Abd al-'Aýlm is an Egyptian poet. He wrote Fawl'id 
al-maw&'id and al-'UqCtd al-durriyyah. 
238 
Cf. Amin!, al-Ghadir, v, 426; Kutbli Kawlt, ii, 630; Ibn 
Taghrl Bardl, Nuidm, vii, 345. 
117 
228. 'Amr b. 'Abd Wadd al-'Amirl (d. 5/626) 
A distinguished pro-Islamic figure who was killed in 
al-Khandaq battle by 'All b. AbI TAlib. 
Cf. Zirikll, v, 251. 
118 
229. al-ýafiyy al-4illi 677-750/1278-1349) 
'Abd al-'Azlz b. Sar&yl b. 'All b. AM al-Qisim, an Iraqi poet 
and ad1b. He wrote several books, including: Durar al-nabw, 
al-'Atil al-bIL11 wa-al-murakhkhas al-ahAll. Wasf al-sayd. 
Cf. Zaydin, 111,128; Shawkfinl, al-Badr, i, 358; Ibn Taghri 
Bardl, Nuiüm, x, 238. 
118,140 
230. Khalil Pasha (d. 1235/1820) 
A distinguished ottoman leader who played an important role in 
MOammad 'All's campaigns in Arabia. He was appointed as general 
of the Turco-Egyptian forces in Arabia, but he died soon after- 
wards. 
Cf. 'Abd al-ROIm, Hubammad 'All, 11,71; Shawkini, al-Badr, 368. 
119,122,123,124,145,146,147 
231. Sa'Id b. Musallat (d. 1242/1826) 
He was the chief of the 'Asir tribes who were involved in a 
239 
bitter struggle to resist the forces of Muýammad 'All Pasha. 
He became the ruler of 'AsIr in 1239/1823. 
Cf. Ibn Misf ir, 86; Bishrl, 62; Ab(i Dihish, Athar, 100,134, etc. 
120 
232. Sharif Rljiý b. 'Amr al-Shanbarl 
According to the text he was a respected member of the sharifs 
of Mecca. 
122,123 
233. Sharif Manilar b. Mas'dd b. MOammad 
According to the text he was a distinguished member of the 
ruling family who was expelled with Sharif Aýmad b. #am-ad to 
Egypt in 1235/1820. 
124 
234. AbO al-Walld al-Buýturl (d. 284/897) 
Al-Walld b. 'Ubayd al-TVI is the well-known Abbasid post. 
He wrote the book al-JJamAsah. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 11,159; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, v, 74. 
126,127,176 
235- Tarafah b. al-'Abd (d. 500 A. D. ) 
A famous pre-Islamic poet. 
Cf. Zayd1n, 1,107; Ibn Qutaybah, al-Shi'r, 137. 
127,128 
236. Jarlr b. 'Atiyyah b. al-Khatfl (d. 110/728) 
A famous Umayyad post. 
240 
Cf. Zaydin, i, 242; Ibn KhallikAn, Wafaylt, i, 286; Ibn 
Qutaybah, al-Shi'r, 435. 
127,128 
237. Ibn Baqiyy (d. 540/1145) 
Yaýyl b. 'Abd al-Ra Wnb. Baqiyy is an Andalusian poet. 
Cf. Zirikll, ix, 188; Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, v, 248. 
128 
238. Bashshir b. Burd (d. 167/783) 
A well-known poet who lived in both the Umayyad and Abbasid eras. 
Cf. ZaydIn, 11,58; Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, i, 245. 
128 
239. Abii Nuwls (d. 198/813) 
al-Hasan b. Hin! is a distinguished poet who lived in Abbasid 
times. 
Cf. Zaydin, ii, 62; Ibn KhallikAn, WafayAt, 1,373; Khatlb, 
TArlkh, vii, 436. 
128 
240. Ibn al-Khayylt al-Dimashql (d. 517/1123) 
Abmad b. Muýammad al-Taghlibl is a well-known poet. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 111,28; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, 1,127. 
129 
241. Sulaymin Sunjuq 
An Ottoman general. 
241 
Cf. 'Abd al-Rahim, Mubammad 'All, ii, 11,48. 
130 
242. Fahh1d b. SAlim 
Fahh1d b. Silim b. Muhamad b. Shukbin al-Rumaythin was a 
distinguished Saudi leader and the head of the Bishah tribe. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 52; Ibn Bishr, 'Unwin, i, 136. 
130 
243. Anas b. Milik (d. 93/711) 
Anas b. Milik b. al-Naft b. Pam4am is a well-known Companion 
who related 2286 Hadith. 
Cf. Zirikll, 1,365. Ibn al-JawzI, Sifat, i, 298; Ibn 4ajar, 
IsIbah, 1,93. 
132 
244. MAlik b. Anas (95-172/713-789) 
Milik b. Anas b. Mlik b. Anas b. al-Virith is a famous 
Traditionist and faqlh. He wrote the distinguished book, 
al-Muwatta'. 
Cf. Abii Zahrah, TArlkh, ii, 176-225; Ibn Hajar, Tahdh1b, x, 5. 
132. 
245. AbO Van1fah (80-150/699-767) 
al-Nu'm&n b. Thibit, known as AbO Hanifah, is a famous Traditionist 
and faq1h. His iitih&d brought about the Islamic madbhab, known 
as the Hanafl. 
Cf. Abfi Zahrah, AbG Uanifah, passim; Ibn Hajar, Tahdh1b, x, 449. 
133 
242 
246.4mad b. #anbal (164-241/780-855) 
The famous Traditionist and faqlh who gave his name to the 
4anball madhhab. 
Cf. Abii Zahrah, Abmad b. Uanbal, passim; Ibn KhallikAn, 
WafayAt, i, 47. 
133,174 
247. Isýlq b. Yiisuf b. Ism&'11 al-ýan'Anl (d. 1173/1759) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar. He wrote many books including 
Tafrij al-kur0b, al-ThaRhr al-bfisim, al-Waih al-basan, IjAbat 
al-di'l. 
Cf. ZabArah, Nashr, i, 324-43; ShawkAnI, al-Badr, i, 135; 
Vibshl, MasAdir, 230; Sayyid, M&sAdir, 273. 
133 
248. 'Abd AllAh b. Muýa=ad b. Ism&'Il al-Amir (d. 1242/1826) 
A Yemeni scholar who wrote Manz6mat 'umdat al-abk1m. 
Cf. Shawkini. al-Badr, 1,396; 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 65; ZabArah, 
Nayl, ii, 9.7; Vibshl, Masidir, 68. 
134,189,215 
249. 'All b. MOammad b. 'AqIlI al-Viziml (d. 1252/1836) 
He was a QAdI in Pamad for some time during Sharif 'All b. 
Vaydar's reign. 
Cf. 'Akish, jyq: ud, MS, 71; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,160. 
135,216 
250. Muba -db. al-Muslw& al-Ahdal (d. 1266/1849) 
243 
A respected Yemeni scholar who wrote Talqlb al-afhAm f! wa$dy& 
khayr al-anim and Kaff al-mitmah. 
Cf. 'Akish, 12g: ud, MS, 90; Zabirah, Nayl, ii, 315; Uibshl, 
Masidir, 72. 
136 
251. Shams al-Din b. al-'Afif al-Tilmisini (d. 690/1291) 
SulaymAn b. 'All b. 'Abd AllAh was a distinguished poet and ad1b. 
He wrote many books including: Kashf al-bayin fl ma'rifat al- 
insin, and al-Mawlqif. 
Cf - Kutbl, Fawit, 1,361; Ibn Taghrl Bardl, NuiCm, viii, 29; 
ZaydIn, iii, 119. 
138,151 
252. AW Vanifah al-Daynfirl (d. 282/895) 
Aýrmd b. DI'Sd was a distinguished scholar who wrote al-AkhbIr 
al-tiwil and al-Anw! '. 
Cf. ZaydAn, ii, 197. 
138 
253. 'Izz al-Din al-MawOll (d. 789/1387) 
'All b. al-HuSayn al-Mawsill is a distinguished adib and poet 
who wrote al-Tawagvul bl-al-badl'. 
Cf. Ibn Vajar, Durar, iii, 43; InbA', ii, 268. 
140 
254. al-Miqdld b. 'Amr (d. 33/653) 
He was known as al-MiqdId b. al-Aswad. He was a distinguished 
244 
Companion. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb, 10,285; I*Ibah, vi, 133. 
140,141 
255. VAtim al-TVI (d. 506 A. D. ) 
Vitim b. 'Abd Allih was a pre-Islamic poet who was famed for his 
generosity. 
Cf. Zavdin, i, 120; Ibn Qutaybah, al-Shi'r, 193; Farrflkh, 1,186. 
1409 141 
256. al-Ahnaf b. Qays (d. 72/791) 
- al-Ahnaf b. Qays b. Mu'lwiyah b. Husayn al-Tamlml. The historians 
agree that al-Aýnaf is a nickname and his name is al-paýýIk or 
ýakhr. He was a Tibi'l and a well-known figure in Arab history. 
Cf. Ibn al-JawzI, Sifat, iii, 123; Ibn Hajar, TahdhIb, 1,191. 
140,141 
257. VAJib b. Zur1rah (d. 3/625) 
He was the head of the Tamim tribe in pre-Islamic times. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, I$Abah, 1,286; Farx-akh, 1,174. 
140,141 
258. Abd TammAm (d. 231/845) 
Vablb b. Aws al-TI'l was a famous Abbasid poet. 
Cf. Zaydin, 11,70; Ibn Khallikin, WafavAt, 1,334; TTL'I, 
Abü T--Am, passim. 
141,209 
245 
259. Abil Dulaf al-'Ujall (d. 226/840) 
al-Q&sim b. 'is! b. Idrls was a prominent figure who worked for 
HlrOn al-Rashid, al-Ma'mfin and al-Mu, 'taqim. He wrote many 
books including: al-Buzit w&-al-gayd . and SiyAsat al-mulfik. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, iii, 236; Khatib, Tirikh, xii, 416; 
Ibn Taghrl Bardl, Nulfim, 11,243. 
141 
260. Vizim b. 'All b. 'Is! 
His genealogy - goes back to 'All b. AM Plib. 
143. 
261. Hasan b. Ahmad b. Hasan al-Bahkall (d. 1234/1818) 
He was the qidl of Abii 'Arish. 
Cfo 'Akish, 121u: d, MS, 113; Hadl'iq, MS, 65; ShawkAnl, 
al-Badr, 1,323; Zabirah, Nayl, i, 313; Vibshl, 
MasAdir, 301. 
143 
262. IbrIhIm b. SayyAr (d. 231/845) 
An important figure of the Mutazilah, known as al-Nazzim. He 
is best known as a philosopher. 
Cf. Ibn Vajar, LisAn, i, 67; Zirikll, i, 36. 
144 
263. Ibn SanV al-Mulk (d. 608/1211) 
Hibat Allih b. Ja'far b. al-Mu'tamid is a well-known post. 
He wrote: Rfib al-bayawin and Fusilg al-fugill. 
246 
Cf. ZaydAn, iii, 16; Ibn KhallikAn, Wafaylt, v, 112; Ibn 
Taghrl Bard!, Nul(im, vi, 204. 
144 
264. 'Abd al-Ra Wnb. SulaymAn al-Ahdal (d. 1250/1834) 
A distinguished Yemeni Tradition scholar. He wrote several 
books including: Fatb al-Oawl, Sharb bulfigh al-marim. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 61; Zabirah, Nayl, ii, 30; Sayyid, 
MaeAdir, 293. 
145,175,205,219 
265. Sa'd b. Mimah 
146 
266. 'Antarah al-'Absi (d. 615 A. D. ) 
The famous pre-Islamic poet 
Cf. Zaydin, i, 108; Ibn Qutaybah, al-Shi'r, 204; Farrfikh, 1,207. 
146 
267. Imam al-Mahdl 'Abd AllAh b. 4mad (d. 1251/1835) 
He assumed the imamate in 1231/1816 and ruled until he died. 
Cf. 'Amrl, Mi'at 'am, 185; The Yemen, 75; Shawkini, al-Badr, 
1,376; ZabArah, Nayl, ii, 64. 
147,187 
268. 'Abd al-Q&dir b. 'All al-'AwAJI (d. 1235/1819) 
He was the qAdI of al-Luh. ayyah during Sharif Hamfid's reign. 
He was deported to Egypt with Sharif Ah. mad b. Hamfid by Khalil Pasha 
where he died. 
247 
Cf. 'iklsh, : YquLd, MS, 64; Zabirah, Nayl, ii, 52. 
148 
269. ', klI b. Muýammad al-'Insl (d. 1139/1727) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar and post. He was q5di 
of al-'Udayn. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nashr, 11,251; ShawkAnl, al-Badr, i, 475. 
150 
270. al-Hrith b. 'Abbdd (d. 550 A. D. 
A distinguished pre-Islamic leader who was the head of the 
Bakr tribe. 
Cf. Far&kh, 1,127; Zirikll, 11,157. 
150 
271. Sharif MOammad b. Manift b. NIOr 
According to the text he was a member of the ruling family 
who was in dispute with Sharif 'All b. Vaydar. 
151 
272. Shari; Zayd b. Nilir b. Muýammad 
According to the text he was appointed as the governor of 
qaby& in 1236/1820. 
152,154 
273. Muýammad b. Atmad Khudaysh (d. 1236/1820) 
He was gAdl of Wadi Ta'shur and Khulab. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 98; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,219. 
152 
248 
274. Sharif MOammad b. Aýmad b. 4aydar 
According to the text he was a member of the ruling family. 
153 
275. Aýmad b. 'Abd al-Q&dir al-Vifýl (d. 1228/1813) 
A distinguished scholar who lived and died in Rijil Alma' 
of 'Asir. 
Cf. 'Akish, j2qud, MS, 18-20; ZabArah, Nayl, 1,126; AbS 
DAhish, Athar, 13,19,20, etc. 
154 
276. Muýamad b. Vudaysh 
According to the text he was a Y! mI leader. 
154 
277. Abmad Pasha 
He was the mubAfiz of Mecca and the governor of the ýijlz during 
Muhammad 'All's rule in the Arabian Peninsula. 
Cf. 'Abd al-RahIm, Mubammad 'All, ii, 71. 
155,161,167,198,199 
278. Muýammad b. Isý&q b. al-Mahd! (d. 1167/1753) 
He became imam of the Yemen after al-QIsim b. al-Husayn's death, 
but he involved in a long and bitter struggle against al-Man#Or 
bi-AllAh al-ýusayn b. al-Q&sim who took over the situation and 
assumed power as imam. Muhammad b. IshAq, as a result, devoted 
his time to knowledge. 
Cf. ShawkAnI, al-Badr, 11,129 
157 
249 
279. Mu'ldh b. Jabal (d. 18/639) 
Mu'! dh b. Jabal b. 'Amr b. Aws al-Khazraj! is one of the 
Prophet's Companions. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, I$Ibah, vi, 106; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat, i, 195; 
Isbahinl, Uilyah, 1,228. 
157 
280. Ism&'Il b. 'Abd al-Raýmft b. qasan al-Bahkall (d. 1242/1826) 
He was a sAdl in AMI 'Arlsh. 
Cf. 'Akish, jUq(ld, MS, 31; ZabArah, Nayl, 1,279. 
160 
281. Hasan b. 'Abd Allih b. 'Abd al-'Azlz (d. 1242/1826) 
His full biography can be found in the text. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 44; ZabArah, Nayl, i, 339. 
160 
282. Atand b. VuSayn al-Vizimi 
According to the text he was a respected member of 
al-4! ztmi family. 
161 
283. MOamwd b. 49san b. KhIlid al-Hiziml 
He is the son of Sharif Hamud's distinguished minister, al-Hasan 
b. KhIlid. According to the text, when amir of 'Asir captured 
ýabyl- he was appointed an a governor of the town. 
161,167,197,198 
284. Sharif ýaydar b. Nigir (d. 1251/1835) 
250 
Vaydar b. Niqir b. Mutammad b. Atmad b. Khayrit was the governor 
of §aby! some time during Sharif 'All b. ýaydar's rule. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nayl, 1,413. 
162,216 
285. Maghram al-'Asirl 
According to the text he was a 'Asir! leader. 
162 
286. Ibn Hini al-Andalus! (d. 363/973) 
Muhammad b. Hini al-AzdI is an Andalusian poet. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 11,253; Ibii KhallikAn, Wafaylt, iv, 49; Ibn 
Taghrl Bardl, tNj: um, iv, 67. 
164 
287. Ibn Nablitah (d. 768/1366) 
JamAl al-DIn M4ammad b. Mutammad al-Juthimi is an Egyptian adib 
who wrote several books. The following are some of them: 
Sulilk duval al-nmlfik, Ta'liq al-divin, Sai' al-mutavwaq. 
Cf. Zaydin, 111,122; Shawkini, al-Badr, ii, 225; Ibn Taghrl 
Bardl, Nu-j6m, xi, 95; Ibn Hajar, Durar, iv, 216. 
165,176,209 
288. allafadi (d. 764/1362) 
Khalil b. Aybak al-§afadi is a well-known historian and biographer 
who wrote more than 25 books. The following are some of his 
important works: al-WAfI fl al-wafaylt. al-Tadhkirah al-salibivyah, 
Nuarat al-thVir 'all al-mathal al-sl'ir, A'vAn al-'aar, al-Ghavth 
251 
al-ladhi insaiam. 
Cf. Zaydin, 111,161-64; ShawkAnl, i, 243; Ibn Taghrl Bard!, 
Nuifim, xi, 19; Ibn Haiar. Durar, ii, 87. 
165,176 
289. al-Arjini (d. 544/1149) 
Aýmad b. MOammad b. al-Vusayn was RiLl of Tustar and a respected 
post. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 111,29; Ibn KhallikAn, WafayAt, 1,134; Ibn Taghrl 
Bardl, Nul6m, v, 285. 
165 
290. al-Qisim b. Muhammad b. Ismi'll al-Amir (d. 1246/1830) 
A well-known Yemeni scholar. His full biography can be obtained 
from the text. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 11,52; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,180. 
168 
291. 'All b. Hidl 'Arhab (d. 1236/1820) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar who was QAdI of al-Raw#ah, near 
San'V, before moving to become qIdI of Kavkabin. 
Cf. ShawkAnI, al-Badr, 1,499; ZabArah, Nayl, 11,164. 
168,201 
292. AbG VAmid al-GhazAll (450-505/1058-1111) 
MOjlmnAd b. Muýammad b. Aýmad is the famous scholar and philosopher. 
He wrote more than 100 books. The following are some of his 
important works: IbYA' 'ulQm al-din, TahAfut al-falAsifah, 
252 
FadVib al-bitini)ryah, Yiqiit al-ta'wil, Ilj&m al-'awim. . 
Cf. Ibn KhallikAn, WafayAt, iii, 560; Badawl, Mu'allafAt, 
passim; Mahrajin, Abil UAmid passim; Ri4A, Abla UAmid, 
passim. * 
169 
293. Vusayn b. Aýmad al-Nu'm&n (d. 1246/1830) 
He was qAdI of al-Shuqayrl in al-Mikkhl&f al-SulaymAnI for 
Sharif 'All b. Vaydar. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 43; Zab&rah, Nayl, i, 377. 
170 
294. Mutamad b. Ka'b al-Qarafl (d. 120/737) 
A distinguished Tibi'l who lived and died in Medina. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, TahdhIb, ix, 420; IsbahInI, Jjilyah, 111,212. 
171 
295. al-Ma'm-an (d. 218/833) 
'Abd All&h b. Hiriln al-Rashid is the Abbasid caliph who held 
power for the period 198-218/813-833. 
Cf. Tabarl, x, 226-293; Khat1b, TIrIkh, x, 183. 
172 
296. Sharif Vasan b. BashIr b. Muýamad 
According to the text he was appointed by 'All b. Mujaththil, 
the ruler of 'Asir, as governor of Billd ýalll. 
173,177,178,179 
297. Muoammad b. 'All b. ýaydar (d. 1246/1830) 
253 
The text provides his full biography. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nayl, 11,293. 
173 
298. Ibn Qutaybah (213-276/828-889) 
'Abd AllAh b. Muslim al-Daynfirl was a well-known scholar who wrote 
many books, including: Gharlb al-Qur'In and al-Khayl. 
Cf. Ibn Khallikin, WafayAt, 11,246; Zirikli, ix, 184. 
174 
299. al-Nawavi (d. 676/1277) 
Yaýyl b. Sharaf al-Din al-Nawawl was a distinguished scholar and 
Traditionist. He wrote more than 20 books, including al-Minhiki 
fT sharb sabib muslim and Rivid al-sAlibin. 
Cf. Ibn Taghrl Bardl, Nuj6m, vii, 278. 
174 
300. 'Allin al-§iddlql (975-1033/1567-1624) 
Aýzmd b. Ibrihim b. 'AllAn was a respected figure who lived and 
died in Mecca. He was best known as a Naqshaband! Suf i 
Cf. Zirikll, 1,85; Muhibbl, KhulAsah, 1,157. 
174 
301. MOammad b. 'All b. 'AllAn (996-1057/1588-1647) 
A distinguished scholar who lived and died in Mecca. He wrote 
many books, including Dalll al-fAlitLIn. Muthir shawq al-anam. 
Cf. Zirikli, 7,187; Muoibbl, Khul&$ah, iv, 184-89. 
174 
254 
302.. Muýammad b. Atanad Mushtam (d. 1181/1767) 
He was a famous Yemeni scholar who held the post of qidl in 
various Yemeni cities. He wrote more than 50 books. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nashr, 11,412-26; Shawkinl, al-Badr, 11,102. 
175 
303. 'Umar b. Abi Rabl'ah (d. 93/711) 
The Umayvad poet. 
Cf. Zaydin, 1,269; Ibn Khallikin, Wafaylt, iii, 111; 
Farrfikh , 1,535. 
176 
304. Murayyih (d. 1248/1832) 
According to the text he was a 'Asir! leader. 
178,180 
305. Aýmad b. Idris al-Maghribi (d. 1253/1837) 
His full biography can be seen in the text, 217. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud. MS, 6; Munizarah, passim; Zabirah, 
Navl, i, 223. 
181,217 
306. Zuhayr b. Abi SulmA (d. 631 A. D. ) 
A famous pre-Islamic poet. 
Cf. ZaydAn, 1,96; Ibn Qutaybah, al-Shi'r, 1,86; 'AbbAs1, 
Ma. 'Shid, 1,327. 
183 
255 
307. Turkl b. al-Mis 
A Turkish soldier known as Turkchl Belmiz. He rebelled against 
MOammad 'All in Jeddah in 1248/1832. He, together with his 
supporters, moved to the Yemen and succeeded in taking control 
of al-4udaydah and its surrounding area. After a short time he 
was defeated and escaped from the Yemen. 
Cf. Playfair, 143; 'Abd al-Raýlm, Mubammad 'All, ii, 171-91. 
185,186,191,192 
308. 'AYij b. Mir'l (d. 1273/1856) 
He was the ruler of 'Asir in the period 1249-73/1833-56. 
Cf. Ibn Misfir, 95; ZulfA, "Ottoman", passim; 'Akish, 
al-Durr al-thamin,, MS, 3; Vamzah, Qalb, 354. 
186,194.195,196,197,199 
309. Durayb b. 'Abd A111h (d. 1248/1832) 
According to the text he was governor of al-VUdaydah for the 
imam of 4an'l'. 
Cf. Playfair, 142. 
186,188 
310. 'All b. 'Abd Allih al-JallAl (d. 1225/1810) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar. He was jiLl in ýan'! ' and 
wrote many books. The following are some of them: Mukhtagar 
fatb al-BAri, al-Tariq al-aslam, Sharb Jiml' al-us-al. 
Cf. ShawkInI, al-Badr, 1,469; Zabrarah, Nayl, 11,145. 
189 
256 
311. Imam al-Manjiir 'Ali b. al-Mahdi (d. 1224/1809) 
The imam of the Yemen in the period 1189-1224/1775-1809. 
Cf. 'Amrl,. Miat 'Am, 51; The Yemen, 14; ShawkAnl, al-Badr, 
i, 459; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,140. 
189 
312. Sharif Yahy! b. AbI TAlib 
According to the text he was a distinguished member of the ruling 
f amily. 
197 
313. MOammd Amin 
According to the text he was an Ottoman leader. 
199,208,109,210 
314. Mutammad b. Vasan al-Shijnl (d. 1286/1869) 
A Yemeni scholar who wrote the book al-Tiqslr fl j1d 'Alim al- 
aq, illm wa-al-amsfir. 
Cf. Zabirah, Nayl, 11,257; Sayyid, Masidir, 301; Uibshi, 
Mavidir, 457. 
201 
315. Atimad b. Muýammad al-Varizi (d. 1227/1812) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar. 
Cf. ShavkAnI, al-Badr, 1,96; ZabArah, Nayl, 1,197. 
201 
316. Ismi'll b. Vasan b. Aýrud b. al-Vasan (d. 1206/1791) 
257 
He was a prominent Yemeni scholar who worked as governor of 
Dha-ar in 1165/1751. 
Cf. Shawkinl, al-Badr, 1,145; ZabArah, Nayl, i, 266. 
201 
317. 'Abd Allih b. Ismi'll al-Nihml (d. 1228/1813) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar. 
Cf. Shavkinl, al-Badr, 1,379; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,69. 
201 
318. al-Qisim b. Yah A al-Khawlinl (d. 1209/1794) .Y 
A Yemeni scholar of grammar and figh. 
Cf. Shawkiml, al-Badr, 11,53; ZabArah, Nayl, 184. 
201 
319. Vasan b. Ismi'll al-Maghribl (d. 1208/1793) 
A respected Yemeni scholar. 
Cf. Shawkiml, Al-Badr, 1,195; ZabArah, Nayl, 11,319. 
201 
320. 'All b. Ibrihim b. ', Kmir (d. 1207/1792) 
See the above note. 
Cf. ShawkAnl, al-Badr, 1,416; ZabArah, Nayl, 11,106. 
201 
321. Muhammad b. Yahy! BuhrAn (d. 957/1550) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar who wrote several books, including 
Sharb al-athmAr, al-Tubfah, al-KAfil, al-ShAfl, al-Mu'tamad. 
258 
Cf. Shawk&ni, al-Badr, 11,279; 'Amrl, MasAdir, 241; Vibshl, 
Ma$Adir, 210. 
201 
322. al-ýusayn b. Muýammad 
201 
323. Ibrihlm al-Kayna'l (d. 784/1382) 
Ibrihim b. Aýmad b. 'All al-Kayna'I was a respected scholar. 
Cf. ShawkAnl, al-Badr, i, 
203 
324. 'All b. Muhammad b. 'All al-Shawkin! (d. 1250/1834) 
A respected Yemeni scholar, known as al-Shawkini al-ýaghlr. 
Cf. 'likish, lyfud, MS, 79; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,162. 
203,205 
325. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Hishim b. Yah 1 al-Shiml (d. 1251/1835) Y 
A respected Yemeni scholar. 
Cf. Shawkini, al-Badr, 11,265; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,315. 
203 
326. Vusayn b. Aýmad al-Sayighl (d. 1221/1806) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar who wrote IjAshiyah 'all al-rawl 
al-nigir fl Adlb al-munizir and al-Rawd al-nazir sharb al- 
maimfi' al-kabir. 
Cf. Shawkini, 1,214; Zabirah, Nayl, 1,366; Vibshl, MavAdir, 67. 
204 
259 
327. 'Abd Allih b. 'Umar al-Khalll (d. 1193/1779) 
A Yemeni scholar who lived and died in Zabld. 
Cf. Zablrah, Nashr, 11,129. 
205,215 
328. Abfi Bakr Sulaymin b. Yaýyl al-Ahdal (d. 1197/1782) 
A respected Yemeni scholar. 
Cf. Shawkinl, al-Badr, 1,267. 
206 
329. Abmad b. SulaymAn al-Hajjim 
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330. Atmad b. Vasan al-M(Iqirl (d. 1201/1786) 
A distinguished Yemeni scholar. 
cf. Qanlajl, 492. 
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331. Ibrihim b. Huh d Shar'In 
206 
332. al-Vaklm al-Vamawl 
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333.4wd b. Ibrlhlm al-Nu'rin al-Pamadl (d. 1251/1835) 
Cf. 'Akish, jyqu: d, HS, 11; ZabArah, Nayl, 1,59. 
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334. Sharif Bashir b. Shabir b. Mubdrak(d. 1251/1835) 
A respected scholar who lived and died in AbfI 'ArIsh. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, MS, 36; Zabirah, Nayl, 1,308. 
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335. Ibrihim Pasha Yakan 
A brother of Aýmad Pasha Yakan, the governor general of the VijIz. 
He was the leader of the Egyptian forces which were sent to seize 
the Yemen in 1251/1835. 
Cf. 'Abd al-Rahim, Mubammad 'AI-L, 11,206. 
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336. 'Abd al-Raýmln b. Muýammad al-Sharafl (d. 1251/1835) 
See his full biography in the text. 
Cf. 'Akish, ýýud, HS, 63; Zabirah, Nayl, 11,37. 
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337. Imam M4amsnad b. al-Q&sim (d. 250/864) 
He rebelled in TAliqln in Iran during al-Mu'tasim's reign 
and was captured in 250/864 and killed. 
Cf. Isfahlnl, MaqAtil, 577; Tabarl, ix, 8. 
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338. al-Zayn b. 'Abd al-Khlliq (d. 120911794) 
al-Zayn b. 'Abd al-KhAliq b. 'All al-Mizjljl was a distinguished 
Yemeni scholar who lived and died in Zabld. 
Cf. ZabArah, Nayl, 1,420. 
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339. 'Abd al-KhIliq al-Mizjijl (d. 1180/1766) 
Cf. ZabArah, Nashr, 11,32. 
215 
340. Shu'lah (d. 656/1258) 
Muýammad b. Alýuad b. Aýmad al-Mawqill, known as Shu'lah. He 
was a distinguished faqlh- 
Cf. Qaniijl, 256; Zirikll, vi, 217. 
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341. Vusayn b. 'Abd al-'Azlz al-Nu'm&n (d. 1225/1810) 
He was q&dl of ýabyl- 
Cf. 'Akish, jpq: ud, MS, 44. 
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342. Imim Idrls b. 'Abd AllAh al-Ma44 (d. 177/793) 
He was the founder of the Idrlsl state in N. W. Africa. 
Cf. Isfahini, Magitil, 487; Ibn Khaldfin, Tirikh, iv, 23-36. 
217 
343. 'Abd al-Wahh&b al-Tizi 
217 
344. Abil al-'AbbAs al-Mursi (d. 686/1287) 
A well: -known Sufi whose grave is still known in Alexandria. 
Cf. QanCtjl, 320. 
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345. ýIlit al-Fullin! (1166-1218/1753-1803) 
ýIlit b. Mutammad b. Nilý, known as al-FullAnI, was a distinguished 
Miliki faqIh who lived and died in Medina. He wrote many books, 
including Qatf al-tha-ar and al-Thimir. 
Cf. ZiriklI, iii, 281; Qaniiji, 433. 
218 
346. Kushijim (d. 360/970) 
Muoammad b. al-Vusayn b. al-Sindl b. ShAhak was an Abbasid poet 
and man of letters. Kushijim is said to be an acrostic formed out 
of the initial letter of the subjects in which he excelled, i. e. 
kif for kAtib, shin for sh-A'ir. alif for adib or inshl', Jim for 
JjEal or limi, MLm for mantiq or munailim. He wrote many books 
including, Adab al-nadim and Kha5A"is a -turaf. 
Cf. ZaydIn, ii, 251; AmInI, Ghadir, iv, 3-20; Amin, A'VAn, 47, 
166; C. H. Pellat, EI 2, article "Kush&! Uim". 
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